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Resumo
O objetivo desta tese é desenvolver, pelo menos no aspecto formal, algoritmos construtivos e
bem-balanceados para a aproximação de classes específicas de modelos diferenciais. Nossas
principais aplicações consistem em equações de água rasa e problemas de convecção-difusão
no contexto de fenômenos de transporte, relacionados a problemas de pressão capilar
descontínua em meios porosos. O foco principal é desenvolver sob o framework Lagrangian-
Euleriano um esquema simples e eficiente para, em nível discreto, levar em conta o delicado
equilíbrio entre as aproximações numéricas não lineares do fluxo hiperbólico e o termo fonte,
e entre o fluxo hiperbólico e o operador difusivo. Os esquemas numéricos são propostos para
ser independentes de estruturas particulares das funções de fluxo. Apresentamos diferentes
abordagens que selecionam a solução entrópica qualitativamente correta, amparados por
um grande conjunto de experimentos numéricos representativos.
Palavras-chave: Leis de Conservação Hiperbólicas. Leis de Balanço. Modelos de Trans-
porte. Formulação Lagrangiana-Euleriana de volumes finitos. Método de elementos finitos
mistos e híbridos.
Abstract
The purpose of this thesis is to develop, at least formally by construction, conservative
methods for approximating specific classes of differential models. Our major applications
consist in shallow water equations and nonstandard convection-diffusion problems in the
context of transport phenomena, related to discontinuous capillary pressure problems in
porous media. The main focus in this work is to develop under the Lagrangian-Eulerian
framework a simple and efficient scheme to, on the discrete level, account for the delicate
nonlinear balance between the numerical approximations of the hyperbolic flux and source
term, and between the hyperbolic flux and the diffusion operator. The proposed numerical
schemes are aimed to be independent of particular structures of the flux functions. We
present different approaches that select the qualitatively correct entropy solution, supported
by a large set of representative numerical experiments.
Keywords: Hyperbolic Conservation Laws. Balance laws. Transport Models. Lagrangian-
Eulerian Finite Volume. Hybrid and mixed finite element methods.
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1 Introduction
The purpose of this thesis is to develop conservative methods, at least formally
by construction, for approximating specific classes of differential models. Our major
applications are in balance laws systems with stiff source terms modeling shallow water
equations and nonstandard convection-diffusion problems in the context of transport
phenomena, related to discontinuous capillary pressure problems in porous media. Based
on a finite volume Lagrangian-Eulerian framework we developed and implemented new
numerical schemes for solving balance laws with nonlinear source terms, also linked to the
hyperbolic scalar conservation laws. Our main focus in this work is to develop a simple
and efficient scheme to, on the discrete level, account for the delicate nonlinear balance
between the numerical approximations of the hyperbolic flux and (possibly stiff) source
term. We present different approaches that select the qualitatively correct entropy solution,
supported by a large set of representative numerical experiments.
1.1 Motivation and significance of the research work
In the past decades, there has been large interest in researching accurate and
robust numerical methods for the solutions of shallow water equations due to their large
scientific and engineering applications. Two types of difficulties are often encountered in
the simulation of the shallow water equations, coming from the good approximation of
steady state solutions (related to the treatment of the source terms) and the preservation
of water height positivity (related to the appearance of dry regions in many engineering
applications). An essential part for the shallow water equations and other conservation laws
with source terms is that they often admit steady-state solutions in which the flux gradients
are exactly balanced by the source terms [99]. Well-balanced schemes are designed to
preserve exactly these steady-state solutions with relatively coarse meshes, and therefore
it is desirable to design numerical methods which have the well-balanced property. Typical
applications include the dam break problem, flood waves and run-up phenomena at a
coast with tsunamis being the most impressive example. Special attention needs to be
paid near the dry/wet front to preserve the water height positivity, otherwise they may
produce non-physical negative water height, which becomes problematic when calculating
the eigenvalues and renders the system not hyperbolic and not well-posed.
There are several applications for free surface flows, such as in ocean, environ-
mental, hydraulic engineering and atmospheric modeling, with wide examples that include
the dam break and flooding problem, tidal flows in coastal water region, nearshore wave
propagation with complex bathymetry structure, tsunami wave propagation and ocean
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model [25, 42, 58, 78, 93, 95]. These equations play a critical role in the modeling and
simulation of free surface flows in rivers and coastal areas, and can predict tides, storm
surge levels and coastline changes from hurricanes and ocean currents. Shallow water
equations also arise in atmospheric flows, debris flows, and certain hydraulic structures like
open channels and sedimentation tanks. The modeling take the form of non-homogeneous
hyperbolic conservation laws with source terms encompassing the effects of bathymetry
and viscous friction on the bottom. The variation of the bottom may be considered as
the only source term, but other terms, such as a friction term or variations of the channel
width, could also be added.
Transport of fluids in porous media is important both in scientific and techno-
logical areas, such as chemical, civil, agricultural, environmental, petroleum and mechanic
engineering. Many difficulties and challenges arise on the mathematical formulation of the
physical processes that govern multiphase flow in heterogeneous reservoirs, mainly due to
their inherent multi-scale nature. We highlight the lack of analytical solutions in three-
phase flow models and well-understanding of the underlying theory. Moreover, geological
properties of the medium like permeability or porosity may present heterogeneities and
are modeled in the PDE system as discontinuous coefficients with abrupt gradients [54].
In this way, the development and numerical analysis of accurate and efficient algorithms
constitute an alternative to the mathematical understanding of nonlinear dynamics of
these PDEs.
1.2 Aims and objectives of the thesis proposal
In this thesis, the author aspires to contribute to a novel approach for the
numerical computing of convection-diffusion and balance law problems.
The objectives of this thesis are highlighted as follows:
• We will explore the use of the integrated local space-time finite control volume in a
Lagrangian-Eulerian framework developed in the context of parabolic convection-
diffusion equation to design a locally conservative scheme for balance laws to account
the balance between numerical approximations of the hyperbolic flux function and
the source term linked to steady solutions (see Chapter 2). Our Lagrangian-Eulerian
scheme is aimed to be not dependent on a particular structure of the source term.
The designed scheme is independent of Riemann problem solutions, but if available
for a particular problem it is somewhat natural to incorporate such information into
the procedure and thus yielding flexibility to the development of distinct numerical
strategies upon the specific model under consideration. A set of representative
numerical experiments for nonlinear problems cited in the literature of hyperbolic
conservation laws and balance laws are presented to illustrate the performance of the
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new method. The numerical results are compared with accuracy to the approximate
solutions or exact solutions whenever possible.
• We present further developments on various branches of the Lagrangian-Eulerian
framework, such as nonstaggered formulations and applications, weak asymptotic
solutions theory making way to sketch a convergence proof and applications to
convection-diffusion problems with spatial discontinuities modeling two- and three-
phase flow problems.
• The development and implementation of a hybrid and mixed finite element formalism
with a novel reinterpretation of Robin coupling conditions and a set of numerical
studies with the few examples available in the literature (see Chapter 4).
1.3 Preliminary Results and Ongoing Work
The main scientific works generated by the current thesis are listed as follows:
Papers
• A significant result of this work is the article published under the title of “A
new finite volume approach for transport models and related applications
with balancing source terms” [6], in the journal Mathematics and Computers in
Simulation. In this work, we expanded the new finite volume scheme for numerically
solving transport models associated with hyperbolic problems and also balance laws.
The approach was applied to several nontrivial examples to show evidence that we
are calculating the correct qualitatively good solutions with an accurate resolution
of small perturbations around the stationary solution. We discussed applications of
the new method to classical and nonclassical nonlinear hyperbolic conservation and
balance laws such as the classical inviscid Burgers equation, two-phase and three-
phase flow problems in porous media as well as numerical experiments for nonlinear
shallow water equations with friction terms. A discussion on the source term as a
discontinuous function in x was included. We also extended the Lagrangian-Eulerian
framework to the two-dimensional scalar conservation law, along with pertinent
numerical experiments to show the performance of the new method.
Talks
• We gave an oral presentation at the International Conference on Approximation
Methods and Numerical Modelling in Environment and Natural Resources MAMERN
VI (2015), in Pau, France. We constructed a simple numerical scheme based on a
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reformulation of the hyperbolic conservation law in terms of an equivalent locally
conservative space-time in divergence form. Such reformulation is exact in the sense
that it respects the same fundamental weak form principle for conservation laws
and that it comes with a natural interpretation linked to the classical finite volume
framework. The novel approach was applied to classical and nonclassical nonlinear
hyperbolic conservation laws (scalar and systems), to two- and three-phase Buckley-
Leverett problems, to the classical inviscid Burgers equation and to the classical 2
by 2 system of nonlinear shallow water equations.
• We have also presented the work titled “Solving hyperbolic conservation laws
by using Lagrangian-Eulerian approach” at the XXXVI Congresso Nacional
de Matemática Aplicada e Computacional in September, 2016, in which we discussed
a nonstaggered procedure for numerically solving nonlinear hyperbolic conservation
law problems by means of a Lagrangian-Eulerian framework with enhanced resolution
and accuracy of the approximations, making use of polynomial reconstruction.
• Two other works were presented at the 2nd IMPA-InterPore Conference on Porous
Media: Conservation Laws, Numerics and Applications in October, 2016. The first
one is titled “A numerical scheme based in a conservative formulation for
solving hyperbolic conservation laws” and was a poster presentation, in which
we implemented the ideas of the Lagrangian-Eulerian framework for solving nonlinear
conservation law problems, reformulating the conservation law into a divergence form,
locally conservative in space-time. The second one was titled “An approximation
to hyperbolic conservation laws using a Lagrangian-Eulerian approach”
and was a poster presentation.
• We have presented the work titled “A Conservative Lagrangian-Eulerian Finite
Volume Approximation Method for Balance Law Problems”, as an oral
presentation at the 2017 SIAM Annual Meeting in July, 2017, in which we presented
further developments of the Lagrangian-Eulerian framework for numerically solving
nonlinear balance law problems.
• Finally, we had a work at the XXXVII Congresso Nacional de Matemática Aplicada
e Computacional in September, 2017, accepted for an oral presentation in which
we discussed a numerical method based on a nonstaggered Lagrangian-Eulerian
framework for approximate solutions of nonlinear balance law problems, which can
be considered a further development of [9], but now for balance laws.
Conference Papers
• The results of the talk on the International Conference on Approximation Methods
and Numerical Modelling in Environment and Natural Resources MAMERN VI
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(2015), in Pau, France were published in the Proceedings of the 6th International
Conference on Approximation Methods and Numerical Modelling in Environment
and Natural Resources, under the title of “A Lagrangian-Eulerian algorithm
for solving hyperbolic conservation laws with applications” [5].
• We also published in the Proceeding Series of the Brazilian Society of Computational
and Applied Mathematics, under the title of “A Lagrangian-Eulerian algorithm
for solving hyperbolic conservation laws with applications” [9].
1.4 Organization of the thesis proposal
This work is organized in the following manner: First, in Chapter 2, we present
the Lagrangean-Eulerian framework, now with reconstruction and predictor-corrector
techniques, in order to obtain a robust numerical scheme. We present the development of
the method for hyperbolic conservation laws, for balance laws, the extension to systems and
an unconventional two-dimensional approach for conservation laws. The chapter ends with
various numerical simulations for each numerical scheme developed so far. We highlight
the difficulty of approximating various shallow water equations problems and two- and
three-phase flow problems. Chapter 3 then presents a follow-up on the many branches
of developments within this framework. We first present a nonstaggered version of the
Lagrangian-Eulerian framework for the classes of problems discussed before: hyperbolic
conservation laws (both scalar and systems), balance law problems and a two-dimensional
extension. Next, we present some advances towards a proof of convergence via the weak
asymptotic solutions theory. The chapter ends with a very difficult problem of flow in
porous media with discontinuous coefficients in the diffusive operator. This approach will
comprise a correction step for the diffusive operator and because we can use any hyperbolic
numerical method for the convection operator we chose the Lagrangian-Eulerian numerical
scheme, in a more classical form. Finally, Chapter 4 presents several approaches for solving
spatially-independent and spatially-dependent two- and three-phase flow problems, by
means of a hybrid mixed finite element method. We present our approach for solving
two-phase one-dimensional problems that overcomes the difficulties encountered by the
previous approaches, and we expect to extend such ideas to three-phase problems. Chapter
5 presents our final remarks about these subjects and our perspectives for future works.
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2 Lagrangian-Eulerian Numerical Schemes
The development of Lagrangian methods for numerically solving convection-
diffusion problems started with the seminal work by Russel [86], in which a numerical
method based on the classical characteristic method was developed (the so-called “Modified
Method of Characteristics”). The main advantage of such method compared to other
existing procedures is that, for convection-dominated diffusive transport problems, a
CFL-like condition to restrict the timestep size does not exist, and longer timesteps can
be used. This is important for simulating oil reservoirs, in which numerical simulations
with industrial interest must make predictions of oil production for several decades. The
proposed method in [86], however, had a serious issue: the fluid mass was not conserved.
This difficulty motivated the development of several new methods that had such property
of fluid mass conservation. A group of researchers developed a class of methods called
ELLAM (“Eulerian Lagrangian Localized Adjoint Methods”; see, for example, [32]), and
another group developed methods known as “Mixed-Characteristics” [16]. In both classes of
numerical methods, the local conservation of fluid masses was obtained by approximating
the solution in time through tubes in space-time built as a union of characteristic curves.
The development of computational codes for these methods was extremely complicated,
because the union set of characteristic curves does not lead to impervious surfaces in
fluid flow. The inherent difficulties of the aforementioned method lead to the development
to a new class of locally conservative methods that make use of new curves on space-
time that follow impervious surfaces in fluid flow. Douglas Jr. et al. [48] identified the
region in the space-time domain where the mass conservation takes place, but linked to a
scalar convection-dominated nonlinear parabolic problem, which models the immiscible
incompressible two-phase flow in a porous medium. The key ingredient to finding this
conservative region was the use of a Lagrangian-Eulerian framework; see [15] for related
works with applications to radionuclide transport problems. Thus, locally conservative
Lagrangean methods with very simple implementation were developed for nonlinear
convection-diffusion problems. Within recent developments on these topics, the work by
Perez [84] has studied purely hyperbolic problems from the Lagrangean point of view.
This work extended the study for both conservation laws and balance laws. It presented
new Lagrangian-Eulerian finite difference methods, as well as convergence proofs, and
also a new class of methods for multidimensional problems in the same framework. In
particular, a convergence proof for the unique entropy solution was established for the case
of a Lagrangian-Eulerian monotone finite difference scheme related to a scalar hyperbolic
conservation law. We refer to [10] for recent developments on this subject.
It is well known that many well-balanced schemes have been proposed since the
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milestone work of Greenberg and LeRoux [61]. The focus of many such works was to handle
shallow water equations over non-trivial topographies. The key issue is the construction
of well-balanced nonlinear schemes that recover the time-asymptotic behavior of the
underlying nonlinear balance law. There are relevant studies for approximation methods
and numerical analysis devoted to balance law and hyperbolic law problems. Naturally, all
methods exhibit advantages and disadvantages, since the underlying differential equations
lead to very hard problems with a lack of general theory (see, e.g., [24, 26, 27, 31, 43,
50, 57, 60, 61, 66, 74, 77, 84]). See also [12, 56] for surveys on analytical and numerical
aspects of one-dimensional hyperbolic balance laws and [55] for a good discussion of
two-dimensional balance law problems along with an up-to-date and comprehensive list of
references. The work [55] also includes relevant theoretical aspects of scalar conservation
laws in several spatial dimensions in a more flexible Godunov framework to handle local
nonlinear wave patterns to account for the flux computations. These schemes evolved
following the natural understanding of fundamental concepts from the theory of nonlinear
hyperbolic conservation laws concerning the properties of the characteristic surfaces, such
as existence, uniqueness, and solution of the Riemann problems. Also, for a scalar balance
law, the solution might depend strongly on certain properties inherent to the source term
(see, e.g., [15, 56, 57, 61, 63, 74]).
The situation of balance laws ut fxpuq  gpu, xq, with gpu, xq discontinuous in
x is another challenging problem encountered for such class of differential equations from
both a theoretical and a numerical point of view. A kinetic scheme, with convergence proof
for the scalar related problem, was introduced in [26]. Essentially, the authors propose a
kinetic interpretation of upwinding techniques, taking into account the source terms to
develop an equilibrium scheme as a result. Another approach was introduced in [66] (see
also [27]). Without the use of upwinding solvers, this method uses the interface value rather
than the cell averages for the source terms that balance the nonlinear convection at the
cell interface, allowing the numerical capturing of the steady state with a formal high order
accuracy. A successful alternative to accounting for the balance between the nonlinear flux
and the source terms with gpu, xq discontinuous in x is the use of a central differencing
scheme as discussed in [7] for gas dynamics Euler equations with stiff relaxation source
terms; see also [27]. A distinct numerical framework, based on Riemann solvers using
local characteristic decompositions, can be found in [50]. In paper [52], the authors were
concerned with the Riemann problem of the Burgers equation with a discontinuous source
term, motivated by the study of propagation of singular waves in radiation hydrodynamics.
Moreover, they were able to construct the global entropy solution to the related Riemann
problem linked to this model. It turns out that the discontinuity of the source term has
clear influences on the shock or rarefaction waves generated by the initial Riemann data.
It is worth mentioning that other related problems were also described in the literature
supported by numerical experiments. The interested reader is referred to the papers [7, 12,
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26, 27, 50, 52, 56, 66] and papers cited therein for further details.
In this chapter we develop a numerical scheme for solving nonlinear hyperbolic
conservation and balance law problems using a Lagrangian-Eulerian approach [15, 48, 63,
74]. Recently in [84], such ideas were extended to nonlinear purely hyperbolic conservation
and balance laws – scalar case and systems of equations. We will explore the above
mentioned innovative ideas to give a formal construction of accurate Lagrangian-Eulerian
schemes for transport models and related applications with balancing source terms. As
features of the novel algorithm, we highlight: we verified through numerical experiments
that the new scheme seems to be locally conservative in balancing the flux and source
term gradients and preserves a component-wise structure at the discrete level for systems
of equations. Besides, we also discuss a set of numerical experiments to nonlinear scalar
two-dimensional problems with non-symmetric and nonconvex flux function for systems
of balance laws. This novel approach is applied to several nontrivial examples to show
evidence that we are calculating the correct qualitatively good solutions with the accurate
resolution of small perturbations around the stationary solution. We discuss applications
of the new method to nonlinear hyperbolic conservation and balance laws such as the
classical inviscid Burgers equation, two-phase and three-phase flow problems in porous
media as well as numerical experiments for nonlinear shallow water equations with friction
terms. Furthermore, our new Lagrangian-Eulerian framework is aimed to be independent
of a particular structure of the flux function as well as of the source terms. We were able
to reproduce several models indistinctly within the same formalism, and this indicates
that our method is general to some extent. It is also important to notice that our scheme
does not depend on exact or approximate solutions to Riemann problems.
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2.1 A Lagrangian-Eulerian constructive approximation scheme for
nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws
We provide a formal development of the analogue Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme
[84] – see also [15, 48] – for solving numerically first-order scalar hyperbolic equations
x P R, t ¡ 0, u : pR,R q Ñ R, H : RÑ R:
Bu
Bt  
BHpuq
Bx  0, x P R, t ¡ 0 upx, 0q  ηpxq, x P R. (2.1)
Although our primary interest is to give a formal construction of the new
Lagrangian-Eulerian method, the relevant issue of rigorous convergence proof to the
corresponding weak entropy solution must be further addressed. As in the Lagrangian-
Eulerian schemes[15, 48], local conservation is obtained by integrating the conservation
law over the region in the space-time domain where the conservation of the mass flux takes
place. For that, we consider the Lagrangian-Eulerian finite-volume cell centers,
Dnj  tpt, xq { tn ¤ t ¤ tn 1, σnj ptq ¤ x ¤ σnj 1ptqu, (2.2)
where σnj ptq is the parameterized integral curve such that σnj ptnq  xnj and the conservation
relation 2.4 that will result in equations 2.6. These curves are the lateral boundaries of
the domain Dnj in (2.2) and we define x¯n 1j 12 : σ
n
j ptn 1q and x¯n 1j  12 : σ
n
j 1ptn 1q as their
endpoints in time tn 1. Due to the inherent nature of conservation laws, the numerical
scheme is expected to satisfy some type of mass conservation from time tn in the space
domain rxnj , xnj 1s to time tn 1 in the space domain rx¯n 1j 12 , x¯
n 1
j  12
s. With this, the flux
through curves σnj ptq must be zero. By defining the parametrized curve pt, σjptqq and its
tangent vector p1, σ1jptqq, the normal vector must be ~n  pσ1jptq,1q. Figure 1 presents an
illustration of such objects, and different configurations of forward and backward curves
will be normally handled by the CFL stability condition. We consider the equation (2.1)
written in locally conservative space-time generalized divergence form (along upx, 0q  ηpxq,
for x P R):
∇t,x 

u
Hpuq
ff
 0, t ¡ 0, x P R. (2.3)
We apply the divergence theorem on (2.3) over the integral tube Dnj ,¼
Dnj
∇t,x 

u
Hpuq
ff
dV  0 ô
¾
BDnj

u
Hpuq
ff
 ~nds  0 (2.4)
and then, by using the fact that the line integrals over curves σnj ptq vanish, we get the
local conservation relation» x¯n 1
j  12
x¯n 1
j 12
upx, tn 1qdx 
» xnj 1
xnj
upx, tnqdx. (2.5)
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We essentially mimic the procedures of [15, 84]. In general, the curves σnj ptq
are not straight lines, but rather solutions of the set of nonlinear (local) differential system
of equations (by the definition of the normal vector and equation (2.4)):
dσnj ptq
dt
 Hpuq
u
, for tn   t ¤ tn 1, (2.6)
with the initial condition σnj ptnq  xnj , assuming u  0 (see Remark 2.1).
The extension of this construction follows naturally from the finite volume
formulation of the linear Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme as building block to construct local
approximations such as fnj 
HpUnj q
Unj
 Hpuq
u
with the initial condition σnj ptnq  xnj .
Indeed, distinct and high-order approximations are also acceptable for
dσnj ptq
dt
and can be
viewed as free ingredients to improve accuracy of the new family of Lagrangian-Eulerian.
Equation (2.5) defines conservation of mass but in a different mesh cell-centered in points
x¯j  12
. We will later address how to project these volumes back to the original mesh.
We introduce a reconstruction from a piecewise constant numerical data to a piecewise
linear approximation (but high-order reconstructions are acceptable), through the use of
MUSCL-type interpolants [76]:
Ljpxq  Unj   px xjq
1
∆xU
1
j. (2.7)
Here, 1∆xU
1
j is a numerical approximation of the derivative, and we shall discuss
a few examples of slope limiters, which will retain the desired properties of consistency of
the numerical flux function. There are several choices of slope limiters (in [76] there is a
good compilation of many options). A priori choice of such slope limiters is quite hard, but
they are chosen upon the underlying model problem under investigation. Here we make
use of the following three options. The first is,
U 1j MM
!
∆Unj  12 ,∆U
n
j 12
)
, (2.8)
where MM stands for the usual MinMod limiter [76], with ∆Unj  12  U
n
j 1  Unj ,
MMtσ, τu  12 rsgnpσq   sgnpτqsmin t|σ|, |τ |u . (2.9)
A second choice for the slope limiter can be
U 1j MM
"
α∆Unj  12 ,
1
2pU
n
j 1  Unj1q, α∆Unj 12
*
, (2.10)
and this choice for slope limiter allows steeper slopes near discontinuities and retain
accuracy in smooth regions. Here, we must extend definition (2.9) for three variables as
MM3 tσ, τ, ρu  MM tσ,MM tτ, ρuu. The range of the parameter α is typically guided
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Figure 1 – Illustration of the integral tubes Dnj . On the top picture, we illustrate the
nonlinear evolution via the integral curves σ linked to Dnj in (2.6). A first order
approximation is performed to the construction of the local Lagrangian-Eulerian
space-time control-volume, and it is shown on the bottom picture. We notice
that higher order approximations are naturally permissible as well.
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Figure 2 – The reconstruction step. The cell rxn 1
j 12
, xn 1
j  12
s conserves information both from
Uj and Uj1.
by the CFL condition (see, e.g., [76]). In this work we also make use of the following high
order slope limiter, namely, the UNO choice (where ∆2Unj  Unj 1  2Unj   Unj1),
U 1j MM
!
∆Unj 12   δ
2pUnj1, ujq,∆Unj 12   δ
2pUnj , Unj 1q
)
, (2.11)
where δ2pUnj , Unj 1q 
1
2MM
 
∆2Unj ,∆2Unj 1

. Preliminary experiments discussed in Sec-
tion 2.5 have shown that the UNO option has resulted in more satisfactory approximations
for our test cases.
We notice that the integral curves may define a new mesh width in the x
variable, say hn 1j . This will be adressed later in the projection step, in which we normalize
the new mesh grid at time tn 1 into the usual grid from time tn. In the linear advection
case, however, this width is constant. The discrete version of equation (2.5), using the
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approximation above, is
U
n 1
j 
1
hn 1j
» x¯n 1
j  12
x¯n 1
j 12
upx, tn 1qdx  1
hn 1j
» xnj 1
xnj
upx, tnqdx
 h
hn 1j

1
h
» xn
j  12
xnj
upx, tnqdx  1
h
» xnj 1
x
j  12
upx, tnqdx


 h
hn 1j
1
2
 
Unj   Unj 1
  1
hn 1j
1
16h
 
U 1j
n  U 1j 1n

,
(2.12)
where we use Un 1j :
1
hn 1j
» x¯n 1
j  12
x¯n 1
j 12
upx, tn 1qdx and Unj :
1
h
» xnj 1
xnj
upx, tnqdx.
Figure 3 – Illustration of the conservation relations (2.5) and (2.12). The evolution step
guarantees conservation due to the no-flow conditions on the integral curves.
We also introduce a predictor-corrector approximation by evaluating fn 
1
2
j ,
instead of fnj using Taylor expansion and the conservation law, and it reads,
U
n  12
j : upxj, t 
∆t
2 q  ujptq 
1
2
∆t
∆xH
1
j, (2.13)
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so that fn 
1
2
j  HpU
n  12
j q
U
n  12
j
. Now, the solutions σnj ptq of the differential system equations are
(local) straight lines, but they are not parallel as in the linear case, but subject to a CFL
stability condition of the form (see [84]),
max
j
fnj ∆tnh
 ¤
?
2
2 and k
n  min
n
∆tn. (2.14)
Next, we obtain the resulting projection formula as follows
Un 1j 
1
h
c0U j1   1
h
c1U j, where c0j  h2   f
n  12
j k
n and c1j  h2  f
n  12
j k
n. (2.15)
Here c0j and c1j are the projection coefficients [84]. Combining (2.15) with the
discrete version of local conservation (2.12) reads,
Un 1j 

c0
2hn 1j
 
Unj1   Unj
  c0
16hn 1j
 
U 1j1
n  U 1jn

 

c1
2hn 1j
 
Unj   Unj 1
  c1
16hn 1j
 
U 1j
n  U 1j 1n

.
(2.16)
Notice that for each j P Z, hn 1j  xn 1j  12  x
n 1
j 12
 h   pfn 
1
2
j 1  fn 
1
2
j qkn, and,
also that: hn 1j  c0j 1   c1j. Thus,
c0j  hn 1j1  c1j1 and c1j  hn 1j  c0j 1, with (2.17)
c1j1 12ph
n 1
j1  fn 
1
2
j1 k
n  fn 
1
2
j k
nq, c0j 1 12ph
n 1
j   fn 
1
2
j k
n   fn 
1
2
j 1 k
nq.
Finally, plugging (2.17) into (2.16), we obtain the discrete equation for the
Lagrangian-Eulerian finite volume scheme with reconstruction,
Un 1j 
Unj1 2Unj  Unj 1
4  
U 1j1
nU 1j 1n
32
  k
n
4

fn  12j1   fn  12j
hn 1j1
rUnj1   Unj s 
f
n  12
j   fn 
1
2
j 1
hn 1j
rUnj   Unj 1s


  k
n
32

fn  12j1   fn  12j
hn 1j1
rU 1j1n  U 1jns
f
n  12
j  fn 
1
2
j 1
hn 1j
rU 1jn U 1j 1ns

.
(2.18)
The analogue finite difference scheme (2.18) is a Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme
for the nonlinear problem (2.1). The obtained scheme (2.18) can also be written in a
conservative form (a novelty result for such schemes):
Un 1j  Unj 
kn
h

F pUj, Unj 1q  F pUnj1, Unj q

, (2.19)
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Figure 4 – The projection step. The cell rxn 1
j 12
, xn 1
j  12
s collect information both from U j
and U j1, guided by the projection coefficients c0j and c1j given by (2.15).
with the Lagrangian-Eulerian numerical flux function defined by
F pUnj , Unj 1q 
1
4

h
kn
pUnj  Unj 1q  
h
hn 1j
pfn 
1
2
j   fn 
1
2
j 1 qpUnj   Unj 1q 
h
4kn pU
1n
j   U 1nj 1q  
h
4hn 1j
pfn 
1
2
j   fn 
1
2
j 1 qpU 1nj  U 1nj 1q


.
(2.20)
Next, we will show in what follows that the Lagrangian-Eulerian numerical
flux function (2.20) satisfy a form of Lipschitz continuous consistency, which in turn is a
nice property for conservative numerical methods for nonlinear conservation law problems.
Indeed, to show that the Lagrangian-Eulerian numerical flux satisfies a Lipschitz condition,
we need (see [84]):
Lemma 2.1. The numerical flux function defined by (2.20) is consistent with the differ-
ential equation (2.1).
Proof. Immediate, i.e., F pu, uq  Hpuq. Notice that for any choice of slope limiters, we
have from (2.9) that (2.20) satisfy the consistency condition, the MinMod limiter in this
case will be zero. The Lipschitz condition can also be proved by a straightforward argument
and it is omitted.
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Remark 2.1. For the sake of simplicity of presentation we suppose u  0 (this assumption
can be suppressed by introducing some extra notation in the analysis to define the endpoints
rxn 1
j 12
, xn 1
j  12
s by analytical straight lines), when considering fj in the case of Uj  0.
This means that for the resulting numerical scheme, pertinent to the Lagrangian-Eulerian
framework at hand, that the projection step is not necessary anymore since the argument
of the flux function (also for the numerical flux function) is now known along the vertical
curves associated for the integral tubes, that are defined at the cell centers (see eqs. (2.2)-
(2.6) and Figure 1).
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2.2 The Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme for hyperbolic balance laws
One may find, in a variety of physical problems, source terms that are balanced
by internal forces and this balance supports multiple steady-state solutions that are stable.
We are interested in designing well-balanced conceptually simple schemes, which have
a well balanced property for static and moving equilibrium, applicable to a wide class
of systems with source terms. The well-balance property can be formally enunciated as
follows. For the system of balance laws,
Bu
Bt  
BpHpuqq
Bx  Gpuq, (2.21)
we denote ue the stationary solution, which satisfies the equation,
BpHpueqq
Bx  Gpu
eq. (2.22)
A numerical scheme is said to be well-balanced, if it fully satisfies a discrete
version of the equilibrium equation (2.22). If a method is not well-balanced, the truncation
error of solutions near the equilibrium state may be larger than upx, tq  uepxq. Numerical
experiments for solving balance laws have shown strong numerical evidence that such
well-balanced property is satisfied when we applied the Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme for
several models of balance laws [84].
Consider the scalar balance law problem,
Bu
Bt  
BHpuq
Bx  Gpuq, t ¡ 0, x P R, upx, 0q  ηpxq x P R, (2.23)
under the assumption
¼
Dnj
Gpuq dx dt   8.
Now, write (2.23) as follows,
∇t,x 

u
Hpuq
ff
 Gpuq t ¡ 0, x P R, upx, 0q  ηpxq x P R. (2.24)
Now, lets us integrate (2.24) over the local space-time integral tube Dnj ,¼
Dnj
∇t,x 

u
Hpuq
ff
dx dt 
¼
Dnj
Gpuq dx dt. (2.25)
Following the same arguments as in Section 2.1, we apply first the divergence
theorem in (2.25) and, by means of the impervious boundaries given by σnj ptq, reads:» xn 1
j  12
xn 1
j 12
upx, tn 1qdx 
» xnj 1
xnj
upx, tnqdx 
¼
Dnj
Gpuq dx dt. (2.26)
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This equation can be viewed as the local space-time Lagrangian-Eulerian
conservation relation for the balance law (2.26). Finally, we use (2.26) then to define,
U
n 1
j 
1
hn 1j
» xn 1
j  12
xn 1
j 12
upx, tn 1qdx  1
hn 1j

» xnj 1
xnj
upx, tnqdx 
¼
Dnj
Gpuqdxdt
fi
ffifl , (2.27)
and its associated projection step over the original mesh grid, with fn  12 defined as before,
Un 1j 
1
h

ph2   f
n  12
j kqUn 1j1   p
h
2  f
n  12
j kqUn 1j

. (2.28)
The Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme for balance law is fully defined by combining
equations (2.27) and (2.28). The key point here is how to design a discretization in a
manner that an accurate balance between the gradients of the flux function and the source
term is retained. Thus, let us now first extend the proposed scheme for linear hyperbolic
conservation laws designed in the previous section to the case of balance laws in order to
describe the features of the Lagrangian-Eulerian procedure.
Thus, combining equations (2.27)-(2.28), we obtain the Lagrangian-Eulerian
scheme for nonlinear balance laws:
Un 1j 
Unj1   2Unj   Unj 1
4  
U 1j1
n  U 1j 1n
32
 k
n
4

fn  12j1   fn  12j
hn 1j1
rUnj1   Unj s 
f
n  12
j   fn 
1
2
j 1
hn 1j
rUnj   Unj 1s


 k
n
32

fn  12j1   fn  12j
hn 1j1
rU 1j1n  U 1jns 
f
n  12
j   fn 
1
2
j 1
hn 1j
rU 1jn   U 1j 1ns


  1
hn 1j

 1
hn 1j

hn 1j
2   f
n  12
j k
n

 ¼
Dnj1
Gpupx, tqqdxdt
  1
hn 1j

hn 1j
2  f
n  12
j k
n

¼
Dnj
Gpupx, tqqdxdt
fi
ffifl .
(2.29)
Here, we use the same approximations as before with respect to (2.29), namely,
f
n  12
j  HpU
n  12
j q
U
n  12
j
and fnj 
HpUnj q
Unj
 Hpuq
u
. Notice that the quantities

hn 1j
2   f
n  12
j k
n


and

hn 1j
2  f
n  12
j k
n


are not the characteristic curves associated to the quasilinear
form of the homogeneous counterpart of the balance law but rather they are precisely an
approximation of the conservative integral tubes that are naturally extracted from the
conservative integral form of the nonlinear balance law given by (2.23), which in turn
dictates the dynamics of the local space-time control volume Dnj and the position σnj ptq
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to any quadrature rule of the source term Gpuq of the RHS of (2.23). In addition, the
balance problem is then solved by forward tracking the boundary of grid cells along the
so-called integral tubes. This is a distinct feature of the proposed Lagrangian-Eulerian
approach. The similar Lagrangian-Eulerian schemes in [63] are designed to handle trace-
back integration related to purely hyperbolic problems rather then balance laws. Several
quadrature rules can be used to such aim, based on the above framework [84]. We present
a predictor-corrector type of approximation, but midpoint and trapezoidal rules have also
been studied in the work [84].
We make use of Un 
1
2
j as the known predictor value for upx, tq at space-time
point pxj, tnq defined in 2.13. Thus, write the source term approximation as,¼
Dnj
Gpupx, tqq dx dt 
¼
Dnj
GpUn 
1
2
j q dx dt  GpUn 
1
2
j q
¼
Dnj
dx dt  GpUn 
1
2
j q ApDnj q,
where
ApDnj q 
» tn 1
tn
» σnj 1ptq
σnj ptq
dx dt 
» tn 1
tn
 
σnj 1ptq  σnj ptq

dt. (2.30)
Since σnj 1ptqσnj ptq  pttnqfn 
1
2
j 1  xnj 1pttnqfn 
1
2
j xnj  pttnqpfn 
1
2
j 1 
f
n  12
j q   h, we recast (2.30) as,
ApDnj q  k

k
2 pf
n  12
j 1  fn 
1
2
j q   h

.
Now, in view of the balance law ut   Hxpuq  Gpuq we might write ut 
Gpuq Hxpuq and thus reads,
Gpun 
1
2
j q  Gpupxnj , tnq  
k
2utpx
n
j , t
nqq  G

unj  
k
2 pGpu
n
j q  pHpuqqxqnj

. (2.31)
Here again the quantity Hxpupx, tqqnj denotes the numerical derivative of func-
tion Hpuq with respect to space variable x evaluated at point pxj, tnq, and a family of
slope limiters can be used here. Finally, from equations (2.30) and (2.31), we might write,¼
Dnj
Gpupx, tqqdxdt  knG

Unj  
kn
2 pGpU
n
j q Hxpuqn 
1
2
j
 
kn
2 pf
n  12
j 1  fn 
1
2
j q   hn 1j

.
(2.32)
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2.3 Systems of hyperbolic conservation laws and balance laws
We now turn our attention to describing how to extend the scalar Lagrangian-
Eulerian procedure to one-dimensional systems of balance laws ut   fxpuq  Gpuq, where
now upx, tq can be viewed as the unknown nvector of the form u  pu1px, tq, . . . unpx, tqqJ,
and fpuq is the flux vector function such that fpuq  pf1puq, f2puq, . . . , fnpuqqJ. We will
see that the analogue Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme in the case of systems of balance laws is
a straightforward application of the scalar framework and that retains all the simplicities
of the scalar case. For simplicity of presentation and with no loss of generality, let us
consider the following prototype 3  3 system of balance laws.
We consider the system of balance laws
Qt   rF pQqsx  GpQq, (2.33)
where F pQq  rf1pQq, f2pQq, f3pQqs, Q  ru, v, ws, u  upx, tq, v  vpx, tq and w 
wpx, tq, along with GpQq  rg1pQq, g2pQq, g3pQqs. System (2.33) can be written in open
form as,
ut  rf1pu, v, wqsx  g1pu, v, wq,
vt  rf2pu, v, wqsx  g2pu, v, wq,
wt  rf3pu, v, wqsx  g3pu, v, wq.
(2.34)
As before, we consider the space-time control finite volumes for each vari-
able u, v, w as follows, (see Figure 5 for an illustration of the integral tubes and its
approximations for systems),
Dns,j  tpt, xq { tn ¤ t ¤ tn 1, σns,jptq ¤ x ¤ σns,j 1ptqu, s  u, v, w, (2.35)
where σnu,jptq, σnv,jptq and σnw,jptq are parametrized curves such that σnu,jptnq  xnj , σnv,jptnq 
xnj and σnw,jptnq  xnj . These curves σns,jptq, s  u, v, w define the “lateral boundaries” of
integral tubes for each primitive variable u, v, w, that will be used to design a balancing
unbiased upwinding Riemann-solver-free discretization between the numerical flux functions
and the source terms by forward tracking the boundaries along the so-called integral tubes.
Formally, the divergence theorem can be used in the (2.35), the space-time finite volumes
Dnu,j, Dnv,j and Dnw,j. By construction of the algorithm, as before, this implies that curves
σns,jptq and σns,j 1ptq, for s  u, v, w are naturally zero-flux boundaries. Similarly, from this
fact the space-time Dns,j, s  u, v, w are then called as “Integral tubes” for tn ¤ t ¤ tn 1.
As a consequence we get, for the normal vectors ns of each integral curve for each variable s
= u, v, w,

1,
dσns,jptq
dt

Kns and

1,
dσns,j 1ptq
dt

Kns since the slopes
dσns,jptq
dt
are one-to-one
equal to the slope of the vector rs, fkpQqs, s  u, v, w; k  1, 2, 3, respectively, over the
parametrized curves σns,jptq and σns,j 1ptq, s  u, v, w, j P Z. Therefore σns,jptq, s  u, v, w
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Figure 5 – On the top picture (resp. bottom) we show an illustration of the continuous
(resp. discrete) local space-time integral tube domains Dns,j , for each s  u, v, w.
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are solutions of the set of ODEs,
dσns,jptq
dt
 fkpu, v, wq
s
, σns,jptnq  xnj , tn ¤ t ¤ tn 1, for each s  u, v, w; k  1, 2, 3,
(2.36)
where u, v, w  0. As a consequence of the divergence theorem and the above equations
(2.35)-(2.36), the integrals over curves σns,jptq, s  u, v, w vanish and the line integral over
the boundary of the region BDns,j leads to,
» xn 1
j  12
xn 1
j 12
spx, tn 1qdx 
» xnj 1
xnj
spx, tnqdx 
¼
Dns,j
gkpu, v, wqdxdt, (2.37)
where s  u, v, w; k  1, 2, 3, respectively, and we can define as before xn 1
s,j 12
 σns,jptn 1q
and xn 1
s,j  12
 σns,j 1ptn 1q. Equation (2.37) is called “locally conservative relation” to the
system of balance laws (2.34). Thus, the approximations of the variables u, v, w for system
are a rather component-wise extension of the scalar framework given by (for S  U, V,W
and s  u, v, w),
Snj 
1
h
» xn
j  12
xn
j 12
spx, tnq dx, and Sn 1j 
1
hn 1s,j
» xn 1
j  12
xn 1
j 12
spx, tn 1q dx j P Z, (2.38)
respectively, and the initial condition is Upx0j , t0q  U0j , V px0j , t0q  V 0j andW px0j , t0q  W 0j
over the local space-time cells rx0j 12 , x
0
j  12
s, j P Z. Next, we use (2.38) into to “locally
conservative relation” to get,
S
n 1
j 
1
hn 1s,j
» xn 1
j  12
xn 1
j 12
spx, tn 1q dx
 1
hn 1s,j

» xnj 1
xnj
spx, tnq dx. 
¼
Dns,j
gkpu, v, wq dx dt
fi
ffifl .
(2.39)
In (2.39) S  pU, V,W q and s  pu, v, wq denotes a representation of a
component-wise extension of the scalar case to systems of balance laws in compact
form (2.33). Next, the local approximations Sn 1j , j P Z are projected over the original
grid and reads,
Sn 1j 
1
h

cs,0jS
n 1
j1   cs,1jSn 1j

. (2.40)
Here cs,0j  ph2   f
n  12
s,j kq, cs,1j  h  cs,0j  p
h
2  f
n  12
s,j kq and we use the
approximation fn 
1
2
s,j 
fkpUn 
1
2
j , V
n  12
j ,W
n  12
j q
S
n  12
j
 fkpu, v, wq
s
, S  U, V,W , s  u, v, w
and k  1, 2, 3, respectively. Notice that now the curve σns,jptq is a simple straight line for
fns,j (see right picture in Figure 5), along with kn  ∆tn  tn 1  tn. Finally, combination
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of equations (2.39) and (2.40) form the building-block for the new Lagrangian-Eulerian
scheme, which reads as a componentwise extension for equation (2.29) (S  U, V,W ,
s  u, v, w and k  1, 2, 3, respectively):
Sn 1j 
Snj1   2Snj   Snj 1
4  
S 1j1
n  S 1j 1n
32
 k
n
4

fn  12k,j1   fn  12k,j
hn 1j1
rSnj1   Snj s 
f
n  12
k,j   fn 
1
2
k,j 1
hn 1j
rSnj   Snj 1s


 k
n
32

fn  12k,j1   fn  12k,j
hn 1j1
rS 1j1n  S 1jns 
f
n  12
k,j   fn 
1
2
k,j 1
hn 1j
rS 1jn   S 1j 1ns


  1
hn 1j

 1
hn 1j

hn 1j
2   f
n  12
k,j k
n

 ¼
Dnj1
Gkpspx, tqqdxdt
  1
hn 1j

hn 1j
2  f
n  12
k,j k
n

¼
Dnj
Gkpspx, tqqdxdt
fi
ffifl .
(2.41)
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2.4 Two-dimensional hyperbolic conservation laws
We now turn our attention to introducing a new computational approach for the
design of a new class of approximate solutions for two-dimensional hyperbolic conservation
laws. This novel scheme is based on the same Lagrangian-Eulerian framework discussed
for the one-dimensional scalar problem.
A natural first attempt would be a straightforward extension used in the one-
dimensional case, but now applied to three-dimensional variables (x, y and t) as Dni,j  R3,
see Figure 6 (left), where i and j refer to pxi, yjq and n refers to time level tn. The boundary
of control volumes Dni,j will be denoted by BDni,j  Rni,j Y Sni,j Y Rn 1i.j where the control
volume Rni,j  rxni 12 , x
n
i  12
s  rynj 12 , y
n
i  12
s in R2 is the “inflow” of the integral tube, Rn 1i,j
in R2 is the “outflow” of the integral tube, while Sni,j, in R3, is the lateral (impervious)
surface of the tube.
Figure 6 – The integral tube in 3D. We illustrate the challenge of uniquely define the
tangent vector. Since here there is a tangent plane, the integral surfaces as well
as integral curves coming from ru fpuq gpuqsT ~n  0 seem to be at first glance
not straightforward to construct.
As before, we consider the hyperbolic conservation law in two-dimensional
variables in divergence form,
Bu
Bt  
Bfpuq
Bx  
Bgpuq
By  0 ðñ ∇t,x,y


u
fpuq
gpuq
fi
ffifl  0. (2.42)
Again, the integration over the control volume and the application of the
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divergence theorem gives,
½
Dni,j
∇t,x,y


u
fpuq
gpuq
fi
ffifl dV  0 ô »
BDnj


u
fpuq
gpuq
fi
ffifl  ~n dpBDni,jq  0. (2.43)
The normal vector with respect to Rni,j is, in usual convention, r1 0 0sT and
the vector normal in the outflow Rn 1i,j is r1 0 0s. Then, the right side of (2.43) can be
written as,
»
Rni,j


u
fpuq
gpuq
fi
ffifl  r1 0 0sT dA  »
Sni,j


u
fpuq
gpuq
fi
ffifl ~n dS   »
R
n 1
i,j


u
fpuq
gpuq
fi
ffifl  r1 0 0sT dA  0.
(2.44)
We suppose there is not any flow through the surface Sni,j (Sni,j is impervious).
So, the surface integral of Sni,j is zero and therefore,

»
Rni,j
upx, y, tnq dA 
»
R
n 1
i,j
upx, y, tn 1q dA  0. (2.45)
or »
R
n 1
i,j
upx, y, tn 1q dA 
»
Rni,j
upx, y, tnq dA, (2.46)
which we call conservation identity. The numerical approximations Uni,j and U
n 1
i,j can be
defined from (2.46).
A 2D Approach based on a system of balance laws
We here propose a simple, fast, and also elegant alternative approach. Our
procedure is based in writing the two-dimensional scalar conservation law (2.47) in the
form of a coupled set of two balance laws along with initial data. The main idea behind
our approach is quite simple. First, consider the two-dimensional nonlinear hyperbolic
conservation law with initial data,$'&
'%
BU
Bt  
BfpUq
Bx  
BgpUq
By  0,
Upx, y, tnq  Un.
(2.47)
The initial data at a time tn is given by the set Un of discrete cell average
values Uni,j, where i denotes the x-direction and j denotes the y-direction. Consider now
the cell-centered finite-volume cells,
Dni,jtpt, x, yq{tn ¤ t ¤ tn 
1
2 , ynj 12
¤y¤ ynj  12 , σ
n
i ptq ¤x¤ σni 1ptqu,
D
n  12
i,j tpt, x, yq{tn 
1
2 ¤ t ¤ tn 1, xn 
1
2
i 12
¤x¤ xn 
1
2
i  12
, γ
n  12
j ptq ¤x¤ γn 
1
2
j 1 ptqu,
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where σni ptq and γnj ptq are parameterized curves such that σni ptnq  xni and γn 
1
2
j ptn 
1
2 q 
y
n  12
j . Our approach is based in writing (2.47) in the form of a coupled set of two balance
laws along with initial data,$'&
'%
BU
Bt  
BfpUq
Bx  
BgpUq
By


j
, in Dni,j ,
Upx, y, tnq  Un,
(2.48a)
$'&
'%
BU
Bt  
BgpUq
By  
BfpUq
Bx


i
, in Dn 
1
2
i,j ,
Upx, y, tn  12 q  Un  12 .
(2.48b)
where
BgpUq
By


j
and
BfpUq
Bx


i
are numerical approximations of derivatives respectively.
Denote Sxptq and Syptq as approximate solution operators for (2.48a) and (2.48b), respec-
tively. Indeed, such approximate solution operators can be given by scheme (2.29)-(2.32).
but in both directions x or y. Thus, Un 
1
2
i,j  Sxp∆t{2qUni,j and Un 1i,j  Syp∆t{2qUn 
1
2
i,j , so
that, the full scheme is given by,
Un 1i,j  Syp∆t{2qSxp∆t{2qUni,j, (2.49)
along with the CFL condition [84],
Mk{h ¤
?
2{2, (2.50)
with M  maxtmax
j
tf 1pUni,jqu,maxj t
fpUni,jq
Uni,j
u,max
j
tg1pUni,jqu,maxj t
gpUni,jq
Uni,j
uu. The equations
appearing in (2.48a) and (2.48b) can be viewed as a set of local balance laws in the time
step ptn, tn 1s, but coupled via the source terms on the RHS of (2.48) and thus linked to
the full problem (2.47). Then the procedure to solve (2.47) is quite simple as follows: in
the time step from tn to tn  12 the information of the previous time, say, in the y coordinate
is accounted through the source term for the balance law in the x coordinate. Similarly,
in time step from tn  12 to tn 1, the information in the x coordinate is also accounted
through of the source term for the balance law in the y coordinate. This formulation has
allowed us to correctly approximate solutions of two-dimensional hyperbolic conservation
law problems from paper [55] as we show in Section 2.5.
Mean and Gaussian Curvature
The core issue of this approach is to define the normal vector ~n along with the
unique definition of the tangent vector ~v to the surface Sni,j in the point pxi, yj, tnq, see
Figure 6. Notice that at this point there is a tangent plane, then the integral surfaces as
well as integral curves coming from ru fpuq gpuqsT  ~n  0 seem to be at first glance not
straightforward to construct. One possibility is to define the concepts of Mean curvature
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and Gaussian curvature associated with the underlying conservation law [62] (see also [75]).
In this regard, one possibility is to construct naturally a normal curvature and a geodesic
curvature from equation (2.42). They are primarily given by the projection of ~v onto the
local normal vector and the local tangent plane, respectively. Thus, it is possible to define
a unique curve for each one of the points that appear at the bottom of the integral tube,
from time step tn to tn 1, at least from a theoretical viewpoint. For concreteness, one
possible numerical approach is to consider the level set approach introduced in [81] (see
also [38]). The construction of efficient robust methods based on such approach needs a
novel theory along with feasible numerical algorithms to be pursued later on.
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2.5 Numerical experiment studies with applications
We first present a mesh refinement study in order to give some numerical
evidence of convergence for the proposed scheme. Next, computations for scalar conservation
laws with convex and non-convex flux functions and discussed. A problem modeling three-
phase flow in porous media for one-dimensional problems is presented, illustrating an
example of system of conservation laws. We then present two examples of two-dimensional
conservation laws. Next, we show examples for scalar balance laws, the numerically observed
well-balanced property and systems of balance laws modeling shallow water equations.
The numerical schemes were written in MATLAB and the numerical experiments were
performed in the following computer configuration: Processor: Intel R©CoreTMi7-4510U
and CPU @ 2.60 GHz, Memory(RAM) DDR3/1866MHz 8GB.
2.5.1 Convex and non-convex flux functions for conservation laws
For a first mesh refinement study we test our scheme with a non-convex flux
function to the scalar conservation law ut   fxpuq  0, for fpuq  0.5pe25pu0.5q2   8pu
0.5q2q, along with Riemann initial data upx, 0q  ηpxq  0.8, x   0 and upx, 0q  ηpxq 
0.2, x ¡ 0. In Figure 7 is shown three different mesh grid cells (128, 256 and 512) against
a reference numerical solution with 1024 mesh grid cells at dimensionless time t  2.0.
Figure 8 shows numerical solutions for ut  

u2
2


x
 0, along with smooth
initial data upx, 0q  0.5   sinpxq. It is well-known that the solution of this problem
develops a shock discontinuity at the critical time Tc  1, and then it exhibits pre-shock
(resp. post-shock) solution for Tc   1 (resp. Tc ¡ 1); on the top figure it is shown the
post-shock solution computed with (2.19)-(2.20) at time simulation t  2 for 256 cells.
We have also conducted similar numerical experiments to problem ut  

u2
2


x
 0 along
with discontinuous initial data upx, 0q  1, x   0 & upx, 0q  0, x ¡ 0 (middle: shock)
and upx, 0q  1, x   0 & upx, 0q  1, x ¡ 0 (bottom: rarefaction). On these frames are
shown snapshot graphs at time t  2.4 of simulation, with waves moving from left to right.
We get a very nice looking numerical approximate solution with scheme (2.19)-(2.20),
which in turn seems to be propagating at entirely entropy-correct Rankine-Hugoniot speed
(middle). Similar good results are shown to the rarefaction case as well. Indeed, in the
terminology of gas dynamics to the rarefaction cases for the inviscid Burgers equation we
see that the transonic rarefaction (right frame) is well resolved. That is, as the rarefaction
wave is crossed, there is a sign change in the characteristic speed u and thus there is one
point at which u  0, the sonic point. So, there is no spurious anomalies around u  0.
The classical nonlinear one-dimensional Buckley-Leverett two-phase problem
[76], is depicted in top picture in Figure 9. Computed solutions with scheme (2.19)-(2.20)
at time simulation t  2 are shown to the Riemann Problem (Initial Value Problem with
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Figure 7 – Mesh refinement study for a non-convex flux function. The finest mesh in this
case is a solution with 1024 grid cells.
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non-convex flux function): ut   fxpuq  0, fpuq  u2{pu2   ap1 uq2q, a  1, along with
Riemann initial data (left) upx, 0q  ηpxq  1.0, x   0 and upx, 0q  ηpxq  0.0, x ¡ 0.
On physical ground, such initial data corresponds to water flooding of an oil reservoir. The
well known solution for this model comprises a leading shock wave (an oil bank) followed by
an attached rarefaction wave. The weak solution satisfying the Oleinik entropy condition
is in very good agreement along with the scheme (2.19)-(2.20) propagating at entirely
entropy-correct Rankine-Hugoniot speed and with the precisely post-shock value. We have
also considered another non-convex flux function (see bottom picture in Figure 9) to the
scalar conservation law ut fxpuq  0, with fpuq  0.5pe25pu0.5q2 8pu0.5q2q, along with
Riemann initial data (top) upx, 0q  ηpxq  0.8, x   0 and upx, 0q  ηpxq  0.2, x ¡ 0.
Again, the numerical solution is in agreement with Oleinik entropy condition, whose
approximate left and right shock waves are propagating with correct Rankine-Hugoniot
speed and entropy-correct post-shock values.
2.5.2 Porous Media Flow Problems
Transport of fluids in porous media is important both in scientific and techno-
logical areas, such as chemical, civil, agricultural, environmental, petroleum and mechanic
engineering. Many difficulties and challenges arise on the mathematical formulation of
the physical processes that govern multiphase flow in heterogeneous reservoirs, mainly
due to their inherent multi-scale nature. Geological properties of the medium like perme-
ability or porosity may present heterogeneities and are modeled in the PDE system as
discontinuous coefficients with abrupt gradients [54]. There is a large interest in applying
multiphase flow models to oil recovery in heterogeneous reservoirs, while restricting the
study to incompressible and immiscible phases. An oil reservoir is a deep underground
sedimentary rock body, formed by non-uniform deposits that abruptly vary along spa-
tial dimensions, and contains a mixture of fluids in the interstitial space between grains
(around 10 100µm). The available space volume, denoted porosity, normally varies in
the scale 0.1 0.3 [m3{m3] and contains water and at least a hydrocarbon (gas or oil) in
liquid or gaseous phase. Erosion, natural faults and fractures complicate even more the
precise knowledge of heterogeneities in the porous medium. Rock permeability can vary
in magnitude orders, from 102 miliDarcy to 103 miliDarcy (1 Darcy = 1.0  1012m2
= the permeability that gives the 1cms1 flow for a fluid with 1 centipoise (1gm1s1)
viscosity under the pressure gradient of 1 atm cm1. These heterogeneities happen in
multiple scales, from the microscopic pore scale to the macroscopic field scale, preventing
the detailed information of the rock properties variations that strongly influence the fluid
transport in the porous medium. We discuss now the modeling via phase formulation of
transport of fluids in heterogeneous porous media, specifically with two and three phases.
In the phase formulation, the governing differential equations are rewritten in function
of a reference pressure (hereafter the oil phase pressure) together with the saturation
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Figure 8 – Inviscid nonlinear Burgers’ problem: post-shock solution for smooth initial data
(top), Riemann problem with shock wave (middle), Riemann problem with
rarefaction fan (bottom).
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Figure 9 – Top: Classical one-dimensional Buckley-Leverett two-phase problem computed
by scheme (2.19)-(2.20). Bottom: A non-convex flux function.
transport equations regarding other phases present in the flow [1]. The motivation for
the choice of this formulation to describe transport process is that it is more general [33].
The governing equations coming from this formulation keeps the same form for two- and
three-phase flow. Another motivation for the usage is that it keeps a general form for the
relative permeability functions and capillary pressure models [33, 36]. Because of these
facts, its application is advantageous for the purpose of developing approximation tools
and simulations in transport problems of flow in heterogeneous porous media in multiple
scales.
Mathematical Model
Three-phase immiscible flow can be typically modeled by conservation equations
coupled with a direct extension of Darcy’s law for multiphase flow in terms of the relative
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permeability functions for each of the three phases. The mathematical model considered
here takes into account capillary forces, general expressions for the relative permeability
functions, variable porosity and permeability fields and gravitational effects. We assume
the three phases are immiscible and incompressible through the entire heterogeneous
porous media. We consider that there are no internal sources or sinks and there is no
mass transfer between the phases and thermal effects are negligible. Here, the three phases
water, oil and gas are indicated by subscripts w, o and g, respectively. We assume the
phases completely saturate the medium. This way, denoting the saturation (fraction of
local volume) of phase i by Si [m3/m3], with 0 ¤ Si ¤ 1, we must have¸
i
Si  1, i  g, o, w. (2.51)
Numerical Experiments
In one dimension the pressure equation implies that the total fluid velocity is
independent of position, so we take it to be constant. We have the following system of
partial differential equations [1, 79]:
Bsw
Bt  
B
Bxfwpsw, sgq 
Bww
Bx , (2.52)
Bsg
Bt  
B
Bxfgpsw, sgq 
Bwg
Bx , (2.53)
where
ww 

λwp1 fwqBpwoBsw  λwfg
Bpgo
Bsw

 Bsw
Bx  

λwp1 fwqBpwoBsg  λwfg
Bpgo
Bsg

 Bsg
Bx , (2.54)
and
wg 

λgfw BpwoBsw   λgp1 fgq
Bpgo
Bsw

 Bsw
Bx  

λgfw BpwoBsg   λgp1 fgq
Bpgo
Bsg

 Bsg
Bx .
(2.55)
In our model we choose, for convenience, to work with the saturations of water
and gas. The diffusive term is represented by the right-hand side of the system (2.52)-(2.53)
and it incorporates the capillary pressure effects. We neglect the capillary diffusive effect,
by just taking ww  0 and wg  0 in (2.52)-(2.55), but we do know from [1, 79] how is the
correct structure of the solutions of the non-classical three-phase model under consideration.
However, we point out that for a wave to be truly defined as a “shock wave”, a discontinuity
must be the zero-diffusion limit of traveling wave solutions. For such solutions, diffusion
balances the convergence of waves caused by hyperbolic nonlinearity. Moreover, the set of
non-classical wave solutions obtained in the zero-diffusion (zero-capillarity) limit might
depends sensitively on the form of the diffusion matrix and not only on the hyperbolic
structure of the equations; see [1, 79] and the references cited therein for further technical
details.
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We present the results of numerical grid refinement for the simulation of two
Riemann problems, namely RP1 and RP2, given by:
RP1 :
$'&
'%
sLw  0.613 and sRw  0.05,
sLg  0.387 and sRg  0.15,
RP2 :
$'&
'%
sLw  0.621 and sRw  0.05,
sLg  0.279 and sRg  0.15.
(2.56)
We use the quadratic model by Corey-Pope, extensively used for phase relative
permeabilities,
kw  s2w, ko  s2o and kg  s2g. (2.57)
As in [1, 79], we consider the following viscosity values µo  1.0, µw  0.5, and
µg  0.3. From the analysis discussed in [79], we remark that for the choice of parameters
described above, a transitional shock wave is present in the solution of RP2, which in turn
is not present in the solution of RP1.
Since the oil phase saturation can be directly obtained from the other two
phase saturations (i.e., so  1 sw  sg), we display the oil saturation profile in Figure
11, showing the effect of a grid refinement in the numerical solution of (2.52)-(2.53) –
ww  0 and wg  0 – with Riemann data RP1 on the top and RP2 on the bottom. The
computed saturation profiles are shown at dimensionless time 2.50. In each frame we
compare numerical solutions obtained on grids having 256, 512 and 1024 cells against a
reference numerical solution of 2048 cells. It is clear from the pictures in Figure 11, that as
the grid is refined we have some good evidence of numerical convergence of our scheme. We
remark that the numerical solutions presented here are in very good agreement with the
semi-analytic results reported in [79], yielding a numerical verification of our computations.
We now show numerical experiments concerning the three-phase flow problem (2.52)-(2.53)
– ww  0 and wg  0 and with Riemann data RP1 on left and RP2 on the right – in order
to shown that our scheme is able to capture analytical properties of the wave structures, as
originally introduced in [79]; see also [1] and the references cited therein. For completeness
we describe the non-classical solution. Right picture in Figure 10: the slow wave group
comprises a strong slow rarefaction fan from left (injection) state to the post-shock value
and an adjoining slow front wave from the post-shock value to the first plateau. The fast
wave group is a Buckley-Leverett front wave from the second plateau. Between the slow
and fast wave groups is a non-classical front wave. For the classical solution, we have only
the slow and fast wave groups (Left picture in Figure 10). We point out that in both
numerical solutions the plateau are located in the correct heights, with respect to the
semi-analytical solutions presented in [79].
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Figure 10 – Oil, water and gas saturation profiles are shown as a function of distance. RP1
on the top and RP2 on the bottom.
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Figure 11 – Mesh refinement study for mesh values 256, 512 and 1024 against a reference
solution of 2048 mesh points. Oil saturations are shown as a function of
distance. RP1 on the left and RP2 on the right.
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2.5.3 Shallow Water Equations
Shallow water equations have been proposed by Adhémar Barré de Saint-Venant
in 1871 to model flows in a channel [89]. Three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations can
be used to simulate such flows directly, but in the case where the horizontal length scale is
much greater than the vertical length scale, one can average over the depth to get rid of
the vertical direction and reduce the model into two-dimensional nonlinear shallow water
equations. Nowadays, they are widely used to model flows in various contexts, such as
overland flow, river and flooding simulations, dam breaks, nearshore and tsunami [25,
42, 58, 78, 93, 95]. These equations consist in a nonlinear system of partial differential
equations (PDEs), more precisely conservation laws describing the evolution of the height
and mean velocity of the fluid. In real situations (realistic geometry, sharp spatial or
temporal variations of the parameters in the model, etc.), there is no hope to solve
explicitly this system of PDEs, that is, to produce analytic formulas for the solutions.
It is therefore necessary to develop specific numerical methods to compute approximate
solutions of such PDEs. The rather general settings of viscous shallow water equations
in two space dimensions is described with topography, rain, infiltration and soil friction.
The simplified system arising in one space dimension is then given and several classical
properties of the equations are recalled.
In the past two decades, many well-balanced numerical methods have been
developed for the shallow water equations, such as upwind methods [20, 22]. Bermudez and
Vazquez in [22] extended upwind methods to the shallow water equations with source terms.
Following this pioneering work, many other schemes for the shallow water equations with
such well-balanced property have been developed in the finite volume community, such
as, finite difference/volume weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) schemes with
well-balanced property and finite element discontinuous Galerkin. Several well-balanced
DG methods have been proposed by the idea of special decomposition of the source term,
hydrostatic reconstruction, and path-conservative methods. There are also a crescent
number of positivity-preserving schemes in the finite volume framework.
Mathematical Model
The unknowns of the equations are the water height hpt, x, yq (rLs) and upt, x, yq,
vpt, x, yq the horizontal components of the vertically averaged velocity rL{T s. The equations
take the following form of balance laws, where g  9.81m{s2 is the gravity constant:$'''''''&
'''''''%
Bth  Bxphuq   Byphvq  R  I,
Btphuq   Bx

hu2   gh
2
2


  Byphuvq  ghpS0,x  Sf,xq   µSd,x,
Btphvq   Bxphuvq   By

hv2   gh
2
2


 ghpS0,y  Sf,yq   µSd,y.
(2.58)
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The first equation is a mass balance. The fluid density can be replaced by the
height because of incompressibility. The other two equations are momentum balances, and
involve forces such as gravity and friction.
• z is the topography rLs, when no erosion is considered it is a fixed function of space,
zpx, yq, and it is classicaly denoted by S0,x (resp. S0,y) the opposite of the slope in
the x (resp. y) direction, S0,x  Bxzpx, yq (resp. S0,y  Byzpx, yq );
• R ¥ 0 is the rain intensity rL{T s, it is a given function Rpt, x, yq ¥ 0.
• I is the infiltration rate rL{T s.
• Sf  pSf,x, Sf,yq is the friction force. The friction law may take several forms,
depending on both soil and flow properties. Here, U is the velocity vector U  pu, vq
with |U | 
?
u2   v2, and Q is the discharge Q  phu, hvq. In hydrological models,
two families of friction laws are encountered on the basis of empirical considerations
[43].
• Finally, µSd  pµSd,x, µSd,yq is the viscous term with µ ¥ 0 the viscosity of the fluid
rL2{T s.
Properties
For the sake of simplicity, we present the one-dimensional case. Equations
rewrite into $''&
''%
Bth  Bxphuq  R  I,
Btphuq   Bx

hu2   gh
2
2


 ghpS0,x  Sf,xq   µphBxuq.
(2.59)
The left-hand side of this system is the transport operator, corresponding to
the flow of an ideal fluid in a flat channel, without friction, rain or infiltration. This is
actually the model introduced by Saint-Venant in [89], and it contains several important
properties of the flow. To emphasize these properties, we rewrite the one-dimensional
equations using vector form:
Btw  Bxw  0, where w 

h
hu

, Fpwq 

 hu
hu2   gh
2
2

, (2.60)
with Fpwq as the flux of the equation. The transport is more clearly evidenced in the
following nonconservative form, where Apwq  F1pwq is the matrix of transport coefficients:
Btw ApwqBxw  0, where Apwq  F1pwq 

u 1
u2   gh 2u

. (2.61)
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More precisely, when h ¡ 0, the matrix Apwq turns out to be diagonalizable,
with eigenvalues
λ1  u
a
gh   u 
a
gh  λ2 (2.62)
This important property is called strict hyperbolicity. The eigenvalues are indeed
velocities, namely the ones of surface waves on the fluid, which are basic characteristics
of the flow. Notice that the eigenvalues coincide if h  0, that is, for dry zones. In that
case, the system is no longer hyperbolic, and this induces difficulties at both theoretical
and numerical levels. Designing numerical schemes that preserve positivity for h is very
important in this context and is subject of many well-developed numerical techniques [17,
23, 53].
From these formulas, we recover a useful classification of flows, based on the
relative values of the velocities of the fluid, u, and of the waves,
a
gh. Indeed if |u|  
a
gh,
the characteristic velocities have opposite signs, and information propagate upward as well
as downward of the flow, which is then said subcritical or fluvial. On the other hand, when
|u| ¡
a
gh, the flow is supercritical, or torrential, all the information go downwards. A
transcritical regime exists when some parts of a flow are subcritical, others supercritical.
Because we have two unknowns h and u (or equivalently h and q  hu), a
subcritical flow is therefore determined by one upstream and one downstream value,
whereas a supercritical flow is completely determined by the two upstream values. Thus,
for numerical simulations, we have to impose one variable for subcritical inflow/outflow.
We impose both variables for supercritical inflow; for supercritical outflow, free boundary
conditions are considered.
In this context, two quantities are useful. The first one is a dimensionless
parameter called the Froude number:
Fr  |u|?
gh
. (2.63)
It is the analog of the Mach number in gas dynamics, and the flow is subcritical
(resp. supercritical) if Fr   1 (resp. Fr ¡ 1). The other important quantity is the so-called
critical height hc which writes
hc 
 |q|?
h

 2
3
, (2.64)
for a given discharge q  hu. It is a very readable criterion for criticality: the flow is
subcritical (resp. supercritical) if h ¡ hc (resp. h   hc). When additional terms are present,
other properties have to be considered, for instance, the occurrence of steady state (or
equilibrium) solutions.
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Numerical Experiments
Here we consider a numerical approximation of the well known system of
balance laws modeling the shallow-water problem. The model under consideration is as
follows: $''''&
''''%
Bh
Bt  
Bphuq
Bx  0,
Bphuq
Bt  
B  hu2   g2h2
Bx  ghZx,
(2.65)
which we rewrite as $''''&
''''%
Bh
Bt  
Bphuq
Bx  0,
Bphuq
Bt  
B phu2q
Bx  
B
Bx
g
2h
2
	
 ghBZBx ,
(2.66)
where h ¥ 0 denotes the water height, u P R is the water velocity in the x direction, and
g ¡ 0 stands for the gravity constant. The function Z denotes the smooth topography.
Nonconservative formulations
In the recent past, several articles have been published trying to explain a
proper definition as well as stability of nonconservative products, and its application
to the definition of weak solutions of non-conservative hyperbolic systems, see e.g., [31,
83] and balance laws models [40]. Essentially, this means that one might use a proper
modelling linked to the undelying problem to construct equivalent modified equations to
better acomodate non-homoegeneous terms yielding a discretization with good properties.
The Lagrangian-Eulerian framework was helpful in this matter with the shallow water
equations with good approximations, and here we describe one possible application [6].
Conservative formulations
Applying the Lagrangian-Eulerian method to each equation, we get$''''''&
''''''%
»
Dn
h,j
Bh
Bt  
Bphuq
Bx


dA  0,
»
Dnm,j
Bphuq
Bt  
B phu2q
Bx


dA  g
»
Dnm,j
h
Bh
Bx  
BZ
Bx


dA.
(2.67)
The integrals on the left side in (2.67) were previously discussed. We will focus
on how to approximate the integral on the right side. We have
Inm,j 
»
Dnm,j
h
Bh
Bx  
BZ
Bx


dA 
» tn 1
tn
» σnj 1ptq
σnj ptq
h
Bph  Zq
Bx dxdt. (2.68)
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Therefore from (2.68) we get,
Inm,j  Hnj
» tn 1
tn
 
hpσnj 1ptq, tq   Zpσnj 1ptqq  phpσnj ptq, tq   Zpσnj ptqqq

. (2.69)
The last integral can be approximated using Taylor series expansion of order
one, where we use a slope limiter to approximate the derivatives pHxqj and pZxqj , and the
trapezoidal rule for the integral on time. The final approximation gives
Inm,j  Hnj
 
Hnj 1   Zj 1  pHnj   Zjq

 0.5Hnj p∆tq2
 
fnh,j 1pHxqnj 1   fnh,jpZxqj 1  pfnh,jpHxqj  fnh,j 1pZxqj 1q

.
(2.70)
The three following test cases come from [59] (see [24, 43, 90] and references
therein). The topography is flat with a bump for x P r8, 12s, as follows: Zpxq  0.2 
0.05px  10q2. The transcritical flow without shock, transcritical flow with shock and
subcritical flow test cases are performed according to the initial and boundary conditions
given by [43, 59, 90]. The first test models the transcritical flow without shock [90]. For
this case, the initial water height is 0.33 m. A unit discharge of 1.53 m2/s is imposed at
the upstream boundary, and open boundary conditions (dh
dx
 0, du
dx
 0) are applied
at the downstream side. The numerical solutions for water height and discharge can be
seen in Figure 12 after the steady state has been reached (which happens at time 41.5
sec.). We show in Figure 12 the numerically evaluated water height and discharge with
the corresponding analytical solutions, with three levels of refinement (200, 600 and 1000
mesh points). At the end of the bump a constant level is again reached. Discharge shows
an underestimation near the bump, reduced on refinement. The ellapsed computation
time was 35.842, 238.702 and 613.800 seconds respectively. The second test models the
transcritical flow with a shock. The initial water height is also 0.33 m. A unit discharge of
0.18 m2/s is imposed on the upstream boundary and a depth of 0.33 m is imposed on the
downstream boundary. The steady state here is reached at 175.5 sec. We show in Figure
13 the analytical and numerical solution for water surface profile and discharge, with three
levels of refinement (200, 600 and 1000 mesh points). A local peak in numerical solution for
discharge is observed on the jump after the bump (for more details on this behavior see [90]
and references therein). The ellapsed computation time was 24.363, 122.283 and 330.639
seconds respectively. The third test models the subcritical flow over a bump without a
shock. Subcritical flow conditions are maintained in the same channel as taken in the
above two cases. A unit discharge of 4.42 m2/s is imposed on the upstream boundary and
a depth of 2.0 m is imposed on the downstream boundary. The steady state is reached at
time 85.5 sec. Figure 14 shows the solutions for this case after reaching the steady state,
with three levels of refinement (200, 600 and 1000 mesh points). The ellapsed computation
time was 38.186, 227.651 and 482.891 seconds respectively. For all the three cases, the
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Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme produced qualitatively correct results compared to analytical
solutions with 200 mesh grid cells.
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Figure 12 – Transcritical without shock test case. The steady-state has been already
reached (exhibited time is t = 600 sec.). Left: h  Z solutions with 200, 600
and 1000 mesh grid points. Right: discharge M with 200, 600 and 1000 mesh
grid points.
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Figure 13 – Transcritical with shock test case. The steady-state has been already reached
(exhibited time is t = 600 sec.). Left: h  Z solutions with 200, 600 and 1000
mesh grid points. Right: discharge M with 200, 600 and 1000 mesh grid points
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Figure 14 – Subcritical test case. The steady-state has been already reached (exhibited
time is t  600 sec.). Left: h  Z solutions with 200, 600 and 1000 mesh grid
points. Right: discharge M with 200, 600 and 1000 mesh grid points
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Next, the following results are reproductions of the test cases presented in [35] -
Small perturbation of steady flow over a slanted surface. We consider the modified system
for shallow water equations presented in the cited paper, with water source term Rpx, tq
(which for the test cases is identically zero) and a bottom friction term with the classical
Manning formulation. In one spatial dimension the equation is reduced to:
$''''&
''''%
Bh
Bt  
Bphuq
Bx  Rpx, tq,
Bphuq
Bt  
B  hu2   g2h2
Bx  ghZx  g
n2
h
1
3
u|u|,
(2.71)
We consider the initial data
hpx, 0q  h0  
#
0.2h0, 1 ¤ x ¤ 1.25,
0, otherwise
qpx, 0q  q0 (2.72)
The first test is a supercritical case, with h0  0.09564, q0  0.1, n  0.02 and
the (constant) slope of topography Zx  0.01. We show on Figure 15 the initial state,
a snapshot at time t  1.0 sec., where the perturbation propagates to the right and the
steady state at time t  100 sec. Next, the subcritical case is presented with h0  0.02402,
q0  0.002, n  0.1 and the slope of topography again as 0.01. Here, the shape of the
propagated solution is different from the previous case. The ellapsed computation time
was 0.650 and 105.299 seconds respectively. We show on Figure 16 the initial state, a
snapshot at time t  0.5 sec. and the steady state solution at time t  100 sec. The
ellapsed computation time was 0.078 and 6.157 seconds respectively. Then, the last case on
Figure 17 shows a magnitude of topography slope larger than the other cases, Zx  1?3 .
In this case, the perturbation propagates faster than in previous tests, but the numerical
steady state is achieved at large times. The ellapsed computation time was 0.515 and
70.977 seconds respectively. These tests are evaluated with 200 grid cells.
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Figure 15 – Supercritical test case at initial time (top), t  1.0 sec. (middle), and steady
state at t  100 sec. (bottom).
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Figure 16 – Subcritical test case at initial time (top), t  0.5 sec. (middle), and steady
state at t  100 sec. (bottom).
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Figure 17 – Larger slope topography test case at initial time (top), t  0.05 sec. (middle),
and steady state at t  100 sec. (bottom).
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2.5.3.1 Zero velocity and steady-state solutions
One particular case occurs when fnj  0. The integral curves now are vertical
lines, so the original grid does not change in time and we obtain the steady-state solution of
the simulated problem. To illustrate such situation, we present in this section an example
from [61]: $&
%
Bu
Bt  
Bpfpuqq
Bx  uZxpxq, t ¡ 0, px, tq P R p0, T s,
upx, 0q   Zpxq  1,
(2.73)
where Zpxq  0.9

cosppi

x 1
2


q

30
if 0 ¤ x ¤ 2 and zero otherwise. With fpuq  u2{2
the steady-state solution of this problem is u   Zpxq  1. Note that the steady-state
solution is achieved when the following identity is satisfied:
0  BuBt  
Bpu22 q
Bx  uZxpxq  u pu  Zqx . (2.74)
The control volume is
Dnj  tpt, xq { tn ¤ t ¤ tn 1, xnj ¤ x ¤ xnj 1u,
where the integrals curves are the vertical lines x  xnj i.e the original grid does not change
in time. Hence, the projection step is not necessary anymore. This is the geometrical
interpretation of the tracing forward of the cell dual grid being identical to the original
grid. Integrating (2.74) over Dnj gives:» tn 1
tn
» xnj 1
xnj
∇t,x 

u
0
ff
dxdt 
» tn 1
tn
» xnj 1
xnj
put   r0sxqdxdt

» tn 1
tn
» xnj 1
xnj
pu pu  Zqxq dxdt.
(2.75)
By the application of the divergence theorem on the left side of (2.75), we get¾
BDnj
ÝÑn 

u
0
ff
BDnj 
» tn 1
tn
» xnj 1
xnj
pu pu  Zqxq dxdt. (2.76)
Since the integrals curves x  xnj are impervious, the flux is vertical from tn to
tn 1. Dividing by h, we get
1
h
» xnj 1
xnj
upx, tn 1qdx 1
h
» xnj 1
xnj
upx, tnqdx  1
h
» tn 1
tn
» xnj 1
xnj
pu pu  Zqxq dxdt. (2.77)
Thus
Un 1
j  12
 Unj  12 
1
h
» tn 1
tn
» xnj 1
xnj
pu pu  Zqxq dxdt. (2.78)
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With this, the numerical scheme can be written as follows
Un 1
j  12
 Unj  12  
1
h
» tn 1
tn
» xnj 1
xnj
pu pu  Zqxq dxdt
 Unj  12 
1
h
Unj  12
ppu  Zqnxqj  12
» tn 1
tn
» xnj 1
xnj
dxdt.
(2.79)
Notice that we approximate the derivative pu Zqx with the previously discussed
slope limiters. We show in Figure 18 the steady-state solution approximated by this
numerical scheme. This example exhibits a numerical version of a well-balancedness
property for our framework, see Figure 18 (left). We also show an example from [24], see
Figure 18 (right), with Zpxq  0.4epsinpxq1q and the steady-state solution of the simulated
problem given by u  Z  0.5.
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Figure 18 – Steady-state solution for the problem modeled by equation 2.73 with different
topographies. The solution for both cases is approximated with 200 mesh grid
cells at time t  100.
2.5.4 Two-dimensional simulations of nonlinear scalar conservation laws
The first example is taken from [55]. The test consists in considering the simple
flux functions
fpuq  gpuq  u
2
u2   2p1 uq2 ,
with the Gaussian initial data u0px, yq  expp10ppx 0.25q2 py 0.25q2qq, x, y P p1, 1q.
Numerical solutions with 512 cells and end time t  1.5 of simulation are shown in Figure
19, left picture is the approximation with our proposed scheme given by (2.29)-(2.32) and
(2.48)-(2.50) (performed in 59.846 sec), middle picture with a Strang splitting approximation
along with the well-known high-resolution, non-oscillatory, second order Nessyahu-Tadmor
central scheme (see e.g., [76]), used here as reference solution, and finally in right picture it
is shown the absolute error between both solutions. The next test is called “fingering test”
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Figure 19 – Numerical solutions for the Buckley-Leveret equation. Left the solution with
512 grid points approimated with the Lagrangian-Eulerian framework. Center:
The Strang splitting approach with Nessyahu-Tadmor numerical scheme with
512 points. Right: The difference error between the two approximations.
in [55]. In this test, it is used two different flux functions fpuq  u
2
2 and gpuq 
2u2
5 , along
with the initial condition upx, y, 0q  1 in the circle tpx, yq{px  0.5q2   py   0.5q2 ¤ 0.16u,
upx, y, 0q  1 in the circle tpx, yq{px 0.5q2   py  0.5q2 ¤ 0.16u and zero in otherwise,
when px, yq P r1, 1s2. The accurate numerical solutions displayed in Figure 20 is arranged
as above for Figure 19, but for an end time t  2 of simulation.
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Figure 20 – Numerical solutions for the “fingering test”. Left the solution with 512 grid
points approimated with the Lagrangian-Eulerian framework. Center: The
Strang splitting approach with Nessyahu-Tadmor numerical scheme with 512
points. Right: The difference error between the two approximations.
2.5.5 Sources with space-discontinuous functions and nontrivial topography
We discuss the hard case of a balance law ut   fxpuq  gpx, uq with g dis-
continuous in x, along with our method as developed in Section 2.2. In other words,
we have not made any special treatment for approximation of the discontinuous source
term. In particular, our results (see Figure 21) are in very good agreement with the
numerical experiment reported in [66]. This means that our novel approach is able to
capture the delicate nonlinear local interaction between the flux and the source within
the control volume of the Lagrangian-Eulerian framework. In addition, we mention that
the discontinuity of the source term might lead to significant influences on the shock or
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rarefaction waves generated by the initial Riemann data, and produces some new and
interesting phenomena such as the appearance of weak discontinuities and the appearance
and absorption of new shocks (see [52] for details). In [66], Shi Jin considered the model,
ut   pfpuqqx  gpx, uq (2.80)
with flux function fpuq  u
2
2 and source term gpx, uq  z
1pxqu with zpxq  cosppi xq,
4.5 ¤ x ¤ 5.5 and 0 otherwise with 0   x   10. Note that z1pxq is then a discontinuous
function, so that gpx, uq is a discontinuous source term in x. Figure 21 shows approximations
with initial data upx, 0q  0, x ¡ 0 and up0, tq  2, t ¡ 0. In the right pictures of Figure
21 it is shown solutions of u   z  2 compared with the exact solution (solid line) at
steady state for a continuous topography in a mesh refinement study; from top to bottom
we have numerical solutions (dashed lines): 128, 256 and 512 cells. In the left pictures of
Figure 21 it is shown solutions at finite time the steady state counterpart solutions for the
same situation. The numerical scheme gives clearly qualitatively correct approximations
at t  10 even in numerical coarse grids.
We now discuss the shallow water equations over non-trivial topography gpx, uq
of the seminal work of Greenberg and LeRoux [61] (see also [60]) given by
ut  

u2
2


x
 gpx, uq,
with flux function fpuq  u
2
2 and source term Gpuq  a
1pxqu. In this test, the function
apxq is defined as apxq  0.9 cosppipx 12 qq
30, x ¤ 2 and 0 otherwise. Figure 22 shows a
non-stationary shock wave connecting two states that correspond to steady solutions for
which u  a  1.3 on the left and u  a  1 on the right. In this numerical test, the initial
data is upx, 0q  1 apxq, x ¡ 0.2 and upx, 0q  1.3 apxq, x   0.2. The scheme produces
a qualitatively correct monotone curve as the mesh grid is refined keeping the total height
u  a at t  1.5.
2.5.6 A hard test case with exponential growth of the source term
The main goal of this example is, as in [56], to emphasize the qualitative
difference between time-splitting, (or fractional step methods) and well-balanced numerical
schemes when it comes to computing the entropy solution of a simple scalar, yet non-
resonant, balance law Btu   Bxpfpuqq  kpxqgpuq, 0   k P L1 X C0pRq, f is genuinely
non-linear and g P C1pRq, see [56] for more details. In this particular problem it is considered
fpuq  u2{2, kpxq  0.2 and gpuq  u with initial data u0pxq  Y pxq, Y the Heaviside
function. This results in the classical “one-half”order of convergence in L1, which is known
to be optimal for Godunov type [88, 92], denoting the entropy solution u and its numerical
approximation by u∆t; see [92] that states: @t P r0, T s, }u∆tpt, .q  upt, .q}L1pRq ¤ C
?
∆t.
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Figure 21 – Numerical solutions with nontrivial spatial-discontinuous source term gpx, uq 
z1pxqu. We present a grid refinementstudy for u and u  z with 128, 256 and
512 mesh grid points.
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Figure 22 – Numerical solutions with source term gpx, uq. 512 cells (left), 1024 cells (right).
The analysis discussed in [92] reveals that the “constant C” is actually an exponential in
time, which results in the more rigorous statement: @t P r0, T s, }u∆tpt, .q  upt, .q}L1pRq ¤
C exppmaxrg1puqstq
?
∆t. This estimate is disastrous from a computational standpoint,
because in order to keep the absolute error below a given tolerance, the computational
grid’s parameters are meant to decrease exponentially with time (except if g1 ¤ 0, for
which TV puqpt, .q decays exponentially too). Figure 23 shows numerical approximations
with 256 and 512 cells.
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Figure 23 – Numerical approximations of the scalar balance law. The solution is shown
with 256 cells (left) and 512 cells (right).
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2.5.7 Error analysis
We first present an error analysis study performed for the linear conservation
law ut aux  0, with a  1.0 and a smooth initial condition. We observe from information
below that our method presents first-order accuracy behavior. Figure 24 shows the log-log
plot of the error against the analytical solution upx, tq  u0px tq for 32, 64, 128, 256 and
512 mesh grid cells, in various norms. Table 1 presents the exact values of the errors and a
convergence rate in various norms.
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Figure 24 – Log-log plots for norms L1 (left), L2 (middle) and L8 (right) of the error
versus the cell sizes, for the the linear problem ut   ux  0 at time T  1.0
with smooth initial condition upx, 0q  ex2 ; we can see first-order behavior
of accuracy in the numerical solutions.
Cells h }u U}l1
h
}u U}l2
h
}u U}l8
h
32 0.31250 4.13831 102 2.39536 102 5.34744 102
64 0.15625 1.35621 102 7.75141 103 1.61009 102
128 0.07813 5.61517 103 3.17689 103 6.68850 103
256 0.03906 2.69301 103 1.52179 103 3.12262 103
512 0.01953 1.32042 103 7.46087 103 1.53242 103
LSF Ephq 0.147 h1.227 0.085 h1.235 0.192 h1.261
Table 1 – Corresponding errors between the numerical approximations (U) and exact
solutions (u) for the scalar advection problem.
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A study of the numerical error for the balance law problem 2.80 with discon-
tinuous source term is shown in Figure 25 for 32, 64, 128, 256 and 512 mesh grid cells, in
various norms, along with the observed first-order behavior of accuracy in the computed
solutions in several discrete norms (presented in Table 2).
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Figure 25 – Log-log plots for norms L1 (left), L2 (middle) and L8 (right) of the error
versus the cell sizes, for the situation with a source term gpx, uq discontinuous
in x; we can see first-order behavior of accuracy in the numerical solutions.
Cells h }u U}l1
h
}u U}l2
h
}u U}l8
h
32 0.31250 3.57138 101 1.98505 101 2.27229 101
64 0.15625 1.23307 101 7.32096 102 9.87682 102
128 0.07813 6.13928 102 3.73888 102 6.50388 102
256 0.03906 2.88161 102 1.81468 102 3.74213 102
512 0.01953 2.10403 102 9.98296 103 1.55670 102
LSF Ephq 0.95 h1.027 0.6 h1.064 0.74 h0.966
Table 2 – Corresponding errors between the numerical approximations (U) and exact
solutions (u) for the balance law with discontinuous source term.
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3 Further developments in the Lagrangian-
Eulerian Framework
The Lagrangian-Eulerian approach is a promising tool for numerically solving
differential models of several types [5, 6, 9, 84]. In the previous chapter, we presented
the framework and some numerical experiments for the numerical scheme. In the present
chapter, we present further advances within the framework, some of the current progress
pushing the boundaries of this technique. Much of this work is currently under development.
First, we present a variation in which the control volume is defined in a way so that the
final mesh grid of the finite volume scheme is not staggered. Such nonstaggered version
has also presented good numerical results, in a similar fashion to the staggered more
classical form. We include a elaborate discussion on how to extend this formulation to
two-dimensional problems in a alternative fashion of the previous proposed. We also sketch
a convergence proof following the weak asymptotic methods theory from [8], since this
alternate staggered approach can be formulated in a way to mimic procedures of the proof
of convergence.
3.1 The nonstaggered Lagrangian-Eulerian conservative finite vol-
ume method
We present a nonstaggered form of the Lagrangian-Eulerian framework for the
first-order scalar hyperbolic conservation law, with x P R, t ¡ 0, u : pR,R q Ñ R:
Bu
Bt  
BHpuq
Bx  0, x P R, t ¡ 0, upx, 0q  u0pxq. (3.1)
Following the usual Lagrangian-Eulerian ideas, local conservation is obtained
by integrating the conservation law over the region in the space-time domain where the
conservation of the mass flux takes place. We now, however, define the control volume in
a slightly different manner. Consider the Lagrangian-Eulerian finite-volume cell centers
Dnj  tpt, xq { tn ¤ t ¤ tn 1, σj 12 ptq ¤ x ¤ σj  12 ptqu, (3.2)
where σnj 12 ptq is the parameterized integral curve such that σ
n
j 12
ptnq  xnj 12 . These curves
are the lateral boundaries of the domain Dnj in (3.2) and we define x¯nj 12 : σ
n
j 12
ptn 1q
and x¯nj  12 : σ
n
j  12
ptn 1q as their endpoints in time tn 1. The numerical scheme is expected
to satisfy some type of mass conservation (due to the inherent nature of the conservation
law) from time tn in the space domain

xnj 12
, xnj  12

to time tn 1 in the space domain
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
x¯n 1
j 12
, x¯n 1
j  12

. With this, we must have the flux through curves σnj 12 ptq to be zero. From
the integration of (3.1) and the divergence theorem, using the fact that the line integrals
over curves σnj ptq vanish, we get
» x¯n 1
j  12
x¯n 1
j 12
upx, tn 1qdx 
» xn
j  12
xn
j 12
upx, tnqdx. (3.3)
The linear case from [15] is essentially imitated, but here the curves σnj1{2ptq
are not straight lines in general, but rather solutions of the set of local nonlinear differential
equations [15, 84]:
dσnj1{2ptq
dt
 Hpuq
u
, for tn   t ¤ tn 1, (3.4)
with the initial condition σnj1{2ptnq  xnj1{2, assuming u  0 (for the sake of presentation).
This construction follows naturally from the finite volume formulation of the linear
Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme as building block to construct local approximations such as
(with the initial condition σnj1{2ptnq  xnj1{2)
fnj1{2 
HpUnj1{2q
Unj1{2
 Hpuq
u
. (3.5)
Indeed, distinct and high-order approximations are also acceptable for
dσnj1{2ptq
dt
and can be viewed as ingredients to improve accuracy of the new family
of Lagrangian-Eulerian methods. Equation (3.3) defines mass conservation but in a
different mesh cell-centered in points x¯nj  12 of width h
n 1
j . Along the linear approximation
for fnj1{2, we find out that x¯j 12  xj 12   fj1{2∆t and x¯j  12  xj  12   fj 1{2∆t.
The piecewise constant numerical data is reconstructed into a piecewise linear
approximation (but high-order reconstructions are acceptable), through the use of MUSCL-
type interpolants:
Ljpx, tq  ujptq   px xjq 1∆xu
1
j. (3.6)
For the numerical derivative 1∆xu
1
j , there are several choices of slope limiters;
in book [76] there is a good compilation of many options. A priori choice of such slope
limiters is quite hard, but they are chosen upon the underlying model problem under
investigation. One possible for the slope limiter is
U 1j MM
"
α∆uj  12 ,
1
2puj 1  uj1q, α∆uj 12
*
, (3.7)
and this choice for slope limiter allows steeper slopes near discontinuities and retain
accuracy in smooth regions. The range of the parameter α is typically guided by the CFL
condition [80]. Equation (3.3) defines a local mass balance between space intervals at time
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Figure 26 – An illustration of the local space-time nonstaggered integral tube for the
continuous (left) and discrete (right).
tn and intervals at time tn 1. We will later address how to project these volumes back to
the original mesh.
Using the approximations
U
n 1
j :
1
hn 1j
» x¯n 1
j  12
x¯n 1
j 12
upx, tn 1qdx, and Unj :
1
h
» xn
j  12
xn
j 12
upx, tnqdx,
the discrete version of equation (3.3) is
U
n 1
j 
1
hn 1j
» x¯n 1
j  12
x¯n 1
j 12
upx, tn 1qdx  1
hn 1j
» xn
j  12
xn
j 12
upx, tnqdx  h
hn 1j
Unj , (3.8)
Solutions σnj1{2ptq of the differential system are obtained using the approxima-
tions
Uj 12
 1
h
» xnj
xnj1
Lpx, tqdx  1
h

» xnj 12
xnj1
Lj1px, tqdx 
» xnj
xn
j 12
Ljpx, tqdx


 12pUj1   Ujq  
1
8pU
1
j  U 1j1q.
(3.9)
We must notice that the approximation of fnj1{2 may cause spurious oscillation
in Riemann problems, specially in shocks and discontinuity regions. For that, we use
a polynomial reconstruction of second degree to smooth out the approximation and
also slope limiters approximation of the form (3.7). The numerical solutions have shown
qualitatively correct behavior for nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws. The convergence
order remains unchanged even with the reconstruction, being a first-order approximation.
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In the reconstruction we use the nonlinear Lagrange polynomial in Uj1, Uj and Uj 1. So,
equation (3.8) reads
U
n 1
j 
1
hn 1j
» xn
j  12
xn
j 12
P2pxqdx, (3.10)
where P2pxq  Unj1 L1px xjq   Unj L0px xjq   Unj 1 L1px xjq and
L 1pxq  12

x
h
 12

2
 14
ff
, L0pxq  1
x
h
	2
. (3.11)
Next, we obtain the resulting projection formula as follows
Un 1j 
1
∆x
 
c1,jU
n
j1   c0,jUnj   c1,jUnj 1

, (3.12)
where the projection coefficients are
c1,j  12

1  sgnpfj 12 q
	
fj 12
∆t : f pUj  12 q∆t, (3.13)
c1,j  12

1 sgnpfj  12 q
	
fj  12
∆t : fpUj  12 q∆t, (3.14)
c0,j  ph c1,j  c1,jq. (3.15)
Here ∆t is obtained under CFL-condition
max
j
!
|fj 12 ∆t|
)
¤ h2 ,
which is taken by construction of method. We note that in the linear case, when apx, tq 
a ¡ 0 (or a   0), the numerical scheme (3.8)-(3.12) is a generalization of the Upwind
scheme, but our scheme can approximate solution in both cases a ¡ 0 and a   0. The
CFL-condition in this case is |a∆t| ¤ h as in the Upwind scheme.
3.1.1 Extension to balance law problems
For simplicity, we consider the particular scalar equation with u  upx, tq
Bu
Bt  
Bpu fpuqq
Bx  gpx, uq, x P R, t ¡ 0; upx, 0q  u0pxq P L
8pTq, x P R, (3.16)
with f Lipschitz, with Lipschitz coefficient bounded on bounded sets and source term gpx, uq
integrable over the previously developed finite volume Dnj . Again, from the integration
of (3.16), from the divergence theorem applied on the hyperbolic operator (left side of
equation (3.16)), and using the fact that the line integrals over curves σnj ptq vanish, we get
the local balance mass equation» x¯n 1
j  12
x¯n 1
j 12
upx, tn 1qdx 
» xn
j  12
xn
j 12
upx, tnqdx 
¼
Dnj
gpx, uq dxdt. (3.17)
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Using the same approximations from the previous section,
U
n 1
j :
1
hn 1j
» x¯n 1
j  12
x¯n 1
j 12
upx, tn 1qdx, and Unj :
1
h
» xn
j  12
xn
j 12
upx, tnqdx,
equation (3.17) can be recast into
U
n 1
j 
1
hn 1j

hUnj  
¼
Dnj
gpx, uq dxdt

. (3.18)
Finally, the projection equation is obtained with same coefficients, resulting in
Un 1j 
1
∆x
 
c1,jU
n
j1   c0,jUnj   c1,jUnj 1

, (3.19)
3.1.2 Two-dimensional Hyperbolic Conservation Laws
In Section 2.4 we discussed some of the challenges of directly extending the
Lagrangian-Eulerian framework for the case of multidimensional problems. In fact, we
then presented several approaches to tackle this very difficult problem. Here, we formulate
another alternative approach based on a novel nonstaggered formulation. Consider the
two-dimensional nonlinear hyperbolic conservation law with initial data,$'&
'%
BU
Bt  
BfpUq
Bx  
BgpUq
By  0,
Upx, y, tnq  Un.
(3.20)
Suppose we follow the path of each vertex in a regular square grid by means of
the integral curves and the usual ODE formulation for the Lagrangian-Eulerian framework,
given by equation (3.4). An example of this is shown in Figure 27:
It is a nontrivial problem to define the projection of the coefficients based on
this approach, since even under CFL-like restrictions of such moving vertices not evolving
into adjacent cells we would obtain unfortunate scenarios. Figure 28 present some examples
of such cases.
One way to work around such difficulty is to define the new grid as intersection
of the planes produced by each midpoint of the original cell. Such planes are nothing
more than linear local approximations of the integral surfaces defined by each edge of the
original cell. This way, we may find at most nine rectangles, each of which will locally
preserve mass conservation from the previous data. We present in Figure 29 these ideas, in
an example with all midpoints moving inwards. Original cell is the square ABCD, whereas
the new cell is the square A1B1C1D1.
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Figure 27 – A 2D mesh grid and its evolution in time by the integral curves. Darker cells
represent the evolution in time of the previous mesh, guided by the dotted
lines representing integral curves on the vertices. In this example, for the
central cell, all vertices are moving inwards.
This approach easily extend our Nonstaggered Lagrangian-Eulerian method,
since it is based on coefficients of the same nature. Thus, the numerical scheme can be
written in the following manner (as an extension of equation (3.19)):
Un 1i,j 
1
∆x∆y p c1d1U
n
i1,j1  c0d1Uni,j1  c1d1Uni 1,j1
 c1d0Uni1,j  c0d0Uni,j  c1d0Uni 1,j
 c1d1Uni1,j 1  c0d1Uni,j 1  c1d1Uni 1,j 1q.
(3.21)
It is important to point out that the areas of each of the nine rectangles are
given by the projection coefficients products cidj . Whenever the information goes outwards
the cell, the respective coefficient will be zero and will not contribute to the final projection
within the cell. The expression of such coefficients is straightforwardly given by:
c0  ∆x c1  c 1 d0  ∆y  d1  d 1,
c1  12p1  sgnfi 12 q|fi 12 q|∆t, d1 
1
2p1  sgngj 12 q|gj 12 q|∆t,
c 1  12p1 sgnfi 12 q|fi 12 q|∆t, d 1 
1
2p1 sgngj 12 q|gj 12 q|∆t.
(3.22)
Or even,
c1  f i 12∆t, d1  g
 
i 12
∆t,
c 1  g j 12∆t, d 1  g

j 12
∆t.
(3.23)
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Figure 28 – Even within CFL-like stability conditions, finding projection coefficients in
this approach would be a challenging problem, since the control volume may
unpredictably change. In this example, each vertex travels no further than 0.4
of the grid width/height.
The evaluation of the fluxes fi 12 and gj 12 is done in the same fashion as before
(see equation (3.5)), but with a componentwise reconstruction for each flux function.
3.1.3 Numerical Experiments
We present and discuss computations for scalar linear and nonlinear conservation
laws with convex and non-convex flux functions. In Figure 30, it is shown numerical solutions
for ut papx, tquqx  0 along with various apx, tq functions. For instance, on the left picture
we take a standard test case, called Shu’s linear test [63, 65] with apx, tq  0.5 and 256
cells. On the center picture we show a test of our scheme on the case with apx, tq  sinpxq
over r0, 2pis, 128 cells and with the exact solution (see [63])
upx, tq  sinp2 arctanpe
t tanpx{2qqq
sinpxq .
Figure 30 shows on the right (as in [63]), a case with apx, tq  sinptq on
r0, 2s and 256 cells, for which the exact solution is upx, tq  u0px   1   cosptqq where
u0pxq  0.75   0.25 sinppi xq over r0, 2s simulated at time t  4. Second and third cases
present different velocity signals in space (center case) and over time (right case), and
our method shows robustness by not needing any special treatment for that. In Figure
31, we present the solutions of the problem with Burgers’ flux function ut   pu2{2qx  0
along with discontinuous initial data upx, 0q  1, x   0 and upx, 0q  0, x ¡ 0 (left
picture), and upx, 0q  1, x   0 and upx, 0q  1, x ¡ 0 (right picture), without the
reconstruction. The shock discontinuity on the left exhibits spurious oscillations. The
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Figure 29 – Evolution of midpoints generates at most nine rectangles in which local mass
conservation is preserved. In this example, for the central cell, all midpoints
are moving inwards, but whenever a midpoint travel outwards, the respective
adjacent cell will treat it as inward information.
right picture is a transonic rarefaction wave. In Figure 32, it is shown again the numerical
solutions for ut   pu2{2qx  0 along with same discontinuous initial data upx, 0q  1,
x   0 and upx, 0q  0, x ¡ 0 (left picture), and upx, 0q  1, x   0 and upx, 0q  1,
x ¡ 0 (middle picture), now with polynomial reconstruction. On these frames are shown
snapshot graphs with waves moving from left to right. We get a very nice looking numerical
approximate solution with scheme (3.10)-(3.12), which in turn seems to be propagating
at entirely entropy-correct Rankine-Hugoniot speed and similar good results are shown
to the rarefaction case as well. Here, as the rarefaction wave is crossed, there is a sign
change in the characteristic speed u and thus there is one point at which u  0, the sonic
point. However, our numerical scheme now shows no spurious anomalies around u  0.
The classical nonlinear one-dimensional Buckley-Leverett case is depicted on the right
picture in Figure 32 at time t  1. These test cases here were simulated with 256 cells.
Another example with the Buckley-Leverett flux function is seen on Figure 33, where we
set a square wave as initial condition, upx, 0q  1,1   x   1 and upx, 0q  0, otherwise
(left picture). The solution profile starts as a rarefaction wave followed by a shock on
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the left side and a rarefaction wave followed by a shock on the right side for small times
(middle picture). When the left shock meets the right rarefaction (see middle and right
pictures in Figure 33), we observe the expected decaying pattern.
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Figure 30 – Left: Shu’s linear test, with spatial-dependent advection coefficient apx, tq.
Middle: Test case with apx, tq  sinpxq, the velocity is variable in space. Right:
Test case with apx, tq  sinptq, the velocity is variable in time.
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Figure 31 – Nonlinear tests for Burgers’ flux function without reconstruction. Left: shock
wave, initial condition upx, 0q  1, x   0 and upx, 0q  0, x ¡ 0, end time
t  0.5. Right: rarefaction wave, upx, 0q  1, x   0 and upx, 0q  1, x ¡ 0,
end time t  1.0.
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Figure 32 – Nonlinear tests with reconstruction. Left: Burgers’ flux function, shock wave
solution with initial condition upx, 0q  1, x   0 and upx, 0q  0, x ¡ 0, end
time t  0.5. Middle: Burgers’ flux function, rarefaction wave with initial
condition upx, 0q  1, x   0 and upx, 0q  1, x ¡ 0, end time t  1.0. Right:
Buckley-Leverett flux function (Hpuq  u2{pu2   0.5p1  uq2q) with initial
condition upx, 0q  1, x   0 and upx, 0q  0, x ¡ 0.
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Figure 33 – Buckley-Leverett flux function with initial condition upx, 0q  1,1   x   1
and upx, 0q  0, otherwise. Snapshots at t  0, t  0.4 and t  1, respectively.
Now, we present and discuss approximate computations for scalar balance laws
and systems of balance laws. The first test is an example of linear advection with a smooth
(polynomial) source:
ut   2ux  x3   6tx2, upx, 0q  0. (3.24)
The initial data here is zero, but the exact solution of this differential equation
is upx, tq  tx3. In x  0 we have a sonic point accurately captured by our simulations.
Figure 34 presents numerical solutions at times t  0, t  1.5 and t  3.0 for a 256
cells mesh. For this case we have a natural and robust generalization for the upwind
method for balance laws. The observed convergence rate was studied at time t  3.0 with
32, 64, 128, 256, 512 and 1024 mesh grid cells and second-order convergence was observed
(see Figure 35). Here we used the midpoint rule for the source term quadrature, but
the linear advection hyperbolic operator is being exactly calculated due to exact CFL
condition.
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Figure 34 – Numerical solutions of model problem 3.24 with smooth source term gpx, tq 
x3   6tx2 at times t  0, t  1.5 and t  3.0.
For the second test, proposed in [66], the source term is of the discontinuous
form gpx, uq  z1pxqu.
ut   pu fpuqqx  gpx, uq (3.25)
with flux function ufpuq  u
2
2 and zpxq  cosppi xq, 4.5 ¤ x ¤ 5.5 and 0 otherwise with
0   x   10. Note that z1pxq is a discontinuous function, so that gpx, uq is a discontinuous
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Figure 35 – Convergence of error in L1, L2 and L8 norms with uniform mesh refinement
for the smooth source term test. Second-order convergence is observed in this
example.
source term in x. Figure 36 involves approximations with initial data upx, 0q  0, x ¡ 0
and up0, tq  2, t ¡ 0. The steady state solution of this problem is u  z  2. The pictures
in Figure 36 show approximations with 128 cells (top), 256 (middle) and 512 cells (bottom)
for u (left pictures) and for steady state u   z (right pictures). The numerical results
present clearly qualitatively correct approximations at t  1.
We also consider, as in [74], a 2 2 nonlinear system of balance laws modeling
the flow of water downing in a channel having a rectangular cross section and inclined at
a constant angle θ to the horizontal. This is a prototype model for shallow-water flow (see
[84]) in an inclined channel with friction the system may be written as (in dimensionless
variables) $''''&
''''%
Bh
Bt  
Bphuq
Bx  0,
Bphuq
Bt  
B  hu2   12h2
Bx  h C
1  h
tanpθqv
2,
(3.26)
where h is the height of the free surface and v is the averaged horizontal velocity. Precisely,
as in [74], the friction coefficient C is taken to be 0.1, while the inclination angle θ  pi6 .
On physical grounds, in this model problem it was assumed the hydrostatic balance in
the vertical direction and ignored any surface tension. Here, the initial velocity is taken
to be v0  1.699, while the initial height of the free surface consists of a triangular
perturbation of the uniform flow level, h0pxq  x  1.5, 0.5 ¤ x ¤ 0, h0pXq  x  1.5,
0 ¤ x ¤ 0.5, and 1 elsewhere. Numerical approximations are shown in Figure 37 with a
clearly qualitatively correct approximations at t  1.
Finally, for the two-dimensional simulations we present the model problem
from [73] with nonconvex fluxes
Bu
Bt  
Bpsin uq
Bx  
Bpcosuq
By  0. (3.27)
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Figure 36 – Numerical solutions of model problem 3.25 with discontinuous source term
gpx, uq. Grid refinement study with meshgrids 128, 256 and 512.
with px, y, tq P r2.5, 2.5s  r2.5, 2.5s  r0, 1s and initial condition
upx, y, 0q 
$&
%3.5pi, x
2   y2 ¤ 1
0.25pi, otherwise
(3.28)
For this initial condition, the x-direction flux has three inflection points, and
the y-direction flux has four. The solution to the Riemann problem is advanced from T =
0 to T = 0.5 and is shown in the Figure 38. From left to right, we show the numerical
solutions computed with the two-dimensional Nonstaggered Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme
with respect to the nonlinear model with nonconvex flow function described above for
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Figure 37 – Numerical solutions to shallow water system (3.26) with 128, 256 and 512
cells (top to bottom), h (height) on the left and v (velocity) on the right.
four mesh grid values, n m  128  128 (2.051 sec), n m  256  256 (8.290 sec),
nm  512 512 (119.266 sec) and nm  1024 1024 (1108.079 sec). The numerical
solutions are comparable with the solutions obtained with the central-upwind schemes
proposed in [73]. We highlight no dependence of mesh orientation, particularly in this
example where the flux functions are trigonometric functions with high frequencies and
several roots.
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3.2 An Algorithm for Convection Dominated Flow Problems with
a Diffusive Correction Step
For convection-dominated transport problems linked to hyperbolic conservation
laws with discontinuous-flux function (discontinuity in space), there may exist several
consistent notions of entropy solutions in the setting of vanishing limit solutions for the
Buckley-Leverett equation with gravity in porous media with heterogeneous contrast (see
e.g., [13, 68]. The difference among such notions of entropy solutions – or connections –
lies in the choice of the coupling across the flux discontinuity interface. We notice that
in [13], it was found that connections may appear at the vanishing capillarity limit for a
associated parabolic problem linked to the purely underlying hyperbolic conservation law.
In this section we propose a numerical procedure based on a diffusive correction step that
permits to capture the correct solution for a Buckley-Leverett equation with gravity and
discontinuous capillarity pressure. We support our findings along with a comparison with
existing numerical examples available in the literature.
Indeed, we claim that our correction approach allows to be plugged into any
other scheme developed for hyperbolic conservation laws, resulting in a new numerical
method for the Buckley-Leverett equation as well as for related parabolic equations for
porous media flow problems. We were able to make use of the diffusive correction step
linked to the scheme [39] and also to our Lagrangian-Eulerian Finite Volume Scheme.
3.2.1 The Two-phase Buckley-Leverett Problem with Gravity and Discontinu-
ous Capillary Pressure
By following [13], we will consider the two-phase flow model with discontinuous
coefficients, for x P Ωα  ΩL Y ΩR:
φα
BSw
Bt  ∇ 

vfwpSwq   σGGαwpSwq  σPKαλwpSwqp1 fwpSwqq
Bpαwo
Bx


 0, (3.29)
with the following parameters: flow rate v  0, gravity g  9.81, diffusive group
σG  1.0, absolute permeabilities KL  102, KR  5 103, porosities φL  φR  1.0,
viscosities µw  103, µo  3 103, densities ρw  0.87, ρo  1.0, relative permeability
functions kwpSwq  Sw, kopSwq  1  Sw, fractional flow function fwpSwq  λwpSwq
λpSwq ,
phase mobility λwpSwq  kwpSwq
µw
, total mobility λpSwq  λw   kopSwq
µo
, gravity convection
Gαw  KαλwpSwqp1  fwqpρw  ρoq, diffusive coefficient σP  1.0  103, and capillary
pressure function:
pαwo  Pα  logp1 sq. (3.30)
The initial condition for this problem is the constant function ηpxq  0.5.
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In [13], the authors discussed two sets of entry pressures Pα, in which each of
them produces a different entropy solution. For the first set of entry pressures (PL  0
and PR  0.5), the capillary diffusive effect may be neglected, since the solution for only
the hyperbolic operator is the same as the complete parabolic model. However, for the
second set of entry pressures (PL  0 and PR  2), diffusive effects must be taken into
account, since it changes considerably the structure of the entropic solution (there is a
wave group traveling right).
3.2.2 The correction diffusive step procedure
We propose a numerical approach for the model problem (3.29), through which
the convective operator is approximated by specific numerical methods for hyperbolic
conservation laws and the diffusive correction step procedure. Within our formulation, the
convective transport step may be substituted for any method for hyperbolic conservation
laws, so that we must couple it with the correction step for diffusion. For the sake of
presentation, we have chosen here the numerical scheme for singular shocks from [39]. For
both sets of entry pressures, our proposal captures the correct entropy solutions presented
in [13].
We can rewrite model problem (3.29) into the following parabolic equation
Bu
Bt  
B
BxpuF pu, xqq 
B
Bx

νDpu, xq BBxBpu, xq


, x P R. (3.31)
by means of setting F pu, xq  Kpxqgpuq, with g  λwpuqp1  fwpuqqpρw  ρoq being
the continuous part of gravity convection Gαw and Kpxq is the discontinuous absolute
permeability function Kpxq  KL, for x ¤ 0 and Kpxq  KR, for x ¡ 0 (in [39], it was
initially presented as a Heaviside function). Dpu, xq is the diffusive coefficient function
Kαλwpuqp1 fwpuqq and Bpu, xq is the capillary pressure.
This equation is numerically approximated in three steps:
(1) Transport step (any explicit numerical method Φ for hyperbolic problems)
u¯i  Φpunik, ..., uni1, uni , uni 1, ..., uni kq. (3.32)
(2) Averaging step
u˜i  βu¯i1   p1 2βqu¯i   βu¯i 1, 0   β   12 . (3.33)
(3) Difusive Correction step
Ai  νDpu˜i, xiqBpu˜i 1, xi 1q Bpu˜i1, xi1q2∆x , (3.34)
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un 1i  u˜i   r
Ai 1  Ai1
2∆x . (3.35)
The above numerical procedure from [39] with the correction step for the
diffusive part and our Lagrangian-Eulerian method for the convective part has reproduced
the model problem from [13] for two-phase flow problems with gravity and a discontinuity
in the capillary pressure function.
We show in Figure 39 solutions of model problem (3.31) at times t 
0.06, 0.12, 0.18, 0.24, and 0.3 with a mollified shock width parameter γ  0.78 and the
set of entry pressures PL  0 and PR  0.5. Then, we show in Figure 40 solutions of
model problem (3.31) at times t  0.06, 0.12, 0.18, 0.24, and 0.3 with a mollified shock
width parameter γ  0.78 and a second set of entry pressures PL  0 and PR  2. From
this second example it is clear (pointed out in [13]) that in the presence of gravity the
structure of the solution changes considerably, the effect from the heterogeneity of the
capillary pressure cannot be always neglected. In each of these figures, on the left we have
n  240 mesh grid cells and on the right n  480 mesh grid cells. The numerical schemes
for this section were written in C programming language and the numerical experiments
were performed in the same previously cited computer configuration.
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Figure 38 – Numerical solutions of a two-dimensional problem with nonconvex (trigono-
metric) flux functions in a grid refinement study (n n  128 128, 256
256, 512 512, 1024 1024).
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Figure 39 – Solutions of model problem (3.29) at times t  0.06, 0.12, 0.18, 0.24, and 0.3
for the set of entry pressures PL  0 and PR  0.5. Here r  0.01 and the
mollification width is γ  0.85. We have only one wave profile traveling left.
Left: n  240, right: n  480.
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Figure 40 – Solutions of model problem (3.29) at times t  0.06, 0.12, 0.18, 0.24, and 0.3
for the set of entry pressures PL  0 and PR  2.0. Here r  0.006 and the
mollification width is γ  0.85. We have only a wave profile traveling left and
a slower wave traveling right. Left: n  240, right: n  480.
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4 Conservative Mixed Hybrid Finite Element
and Finite Volume Methods with a New
Coupling Condition for Solving Multiphase
Flow Problems
In this chapter, we will use a unified hybrid mixed finite element and finite
volume formalism along a novel reinterpretation of Robin coupling conditions for nu-
merically solving convection-diffusion problems with gravity and discontinuous capillary
pressure. We would like to point out that recently a finite volume/hybrid mixed finite
element fully-coupled formulation has shown good results for the numerical approximation
of several nontrivial transport models [44, 45, 96], such as pseudo-parabolic equations
modeling two-phase flow with dynamic capillary pressure problems, nonlinear transport
equations with nonlocal flux and measure data and nonlinear evolution problems governed
by Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ) equations.
To this end, we will first review the classical hybrid and mixed finite elements
for convection-diffusion problems applied to multiphase flow in porous media in order to
motivate our novel approach. Indeed, this will be convenient to highlight a link between
Robin-type inter-element transmission conditions and Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions.
Hybridized mixed finite elements formulations for parabolic and elliptic prob-
lems have been widely and successfully applied in three-phase flow problems [1, 2, 3]
and previously for water-oil two-phase flow simulation and numerical approximation,
established by Jim Douglas Jr., Richard Ewing, Thomas F. Russell e Mary F. Wheeler
in the joint works [49, 51, 87, 98] and more recently in the works [3, 11, 47, 48]. In such
works, hybrid mixed finite element methods were identified as very well suited for the
accurate calculation of gradient flow associated with velocity fields (Darcy’s law) and
diffusive fluxes, in the presence of high contrast geological properties in permeability and
porosity fields. Besides, it is worth mentioning that the finite element method in the mixed
hybrid form possesses rigorous mathematical foundation, delicately connected to distinct
approaches in numerical analysis for elliptical problems [28, 29, 85, 97].
In this chapter, we first introduce in Section 4.1 the hybrid mixed finite element
method for the parabolic equation with diffusive terms that does not have any kind
of spatial dependency. It has been shown in [4, 71] that this technique can be very
effective in capturing the correct nonclassical fronts in one spatial dimension as well as in
multidimensional heterogeneous three-phase flow with [1] and without [3] gravitational
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influence.
As discussed before, the diffusive capillary function depends on the rock type, so
the capillary pressure field might be discontinuous across the interior interface between the
rocks. In Section 4.2 we then present two approaches for two-phase flow problems [13] and
three-phase flow problems [1] with spatial discontinuities. The recent work [1] has presented
a combination of a conservative central scheme to handle a system of nonlinear conservation
laws modeling the convective transport of the fluid phases and locally conservative mixed
finite elements for the associated parabolic and elliptic problems. Such algorithm for
approximating the solution of three-phase, two-dimensional immiscible flow in porous media
takes into account gravity, variable permeability and porosity, and explicit spatially varying
capillary pressure models and discontinuous flux functions. However, the capillary pressure
models studied in [1] are multiplicative (Pc  Pc pSpx, tq, Kpxqq  Pc pSpx, tqqKpxqq),
based on a Leverett-like J-function:
PcpS,Kpxqq  pcpSq
d
Kpxq
φpxq , (4.1)
where pc incorporates the dependency on S and the remaining term incorporates spatial-
dependency; Such method would fail to capture the correct entropy solution with nonclas-
sical shocks arising in more general models of capillary pressure. On the other hand, the
model studied in [13] is additive and as follows:
PcpS,Kpxqq  PL,R  logp1 Sq, (4.2)
where the term PL,R incorporates the spatial dependency of the model (for x   0 we must
have PL and for x ¡ 0 we must have PR). Paper [13] handles the identification of the
correct entropy solution by giving a procedure that determines the appropriate connection
in terms of the flux profiles and capillary pressure profiles. Such procedure constructs
a finite volume numerical method for the Buckley–Leverett equation with an interface
coupling that retains information from the vanishing capillarity model. This formulation,
though, is challenged by the difficulty in extending the two-phase scalar problem to the
three-phase system problem.
Then, in Section 4.3, following the lines of the previously cited works, we make
use of the finite element method in a hybridized mixed formulation with the Raviart-Thomas
approximating spaces [29, 85] for the diffusive transport. However, in such formulation, we
propose a reinterpretation of the interface conditions between elements to accommodate
the effects of heterogeneities in the diffusive capillary pressure. The hybrid mixed finite
element method with this novel interface condition is then coupled with finite volume
methods in a conservative form for approximating the convective transport. We finish the
chapter with our numerical experiments for such method.
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4.1 Multiphase Flow Transport Problems without Spatially-Depen-
dent Diffusion Terms
We outline the ideas of the methods presented in [3, 47]. These methods mainly
use operator splitting techniques for solving the transport equations in a two-stage manner,
using the mixed hybrid finite element for the diffusive and for the elliptic subproblems and
various approaches for the convective transport. The finite element method in a hybridized
mixed form for the diffusive subproblem is a building block for our formulation.
4.1.1 Two-phase flow problems
Here, the model problem is the nonlinear parabolic transport equation from
the convection-diffusion two-phase flow problem in two space dimensions as defined in
equation (3.29):
B
BtpφpxqSwq  ∇  pvfw   σGGwq  σP∇ ww. (4.3)
We define the fractional flow function fwpSwq  λwpSwq
λpSwq , the phase mobility λwpSwq 
kwpSwq
µw
, total mobility λpSwq  λw  kopSwq
µo
, and gravity convection Gαw  KαλwpSwqp1
fwqpρw  ρoq. In this section we focus only on presenting the operator splitting technique
for this parabolic transport equation, but we remark that this is only part of the complete
system of two-phase flow equations in phase formulation: there is also the elliptic pressure-
velocity subproblem, which we will adress later. The cited works also formulate a mixed
hybrid finite element method to numerically solve the pressure-velocity problem. For the
sake of notation simplification we drop the w subscript form variables Sw and ww.
Equation (4.3) needs an initial condition, which we here define as,
Spx, 0q  S0pxq for x P Ω  pΩL,ΩRq, (4.4)
and boundary conditions
SpΩL, tq  SL, SwpΩR, tq  SR for t ¡ 0. (4.5)
Operator splitting
Operator splitting techniques aim the computational efficiency and have been
frequently used in the numerical simulation of reservoir flow problems. Instead of solving
directly the governing system of equations in the form given by the basic conservation and
constitutive relations (as described above for three-phase flow), the equation is rewritten
such that the its mathematical nature is better understood. Then, the appropriate numerical
techniques are used for systems of partial differential equations of distinct mathematical
types.
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The operator splitting for the equation (4.3) allows the use of time steps for
the diffusive calculation to be longer than the steps used for the advection part of the
saturation calculation; computational efficiency can be achieved by solving less diffusion
(implicit) than hyperbolic (explicit) problems. Two time steps are introduced: ∆tt for the
solution of the hyperbolic problem associated with advection and ∆td for the diffusive
calculation.
Let ∆td  i1∆tt, where i1 is a positive integer. Of course the relation ∆td ¥
∆tt holds. The time discretization is given by
tn  n∆td, tn,κ  tn   κ∆tt, 0 ¤ κ   i1. (4.6)
Consider the spatial variable x P Ω. Then, the operator splitting algorithm is
defined for n  1, . . . , n1:
a) For κ  0, . . . , pi1  1q, in rtn,κ, tn,κ 1s solve the advection system
B
Btpφpxqζn,κ 1q  ∇  pvfw   σGGwq  0, (4.7)
with initial conditions
ζn,κ 
#
Sn, κ  0,
ζn,κ1, κ  1, . . . pi1  1q,
(4.8)
b) Set
S¯n  ζn,i11. (4.9)
c) Compute the diffusive effects in rtn, tn 1s solving the system
B
Bt pφpxqSn 1q  σP∇ wn 1  0 (4.10)
with the boundary condition
wpxq  ν  0, x P BΩ, (4.11)
and initial conditions given by
Sn  S¯n. (4.12)
4.1.1.1 Mixed formulation
The following diffusive subproblem is then approximated by a hybrid mixed
finite element formulation.
B
Bt pφpxqSwq  σP∇ ww  0 (4.13)
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For now, the diffusive coefficient from the nondimensionalization σP is dropped
for simplicity on describing the method. It is possible to identify a gradient flux for the
saturation, by applying the chain rule for the capillary pressure in (4.3)
w pS,xq  K pxqλw pSq p1 fwq BpwoBS ∇S. (4.14)
Defining BpSq  λw pSq p1 fwq BpwoBS , the equation is rewritten into a mixed
formulation for the pair pS,wq:$''&
''%
w K pxqBpSq∇S  0
B
Bt pφ pxqSq ∇ w  0.
(4.15)
Weak form of diffusive equation
Equation (4.15) can be put in a weak global formulation by means of the spaces
V and W ,
L2pΩq 
"
v

»
Ω
|vpxq|2dx   8
*
, Hpdiv; Ωq   w P L2pΩq ∇ w P L2pΩq( .
V   v P L2pΩq( , W  tw P Hpdiv; Ωq |w|BΩ  ν  0u .
(4.16)
The global weak formulation of the diffusive system is given by finding pS,wq P
V W so that for every test functions ϕ P V and ψ P W the following weak equations are
satisfied,
$''&
''%
 pK pxqBpSqq1 w, ψΩ   p∇S, ψqΩ  0, @ψ P W B
Bt pφ pxqSq , ϕ


Ω
 p∇ w, ϕqΩ  0, @ϕ P V.
(4.17)
where pf, gqΩ is the usual inner product by integration in Ω.
The next step is to localize such equations using domain decomposition ideas.
Let tΩj, j  1, . . . ,Mu be a partition of the spatial domain Ω into rectangles of size hx, hy,
Ω 
M¤
j1
Ωj; Ωj X Ωk  H, j  k, Ωj  pxj, xj 1q  pyj, yj 1q, (4.18)
with the domain interfaces
Γ  BΩ; Γj  ΓX Ωj Γj,k  Γk,j  BΩj X BΩk. (4.19)
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Consider, for j  1, . . . ,M the local spaces
Vj  V pΩjq, Wj 
 
w P H1pΩjq
w  ν  0 on Γj( .
The localized weak formulation of the diffusive system corresponding to the
domain decomposition above is given by seeking S P V and w P W such that pSj,wjq P
Vj Wj for j  1, . . . ,M satisfying$'''&
'''%
 pK pxqBpSjqq1 wj, ψjΩj  pSj,∇ψjqΩj   ¸
kj
xSj, ψj  νjyΓkj  0, @ψj P Wj B
Bt pφ pxqSjq , ϕj


Ωj
 p∇ wj, ϕjqΩj  0, @ϕj P Vj.
(4.20)
Notice that, in this step, an integration by parts was performed on the first
equation. The local solutions pS,wq can be extended to be global solutions of (4.17).
For this, it is necessary to require that the localized weak formulation also satisfies the
following consistency conditions on the interfaces Γjk,
Sj  Sk, for x P Γjk, (4.21)
wj  νj  wk  νk  0, for x P Γjk. (4.22)
where ν is the outward normal unit vector in Ωj.
Hybridized mixed finite element approximation
For several families of mixed finite elements, the functions ϕ P Vj are allowed
to be discontinuous in each element interface Γjk . Trying to impose the consistency
conditions could cause errors in the flux conservation, i.e., the consistency conditions would
only be satisfied if the approximate solution S P Vj for the discrete problem is globally a
polynomial, which is an uninteresting case. To overcome this, the Lagrange multipliers on
the edges Γij are introduced, allowing such discontinuities. Such variables are defined on
the space Λ of constant trace functions on the edges of the elements. Then, the hybrid
mixed finite element method is given by:
Find wj P Wj, S P Vj and `ij P Λ such that$'''&
'''%
 pK pxqBpSjqq1 wj, ψjΩj  pSj,∇ψjqΩj   ¸
kj
x`j, ψj  νjyΓkj  0, @ψj P Wj B
Bt pφ pxqSjq , ϕj


Ωj
 p∇ wj, ϕjqΩj  0, @ϕj P Vj,
(4.23)
subject to the consistency conditions, written equivalently as Robin transmission boundary
conditions in order to define an iterative method for solving the parabolic problem.
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Robin consistency conditions
The Robin consistency conditions for the diffusive system are given by
χk,jwj  νj   `k,j  χk,jwk  νk   `k,j, x P Γk,j  BΩk
χj,kwk  νk   `j,k  χj,kwj  νj   `k,j, x P Γj,k  BΩj.
(4.24)
The coefficients χk,j from the Robin consistency condition are determined by
means of a dimensional analysis. It is expected that during the iterative procedure the
conditions are satisfied. On the other hand, the balance will be exact only when the
iteration index goes to infinity. So is natural to search for a definition for the coefficient
χij by considering its physical dimensions. There must be a compatibility between the
dimensions of S (and `) and w, that represents the values on the element interface.
Equations (4.24) can be rewritten as
h

ljk  lkj
h


 χkjpwk wjq, (4.25)
which, in terms of the units of the mentioned quantities,
rhs r∇Ss  rχsrKpxqBpSqs r∇Ss , (4.26)
from what follows that χ being
rχs  rhsrKpxqBpSqs , (4.27)
will ensure unit compatibility. Thus, dimensional analysis suggest that χ must be
χjk  ξ h
Heff
(4.28)
where ξ is an acceleration of convergence parameter and HpS,xq  KpxqBpsq and Heff is
defined by the harmonic mean on the interface Γjk:
Heff  2HpSj,xjqHpSk,xkq
HpSj,xjq  HpSk,xkq (4.29)
This choice is motivated by the hybrid mixed finite element approach [47].
Its well understood in the literature that the dimensional analysis can be useful in the
elaboration of strategies for the choice of the discretization time interval for the numerical
integration [1, 2, 69, 70].
Reduction to lowest index Raviart-Thomas space
The hybrid mixed finite element spaces are chosen to be the lowest index
Raviart-Thomas spaces over the intervals. The natural degrees of freedom on the element
Ωj for saturation variable is the constant value Sj, which can be interpreted as the value
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on the center of the element. For the diffusive flux variable, it is used an outward normal
component across the edges of the element. For consistency, the Lagrange multipliers are
also constant and defined on the edges of the element. It is assumed that the porosity and
the absolute permeability are constant on each element, and that the relative permeability
functions are independent of the position with respect to the space variable on each Ωj.
The discrete form of equations (4.24) are then,
`αj  χαj pwα˜k wαj q   `α˜k , α  R,L,D,U, and α˜  L,R, U,D, respectively. (4.30)
where each variable are defined on the L,R, U,D interfaces, representing the right (R),
left (L), up (U) and down (D) edges of Ωj; α˜ represents the variable associated with the
adjacent element of Ωj connected by the inteface α.
Approximating the integrals by the trapezoidal rule, substituting the discrete
Robin consistency equations and using an specific basis for the discrete Raviart-Thomas
spaces, the discrete forms of (4.23) are$'''&
'''%

h
2 pKjBjq
1   χαj


wαj   Sj  χαj wα˜k   lα˜k ,
B
Bt pφ pxqSjq 
wRj wLj
hx
 w
U
j wDj
hy
 0.
(4.31)
where α  R,L,D,U, and α˜  L,R, U,D, respectively.
It is necessary, however, to discretize equation (4.31) on time. For that, let
N P N and take ∆t  T {N and tn  n∆t. The saturation variable S must accommodate
the diffusion effect in each time step. This way, it is used a backward Euler method
(implicit) for the time discretization, where S¯ represents the saturation in previous time
step and S, the saturation in the present time step. Note that it is defined a completely
implicit form to calculate S, so the variables are evaluated on time n  1. Together with
the discrete Lagrange multiplier equations, the final form of the discrete system is (here,
α P tL,R, U,Du and α˜ P tR,L,D,Uu):$'''''''&
'''''''%
φj
Sj  S¯j
∆t 
wRj wLj
hx
 w
U
j wDj
hy
 0,

h
2 pKjBjq
1   χαj


wαj   Sj  χαj wα˜k   lα˜k ,
`αj  χαj pwα˜k wαj q   `α˜k .
(4.32)
Development of the iterative procedure
The final step of numerically solving the diffusion equation is to identify an
iterative procedure for solving the linear system on variables Sj,wαj and `αj . Here, the
system is implicitly solved with a Red-Black-type strategy, so that each variable on element
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is solved with the previous iteration on adjacent elements. Thus, for each time step, we
solve the problem by means of an iterative procedure. Let k be an iteration index. Denote
by Sn,kj an approximation for Spxj, tnq in the iteration level k and Snj the approximation
after convergence. The convergence criterion for the iterative procedure is given by,b°M
j0 |Sn,kj  Sn,k1j |2
N
  tol (4.33)
where tol is a tolerance for the difference between iterations k and k  1.
For a fixed time tn 1, the iterative procedure is defined as
1. Set Sn 1,0j  Snj and wα,n 1,0j  wα,nj ,
2. Calculate coefficients Bj and χLj , χRj with Snj ,
3. Solve the linear system given by (4.32) for the variables in each element j, using the
variables from outer elements as being the ones from iteration n,
4. Update the Lagrange multipliers for the domains according to equations (4.30),
5. Verify convergence for S. If not achieved, repeat steps 2-4. If achieved, set Sn 1j 
Sn 1,kj and go to the next time step.
4.1.2 Three-phase flow problems
The nonlinear transport equations from the convection-diffusion three-phase
flow problem are,
B
BtpφpxqSwq  ∇  pvfw   GGwq  ∇  pPwwq,
B
BtpφpxqSgq  ∇  pvfg   GGgq  ∇  pPwgq,
(4.34)
where 
ww
wg

 KpxqBpSw, Sgq

∇Sw
∇Sg

, (4.35)
and
BpSw, Sgq  QpSw, SgqP 1pSw, Sgq, (4.36)
QpSw, Sgq 

λwp1 fwq λwfg
λgfw λgp1 fgq

, P 1pSw, Sgq 


Bpwo
BSw
Bpwo
BSgBpgo
BSw
Bpgo
BSg

. (4.37)
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λ 
¸
i
λi is the total mobility and fipSw, Sgq  λi{λ are the fractional flow functions.
Given the constraint ¸
iw,o,g
Si  1,
any pair of saturations inside the triangle of saturations ∆ : t pSw, Sgq : Sw, Sg ¥
0, Sw   Sg ¤ 1 u can be chosen to describe the state of the fluid. A mixed hybrid finite
element method is also formulated to numerically solve the associated pressure-velocity
problem.
Equation (4.34) needs an initial condition, which we here define as,
Spx, 0q  S0pxq for x P Ω, (4.38)
and boundary conditions
SpΩL, tq  SL, SwpΩR, tq  SR for t ¡ 0. (4.39)
Operator splitting
The operator splitting technique is applied in the same fashion it was used
in two-phase flow. The appropriate numerical techniques are used for systems of partial
differential equations of distinct mathematical types. Two time steps are again introduced:
∆tt and ∆td, defined as in (4.6). Then, in the three-phase case, the operator splitting
algorithm is defined analogous as the two-phase case. For n  1, . . . , n1:
a) For κ  0, . . . , pi1  1q, in rtn,κ, tn,κ 1s solve the convection system
B
Btpφpxqζw,n,κ 1q  ∇  pvfw   σGGwq  0, (4.40)
B
Btpφpxqζg,n,κ 1q  ∇  pvfg   σGGgq  0, (4.41)
with initial conditions
ζw,n,κ 
#
Sw,n, κ  0,
ζw,n,κ1, κ  1, . . . pi1  1q,
(4.42)
ζg,n,κ 
#
Sg,n, κ  0,
ζg,n,κ1, κ  1, . . . pi1  1q,
(4.43)
b) Set
S¯w,n  ζw,n,i11 and S¯g,n  ζg,n,i11. (4.44)
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c) Compute the diffusive effects in rtn, tn 1s solving the system
B
Bt pφpxqSw,n 1q  σP∇ ww,n 1  0, (4.45)
B
Bt pφpxqSg,n 1q  σP∇ wg,n 1  0, (4.46)
with the boundary condition
wipxq  ν  0, x P BΩ, i  w, g (4.47)
and initial conditions given by
Sw,n  S¯w,n Sg,n  S¯g,n. (4.48)
Mixed formulation
The diffusive system is then approximated by the hybrid mixed finite element
formulation
B
Bt pφpxqSq  σP∇ w  0. (4.49)
where S  pSw, Sgq and w  pww,wgq.
Again, the diffusive coefficient from the nondimensionalization σP is dropped
for simplicity. It is possible to identify a gradient flux for the saturation, given by equation
(4.35). The system is rewritten into a mixed formulation for the pair
 
S,w

:$''''''&
''''''%
w K pxqBpSq

 ∇Sw
∇Sg

 0
B
Bt pφ pxqSq 

 ∇ ww
∇ wg

 0.
(4.50)
Weak form of diffusive equation
Equation (4.50) can be put in a weak global formulation by means of the spaces
V and W ,
L2pΩq 
"
v

»
Ω
|vpxq|2dx   8
*
, Hpdiv; Ωq   w P L2pΩq ∇ w P L2pΩq( .
V   v P pL2pΩqq2( , W   w P Hpdiv; Ωq2 w|BΩ  ν  0( .
(4.51)
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The global weak formulation of the diffusive system is given by finding pS,wq P
V W so that for every test functions ϕ P V and ψ P W the following weak equations are
satisfied,
$''&
''%
 Gw, ψΩ    p∇Sw,∇SgqT , ψΩ  0, @ψ P W B
Bt pφ pxqSq , ϕ


Ω
  ∇ w, ϕΩ  0, @ϕ P V.
(4.52)
where G  pK pxqBpSqq1.
The localized weak formulation of the diffusive system corresponding to the
domain decomposition above is given by seeking S P V and w P W such that pSj,wjq P
Vj Wj for j  1, . . . ,M satisfying$'''&
'''%

Gw
j
, ψj
	
Ωj
  Sj,∇  ψjΩj   ¸
kj
xSj, ψj  νjyΓkj  0, @ψj P Wj, B
Bt
 
φ pxqSj

, ϕj


Ωj


∇ w
j
, ϕj
	
Ωj
 0, @ϕj P Vj.
(4.53)
As with the two-phase problem, the solutions pS,wq are required to satisfy the
following consistency conditions on the interfaces Γjk,
Sw,j  Sw,k, for x P Γjk, (4.54)
ww,j  νj  ww,k  νk  0, for x P Γjk. (4.55)
Sg,j  Sg,k, for x P Γjk, (4.56)
wg,j  νj  wg,k  νk  0, for x P Γjk. (4.57)
where ν is the outward normal unit vector in Ωj.
The discrete equations for the hybridized mixed finite element for the three-
phase problem are analogous to the two-phase problem. But now we have two set of
discrete equations, one for the transport of water saturation and one for the transport of
gas saturation.
Hybridized mixed finite element approximation
Just like in the two-phase flow, trying to impose the consistency conditions
could cause errors in the flux conservation. The Lagrange multipliers on the edges Γij are
again introduced, allowing such discontinuities. Then, the hybrid mixed finite element
method is given by:
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Find w
j
P Wj, Sj P Vj and `kj P Λ such that$'''&
'''%
pGwj, ψjqΩj  pSj,∇  ψjqΩj  
¸
kj
x`kj, ψj  νjyΓkj  0, @ψj P Wj B
Bt pφ pxqSjq , ϕj


Ωj
 p∇ wj, ϕjqΩj  0, @ϕj P Vj,
(4.58)
subject to the consistency conditions, written equivalently as Robin transmission boundary
conditions in order to define an iterative method for solving the parabolic problem.
χw,kjww,j  νj   `w,kj  χw,k,jww,k  νk   `w,kj, x P Γk,j  BΩk,
χw,jkww,k  νk   `w,jk  χw,j,kww,j  νj   `w,kj, x P Γjk  BΩj,
χg,kjwg,j  νj   `g,k,j  χg,k,jwg,k  νk   `g,kj, x P Γkj  BΩk,
χg,jkwg,k  νk   `g,j,k  χg,j,kwg,j  νj   `g,kj, x P Γjk  BΩj.
(4.59)
Reduction to lowest index Raviart-Thomas space
The hybrid mixed finite element spaces are again chosen to be the lowest index
Raviart-Thomas spaces over the intervals. The natural degrees of freedom on the element
Ωj for each saturation variable is the constant value Sw,j and Sg,j , which can be interpreted
as the value on the center of the element. For the diffusive flux variables, it is used the
outward normal components across the edges of the element. The Lagrange multipliers
are also constant and defined on the edges of the element. The discrete form of equations
(4.59) are then,
`αw,j  χαw,jpwα˜w,k wαw,jq   `α˜w,k,
`αg,j  χαg,jpwα˜g,k wαg,jq   `α˜g,k,
α  R,L,D,U, and α˜  L,R, U,D, respectively.
(4.60)
where each variable are defined on the L,R, U,D interfaces, representing the right (R),
left (L), up (U) and down (D) edges of Ωj; α˜ represents the variable associated with the
adjacent element of Ωj connected by the inteface α.
Approximating the integrals by the trapezoidal rule, substituting the discrete
Robin consistency equations and using an specific basis for the discrete Raviart-Thomas
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spaces, the discrete forms of (4.58) are$''''''''''''''''''''''&
''''''''''''''''''''''%
B
Bt pφ pxqSjq 
wRw,j wLw,j
hx
 w
U
w,j wDw,j
hy
 0,
Gα11wαw,j   Gα12wαg,j 
2
hx
pSw,j  lαw,jq, α  R,L,
Gα11wαw,j   Gα12wαg,j 
2
hy
pSw,j  lαw,jq, α  U,D,
B
Bt pφ pxqSjq 
wRw,j wLw,j
hx
 w
U
w,j wDw,j
hy
 0,
Gα21wαw,j   Gα22wαg,j 
2
hx
pSg,j  lαg,jq, α  R,L,
Gα21wαw,j   Gα22wαg,j 
2
hy
pSg,j  lαg,jq, α  U,D.
(4.61)
By defining Dαx and Dαy the matrices,
Dαx 

 G11  
2
hx
χαw G12
G21 G22   2
hx
χαg

, Dαy 

 G11  
2
hy
χαw G12
G21 G22   2
hy
χαg

, (4.62)
the following discrete equations for the fluxes are obtained:
wαw,x 
2
hx
 pDαx q111  Sw,j   χβwwα˜w,x   `α˜w,j pDαx q112  Sg,j   χβgwα˜g,x   `α˜g,j ,
wαg,x 
2
hx
 pDαx q121  Sw,j   χβwwα˜w,x   `α˜w,j pDαx q122  Sg,j   χβgwα˜g,x   `α˜g,j ,
(4.63)
where α  R,L and α˜  L,R, respectively, and
wαw,y 
2
hy
 pDαy q111  Sw,j   χβwwα˜w,y   `α˜w,j pDαy q112  Sg,j   χβgwα˜g,y   `α˜g,j ,
wαg,y 
2
hy
 pDαy q121  Sw,j   χβwwα˜w,y   `α˜w,j pDαy q122  Sg,j   χβgwα˜g,y   `α˜g,j ,
(4.64)
where α  U,D, and α˜  D,U , respectively.
The backward Euler method (implicit) for the time discretization is used, where
S¯ represents the saturation in previous time step and S, the saturation in the current
time step. Together with the discrete Lagrange multiplier equations, the final form of the
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discrete system is (here, α P tL,R, U,Du and α˜ P tR,L,D,Uu):
$''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''&
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''%
φj
Sw,j  S¯w,j
∆t 
wRw,j wLw,j
hx
 w
U
w,j wDw,j
hy
 0,
φj
Sg,j  S¯g,j
∆t 
wRg,j wLg,j
hx
 w
U
g,j wDg,j
hy
 0,
wαw,x 
2
hx
 pDαx q111  Sw,j   χβwwα˜w,x   `α˜w,j pDαx q112  Sg,j   χβgwα˜g,x   `α˜g,j ,
wαg,x 
2
hx
 pDαx q121  Sw,j   χβwwα˜w,x   `α˜w,j pDαx q122  Sg,j   χβgwα˜g,x   `α˜g,j ,
wαw,y 
2
hy
 pDαy q111  Sw,j   χβwwα˜w,y   `α˜w,j pDαy q112  Sg,j   χβgwα˜g,y   `α˜g,j ,
wαg,y 
2
hy
 pDαy q121  Sw,j   χβwwα˜w,y   `α˜w,j pDαy q122  Sg,j   χβgwα˜g,y   `α˜g,j ,
`αw,j  χαw,jpwα˜w,k wαw,jq   `α˜w,k,
`αg,j  χαg,jpwα˜g,k wαg,jq   `α˜g,k.
(4.65)
Here, there are two transport equations, eight discrete flux equations and eight
discrete lagrange multipliers equations. Similar dimensional analysis for the coefficients χw
and χg is done, and their values are found through a mean across the interfaces between
elements.
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4.2 Multiphase Flow Transport Problems with Spatially-Dependent
Diffusion Terms
In many applications, the capillary diffusion plays a small role in the dynamical
process, so that it is interesting to replace the two-phase convection-diffusion equation by
the apparently more simple first order equation
φ
B
Bt pφpxqSwq  ∇  Fpx, sw,vq  0. (4.66)
Even in the case where the whole problem (4.3) is considered, one might be
interested in the resolution of (4.7) for using a splitting approach, as presented before. In
the more simple case of two-phase flow (corresponding to the case Sg  0 in three-phase
flow problems), it has been recently pointed out in [13] that in presence of gravitational
effects and of heterogeneities (i.e. φ,K, kα and pwo also depend on x P Rd), steady
undercompressive waves can be generated by the rock discontinuities. Moreover, for given
v, the solutions of the first order problem depend on the capillary pressure functions
pwo, pgo despite capillary diffusion has been neglected in the model. Since the two-phase
flow case is a subcase of the three-phase flow case, then such a phenomenon also appears
in the three-phase feature.
For immiscible three-phase flow, there are physical assumptions under which
singularities such as umbilic points and elliptic regions are a necessary consequence of
Buckley–Leverett behavior on each two-phase edge of the saturation phase space [67]. In
[18] the authors present a recent survey of aspects of the general theory of conservation
laws that bear on the construction of immiscible three-phase solutions in the petroleum
engineering literature. For several injection problems [18], solutions for Corey’s model are
very similar to those for Stone’s model, despite the presence of an elliptic region in the
latter; and they are very different from those for the Juanes–Patzek model [67], which
preserves strict hyperbolicity. In [18, 79], it is also addressed the question of the physical
existence of nonclassical waves in actual three-phase flows.
Dealing with hyperbolicity over the whole saturation domain, works [36, 37]
describe the construction of Total Differential (TD) three-phase data for the implementation
of the exact global pressure formulation for the modeling of three-phase compressible flow
in porous media. The difficulty in obtaining physically realistic TD three-phase relative
permeabilities and capillary pressures data [36, 37] has limited the use of the global
pressure in numerical simulation codes. Nevertheless, when such data is available, this
global formulation is preferred since it reduces the coupling between the pressure and
saturation equations, compared to phase or weighted formulations [18, 33]. In addition,
such total differential three phase permeabilities formulation also simplifies the numerical
analysis of the problem along with computational efficiency [36, 37].
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For a wave to be truly defined as a “shock wave”, a discontinuity must be
the zero-diffusion limit of traveling wave solutions. In such solutions, the diffusive effect
balances the convergence of waves caused by hyperbolic nonlinearity [79, 94]. With gravity,
the three-phase model yields elliptic regions for any combination of viscosities [21, 94], and
these regions occupy a significant fraction of the saturation space. Jackson and Blunt in
[64] demonstrate that, even when capillary forces are small relative to viscous forces, they
have a significant effect on solutions [94] for a realizable model of a porous medium. As a
consequence, the capillary pressure should be included explicitly in three-phase numerical
simulators to obtain stable solutions which reproduce the correct sequence of saturation
changes in the interior of the phase space.
4.2.1 Two-phase flow problems
Assume for simplicity that the one-dimensional domain Ω is made of only two
sets ΩL and ΩR separated by a Lipschitz continuous interface Γ. For x P Γ, we denote by να
the outward unit normal vector to Γ with respect to Ωα. Because of the rock discontinuity,
the physical quantities pα, Sα and vα can a priori be discontinuous at the interface Γ.
Two-phase flow with discontinuities on convective flux functions and diffusive capillary
functions can be modeled by the following equation with discontinuous coefficients:
φα
BSw
Bt  ∇ 

vfαwpSwq   σGGαwpSwq KαλαwpSwqp1 fαwpSwqq
Bpαwo
Bx


 0, x P Ωα.
(4.67)
The work [13] investigated the so-called vanishing capillary limit, by making
Ñ 0 on the system (for x P Ωα and t P p0, T q),$'''''&
'''''%
φα
BS
Bt  ∇  pvf
α
wpSq   σGGαwpSq  ∇  ϕαpSqq  0,
lim
xÑ0
 
vfLw pSq   σGGLwpSq  ∇  ϕLpSq
  lim
xÑ0 
 
vfRw pSq   σGGRwpSq  ∇  ϕRpSq

.
(4.68)
where α  L,R and ϕαpSq 
» S
0
Kαλαwpzqp1  fαwpzqq
Bpαwo
BS dz is the Kirchoff transform
function.
This study is close to the one performed by E. Kaasschieter [68], but in
such work, the recent developments in the theory of the scalar conservation laws with
discontinuous-flux function are taken into account (see [14, 30] and references therein). It
was identified the correct interface coupling in the discontinuous-flux Buckley–Leverett
model in terms of the profiles of the flux functions and capillary pressure functions on two
sides from the interface. In particular, the conclusions of the work [68] were clarified by
proving that “optimal entropy solution” is not always the right notion of solution in the
Buckley– Leverett context.
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4.2.1.1 Extension to three-phase flow problems
There is an inherent difficulty on extending the ideas from [13]. There must be
an admissible continuous capillary pressure state ppwo, pgoq at the interface, even if this is
hidden in a boundary layer, but the capillary pressure models proposed in [19] may be
non-physical to some extent [82].
The work [1] combines distinct methods for the resolution of different types of
equations that appears in the three-phase flow model. This is done despite the presence or
not of constitutive relationships of relative permeability, saturation and capillary pressure
which ensure hyperbolicity over the whole saturation domain [18, 36, 37, 79]. A fractional-
step time-marching method combines a conservative central scheme to handle a system
of nonlinear conservation laws with locally conservative mixed finite elements for the
associated parabolic and elliptic problems. It has been shown in [4, 71] that the operator
splitting technique can be effective in capturing the correct nonclassical fronts in one
spatial dimension as well as in multidimensional heterogeneous three-phase gravity-free
flows [3].
Similar ideas involving alternative fractional-step procedures as discussed in
this work have been presented in [69, 70, 72, 73]. The works [69, 70] are based in a
front tracking approach, relies heavily on a Riemann solver and the method of polygonal
approximations. In [72, 73] the authors have shown that using semidiscrete central-upwind
schemes may fail to converge to the unique entropy solution of nonconvex conservation
laws, and thus may fail to recover the Kruzhkov solution [13, 46]. Besides, the Strang
splitting [91] is not an alternative since the hyperbolic nature of the three-phase differential
flow system is not completely understood [18, 79]. The splitting approach proposed in
[34] is based on the solution of a parabolic problem via a discretization of the formula for
the exact kernel solution of a heat equation with constant coefficients as opposed to the
present work.
The numerical procedure developed in [1] is based on the before mentioned two-
stage operator-splitting method for decoupling the nonlinear three-phase flow equations
with mixed discretization methods, leading to purely hyperbolic, parabolic and elliptic
subproblems. For the convective flux, the numerical approach is based on the central
scheme [3, 71, 80] rather than a semidiscrete central upwind scheme formulation [72]. Such
scheme accommodates the discontinuous hyperbolic flux functions as well as the effects
of spatially variable porosity. No upwinding techniques were used in order to stabilize
the numerical solution of the hyperbolic subproblem. In addition, neither dimensional
splitting and Riemann solvers (exact or approximate) are necessary. The hybrid mixed
finite elements method is used for accurate velocity field computation for the elliptic
subproblem even in the presence of highly variable permeability fields [3, 47, 51].
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4.3 A Fully-Coupled Finite Volume/Hybrid Mixed Finite Elements
Approach for Multiphase Flow Problems
We now present our proposal of a coupled formulation between finite volume
methods approximating the convective operator and hybrid mixed finite element methods
approximating the diffusive operator. Such formulation has a reinterpretation of the
Robin coupling conditions presented before. This new coupling condition can also be seen
as a weak form of the Robin condition, and has a natural relation with the Rankine-
Hugoniot jump condition, traditionally associated with hyperbolic conservation laws.
Besides, this formulation, first presented for one-dimensional two-phase problems, can
readily be extended to three-phase flow problems and to multidimensional formulations.
4.3.1 Two-phase flow problem
We present the one-dimensional two-phase flow problem, where the capillary
diffusive term may have discontinuities
B
Bt pφpxqSwq  
BFw
Bx  ε
Bww
Bx , (4.69)
with Fw and ww being the convective and diffusive fluxes defined by:
Fw pSw, xq  vfw  Gw and ww pSw, xq  K pxq rλw pSwq p1 fwqs BpwoBx . (4.70)
The convective flux here has two components: fw (the fractional flow) multiplied
by v (Darcy velocity from the pressure-velocity subproblem) and Gw, which incorporates
gravitational effects and can be defined by
Gw pSw, xq  Kpxqrλwp1 fwqρwosgBZBx . (4.71)
On the definition of the diffusive flux, there is a nonlinear gradient of the
capillary pressure function pwo  pwo pSw,xq.
Equation (4.69) needs an initial condition, which we here define as
Swpx, 0q  S0pxq for x P Ω, (4.72)
and boundary conditions
SwpΩL, tq  SL, SwpΩR, tq  SR for t ¡ 0. (4.73)
where Ω  rΩL,ΩRs  R is the spatial one-dimensional domain. One of the key differences
of our formulation from the previous hybrid mixed finite element is that we carry the
calculations of the finite elements along with the convective flux function. This operator
will be approximated by the conservative flux function of a finite volume method.
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4.3.1.1 Mixed formulation for the transport equation
We identify the gradient flux for the saturation, by applying the chain rule for
the capillary pressure in 4.3. Such derivation is possible since we are following the lines
from previous developments [1, 47] of hybrid mixed finite element methods for multiphase
flow problems, in which calculations are performed on an element level, where we suppose
permeability, porosity and capillary functions to be constant.
w pS, xq  K pxqλw pSq p1 fwq BpwoBS
BS
Bx . (4.74)
Defining BpSq  λw pSq p1 fwq BpwoBS , it is possible to rewrite the equation
into a mixed formulation for the pair pS,wq:$''&
''%
w K pxqBpSqBSBx  0
B
Bt pφ pxqSq  
BF
Bx  ε
Bw
Bx  0.
(4.75)
4.3.1.2 Weak form of the transport system
We put (4.75) in a weak global formulation by means of the spaces V and W ,
L2pΩq 
"
v

»
Ω
|vpxq|2dx   8
*
, H1pΩq 
"
w P L2pΩq
 BBxw P L2pΩq
*
.
V   v P L2pΩq( , W   w P H1pΩq w|Γjν  0( .
The global weak formulation of the diffusive system is given by finding pS,wq P
V W so that for every test functions ϕ P V and ψ P W the following weak equations are
satisfied,$'''&
'''%
 pK pxqBpSqq1 w, ψΩ  
BS
Bx , ψ


Ω
 0, @ψ P W
 B
Bt pφ pxqSq , ϕ


Ω
 
BF
Bx , ϕ


Ω


ε
Bw
Bx , ϕ


Ω
 0, @ϕ P V.
(4.76)
where pf, gqΩ is the usual inner product by integration in Ω.
We localize the equations using the domain decomposition ideas. Let tΩj, j 
1, . . . ,Mu be a partition of the spatial domain Ω into intervals of size h
Ω 
M¤
j1
Ωj; Ωj X Ωk  H, j  k, Ωj  pxj, xj 1q, (4.77)
with the domain interfaces
Γ  BΩ  tx0, xMu ; Γj  ΓX Ωj  txj, xj 1u , Γj,j 1  Γj 1,j  BΩj X BΩj 1  xj 1.
(4.78)
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Consider, for j  1, . . . ,M the local spaces
Vj  V pΩjq, Wj 
 
w P H1pΩjq
w  ν  0 on Γj( .
The localized weak formulation of the diffusive system corresponding to the
domain decomposition is given by seeking S P V and w P W such that pSj,wjq P Vj Wj
for j  1, . . . ,M satisfying$'''&
'''%
 pK pxqBpSjqq1 wj, ψjΩj 

Sj,
Bψj
Bx


Ωj
  SRj ψRj  SRj ψLj  0, @ψj P Wj B
Bt pφ pxqSjq , ϕj


Ωj
 
BFj
Bx , ϕj


Ωj


ε
Bwj
Bx , ϕj


Ωj
 0, @ϕj P Vj.
(4.79)
where SLj  Sjpxjq and SRj  Sjpxj 1q are the saturation variables Sj defined on the
interfaces Γj. Note that, in this step, an integration by parts was performed on the first
equation. In order that the functions pS,wq extend to be solutions of (4.76), it is necessary
to require the following consistency conditions on the interfaces Γjk
Sj  Sk, for x P Γjk, (4.80)
wj  νj  wk  νk  0, for x P Γjk. (4.81)
where ν is the outward normal unit vector in Ωj.
4.3.1.3 Hybridized mixed finite element approximation
We allow discontinuities in each element interface Γjk. If we try to impose the
consistency conditions, it could cause errors in the flux conservation. We introduce the
Lagrange multipliers on the edges Γij, allowing such discontinuities. Since we are here
considering the unidimensional case, the Lagrange multipliers λij become real scalars,
defined only on xij. The hybrid mixed finite element method is given by:
Find wj P Wj, S P Vj and `ij P R such that$'''&
'''%
 pK pxqBpSjqq1 wj, ψjΩj 

Sj,
Bψj
Bx


Ωj
  `j 1,jψRj  `j,j1ψLj  0, @ψj P Wj B
Bt pφ pxqSjq , ϕj


Ωj
 
BFj
Bx , ϕj


Ωj


ε
Bwj
Bx , ϕj


Ωj
 0, @ϕj P Vj,
(4.82)
subject to the consistency conditions which we discuss in the following section.
4.3.1.4 Weakening of Robin coupling conditions
Another key aspect of our method is the reinterpretation of the Robin consis-
tency condition for coupling elements, in a manner that we weaken it to incorporate the
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effects of capillary diffusion without the derivative eliminating any additive term of its
definition, something the method presented in the previous section fails to capture [1].
Around an interface Γjk between elements j and k, we set a strip of length e,
which we denote by Γe. On this strip, we multiply the Robin coupling condition by the
constant test function ϕj  1 (we discuss the use of other test functions later) and perform
an integration step, so that we have a weakened version of the coupling condition. This
way, we must have,»
Γe
`Lj dx 
»
Γe
χLwLj dx 
»
Γe
`Rj1dx 
»
Γe
χLwRj1dx. (4.83)
By defining |Γe| the integral of the characteristic function over the strip, and
since we assume the lagrange multipliers and the function S to be constant over the
elements, we have,
`Lj |Γe|   χL
»
Γe
wLj dx  `Rj1|Γe|   χL
»
Γe
wRj1dx. (4.84)
From the definition of the flux
w  vpS, xqBpwoBx .
where vpS, xq  Kpxqλp1 fq, the integral of a flux must be,
»
Γe
wLj dx 
»
Γe
vL
BpLwo
Bx dx

»
Γe
B
Bx
 
vLpLwo

dx
»
Γe
BvL
Bx p
L
wodx
 vLpLwo

BΓe

»
Γe
BvL
BS
BS
Bxp
L
wodx
 |Γe|Bv
L
BS p
L
wo
BSL
Bx .
(4.85)
We observe that the function v has a known derivative in S, since it is a
product of known mobility and fractional flow functions. With this weak version of a
flux, we transfer the derivative operator from the capillary pressure to its coefficient. The
spatial derivative of the function S must be approximated, and we discuss this later on.
Substituting equation (4.85) into the weakened Robin condition, we have,
`Lj |Γe|   χL
»
Γe
wLj dx  `Rj1|Γe|   χL
»
Γe
wRj1dx. (4.86)
For the purpose of developing an iterative procedure to solve the linear system,
we cannot weaken both fluxes in a same equation, since it would eliminate the flux variable
from the equation by substituting it with nonlinear functions of S. This way, we have
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some options in choosing which variables to weaken. By selecting the flux variables on the
adjacent elements to be weakened (i.e. the right hand side of the previous equation), the
new coupling conditions are obtained,
`Lj  `Rj1   χLw˜Rj1  χLwLj ,
`Rj  `Lj 1  χRw˜Lj 1   χRwRj .
(4.87)
where w˜Rj1 
1
|Γe|
»
Γe
wRj1dx and w˜Lj 1 
1
|Γe|
»
Γe
wLj 1dx are the weakened fluxes given
by equation (4.85).
4.3.1.5 Discrete equations and iterative procedure
Following the same ideas presented on the previous sections for the discretization
of equations (4.79), we obtain the system,$'''''''&
'''''''%
h
2Gw
L
j   Sj  `Lj ,
h
2Gw
R
j  Sj  `Rj ,
φj
Sj  S¯j
∆t  
FR  FLj
h
  ε
h
 
wRj wLj
  0.
(4.88)
Now, substitute (4.87) into (4.88) and along the new coupling conditions, we
obtain $''''''''''''''''&
''''''''''''''''%
φj
Sj  S¯j
∆t  
FR  FLj
h
  ε
h
 
wRj wLj
  0,

h
2G   χ
L
j


wLj  RLj  Sj, RLj : χLj w˜Rj1   `Rj1,
h
2G   χ
R
j


wRj  RRj   Sj, RRj : χRj w˜Lj 1  `Lj 1,
`Lj  RLj  χLwLj ,
`Rj  RRj   χRwRj .
(4.89)
The substitution of the flux equations into the transport equation result in
Sj 

φj
h
∆t   εpC
R   CLq
1 
φjS¯j
h
∆t  pF
R
j  FLj q  εpCRRRj  CLRLj q

, (4.90)
where CL 

h
2G   χ
L
j

1
and CR 

h
2G   χ
R
j

1
.
We note that the convective fluxes FL and FR are defined on the interfaces,
so that we can use any finite volume numerical scheme in a conservative form, with a
conservative flux function to approximate such values in each element.
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4.3.2 Numerical Experiments
In this section we present numerical experiments for the proposed coupled mixed
hybrid finite element and finite volume method with a new coupling condition for a variety
of problems. The numerical scheme for this section was written in C programming language
and the numerical experiments were performed in the same previously cited computer
configuration. We first start with the classical advection problem with a exponential pulse
traveling right and a small diffusive effect guided by the ε parameter. The advection
equation is given by
ut   aux  εuxx, x P R, t ¡ 0
upx, 0q  exppx2q, x P R.
(4.91)
We must observe that the weakened flux deviate from the classical numerical
flux only by a stretching factor. By employing an ad-hoc correction factor, we are able to
recover the correct flux and obtain the correct solution of the problem. Figure 41 shows
the correct numerical solution of this problem and the fluxes w (classical), w˜ (weakened),
and corrected w˜.
For the viscid Burger’s equation with a exponential pulse traveling right and a
small diffusive effect guided by the ε parameter, the equation is given by
ut   uux  εuxx, x P R, t ¡ 0
upx, 0q  exppx2q, x P R.
(4.92)
Then again the weakened flux deviate from the classical numerical flux by a
stretching factor. We employ the ad-hoc correction factor, and we are able to recover the
correct flux and obtain the correct solution of the problem. Figure 42 shows the correct
numerical solution of this problem and the fluxes w (classical), w˜ (weakened).
The same problem but with a sinusoid initial condition upx, 0q  sin x presents
similar behavior. Figure 43 shows the correct numerical solution of this problem and the
fluxes w (classical), w˜ (weakened). We must point out that the structure of the flux is
preserved by our method, differing by this stretching factor.
Finally, we present solutions to model problem (3.29) for the set of entry
pressures PL  0 and PR  2.0, for x P Ωα  ΩL Y ΩR:
φα
BSw
Bt  ∇ 

vfwpSwq   σGGαwpSwq  σPKαλwpSwqp1 fwpSwqq
Bpαwo
Bx


 0, (4.93)
with the following parameters: flow rate v  0, gravity g  9.81, σG  1.0, absolute
permeabilities KL  102, KR  5103, porosities φL  φR  1.0, viscosities µw  103,
µo  3  103, densities ρw  0.87, ρo  1.0, diffusive coefficient σP  1.0  103, and
capillary pressure function:
pαwo  Pα  logp1 sq. (4.94)
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Figure 41 – From top to bottom: first, second and third rows depicts the solutions of linear
advection problems (on the left column) with the usual (w), weakened (w˜)
and corrected weakened (w˜c) fluxes (on the right column). We show on the
bottom row the solutions combined in order to explicit the difference of the
scales (we omit the corrected weakened for the sake of presentation).
The initial condition for this problem is the constant function ηpxq  0.5. We have only a
wave profile traveling left. Here, the stretching factor is different for each entry-pressure
region inducing discontinuity in the diffusive effect, but the structure of the flux profile is
also captured.
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Figure 42 – From top to bottom: first, second and third rows depicts the solutions of
Burgers’ viscid equation solution with exponential pulse as initial condition
(on the left column) with the usual (w), weakened (w˜) and corrected weakened
(w˜c) fluxes (on the right column). We show on the bottom row the solutions
combined in order to explicit the difference of the scales (we omit the corrected
weakened for the sake of presentation).
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Figure 43 – From top to bottom: first, second and third rows depicts the solutions of
Burgers’ viscid equation solution with sine wave as initial condition (on the left
column) with the usual (w), weakened (w˜) and corrected weakened (w˜c) fluxes
(on the right column). We show on the bottom row the solutions combined in
order to explicit the difference of the scales (we omit the corrected weakened
for the sake of presentation).
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Figure 44 – The first picture represents the numerical solution of Model problem (3.29)
with the constant initial condition u  0.5 and capillary pressure functions
PR,L logp1uq and the following pictures are the classical (w) and weakened
(w˜) fluxes.
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5 Concluding Remarks and Outlook for Fu-
ture Work
5.1 Preliminary advances and achievements
In this thesis we have achieved some progress in the formulation and develop-
ment of numerical methods for various classes of differential problems. We constructed
numerical schemes in local conservative form for solving nonlinear hyperbolic conservation
and balance law problems – both for the scalar case and for systems of equations – using
the novel Lagrangian-Eulerian approach. The framework is based on a reformulation
of the equation regarding an equivalent locally conservative space-time divergence form
problem. In this work we made use of piecewise linear reconstruction along with predictor-
corrector techniques for improvements of the computed numerical solutions, yielding a
robust numerical scheme.
We discussed qualitatively correct numerical solutions for classical and non-
classical problems such as the inviscid Burgers equation, two-phase and three-phase flow
problems in porous media and a variety of nonlinear shallow water equations examples,
including test cases with bottom friction. In particular, we were also able to reproduce
qualitatively correct approximations for the situation of balance laws with discontinuous
source terms. One of the key aspects of this framework is to be independent of a particular
structure of the flux function and the (possibly stiff) source term. We do not have a rigorous
mathematical analysis, but we presented new numerical evidence of the well-balanced
property within the framework, recovering the correct structure of equilibrium solutions.
We must point out that the Lagrangian-Eulerian framework allows a natural
a priori analysis of the underlying model to enforce mass conservation. In the current
thesis, we have deepened this discussion, for instance, for models with the null-velocity
terms. The resulting numerical scheme presented for such cases is naturally different, but
the Eulerian-Lagrangian framework remains the same. The balance of the steady state of
the equation seems to be respected, even if this balance is somewhat “hidden” into the
original system. After extensive numerical experiments, we observed that our numerical
scheme seems to simulate inside the integral tube both the information related to mass
conservation (possibly from a source term) and the computation of the correct velocity
(linked to the purely hyperbolic operator).
We discussed ideas on how to extend our Lagrangian-Eulerian numerical scheme
for higher dimensions. By using the concepts of Mean curvature and Gaussian curvature
associated with the underlying conservation law, we were able to propose a natural
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construction of a normal curvature and a geodesic curvature, by the projection onto the
local normal vector and the local tangent plane, at least from a theoretical viewpoint. The
uniqueness of the definition of this curve for each one of the points that appear at the
bottom of the integral tube circumvents a customary challenge on how to extend mass
conservation of the framework to higher dimensions. We also presented a usual approach,
based in writing the two-dimensional scalar conservation law in the form of a coupled
set of two balance laws along with initial data, so that our numerical scheme for systems
of balance laws could be readily used. Nontrivial test cases that can be found in recent
specialized literature we simulated with very good numerical results.
There was some further comprehension within this framework developed in the
current thesis, including a nonstaggered form of the numerical scheme that can be plugged
into the proofs of convergence by means of weak asymptotic solutions, by which there is
no need of convexity assumptions on the flux functions. This nonstaggered formulation
also provides another alternative way of extending the framework to two-dimensional
problems with good numerical results. There was an inherent difficulty on directly extending
the nonstaggered approach to higher dimensions since the projection coefficients of this
approach were nontrivially defined. Thus, we worked around this difficulty by evolving
the midpoints of the control volume and defining the evolved control volume. We were
again able to approximate problems with a variety of challenges without making intrusive
changes to our framework.
We also mention as an advance of the Lagrangian-Eulerian framework the
application to a specific convection-diffusion problem of multiphase flow in porous media
with discontinuous coefficients. We were able to correctly approximate its solution by means
of a numerical technique that encompasses a corrective step for the diffusive operator,
coupled with our Lagrangian-Eulerian numerical scheme. We also presented an alternative
formulation for this very hard problem, whose structure might sensitively depend on the
diffusive operator, by means of a hybrid mixed finite element method coupled with a
finite volume method. However, in such formulation, we proposed a reinterpretation of the
interface conditions between elements to accommodate the effects of heterogeneities in
the diffusive operator. The hybrid mixed finite element method with this novel interface
condition was coupled with finite volume methods in a conservative form for approximating
the convective transport. We performed numerical experiments for this new technique in
order to best analyze the effect of weakening Robin conditions.
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List of Scientific Communications:
• Journal article entitled “A new finite volume approach for transport models and
related applications with balancing source terms” published in Mathematics and
Computers in Simulation, January, 2017 [6];
• Conference paper published in the Proceedings of the 6th International Conference
on Approximation Methods and Numerical Modelling in Environment and Natural
Resources, 2016 [5];
• Conference paper published in the Proceeding Series of the Brazilian Society of
Computational and Applied Mathematicss titled “A Lagrangian-Eulerian algorithm
for solving hyperbolic conservation laws with applications”, 2017 [9];
• Talk given at the International Conference on Approximation Methods and Numerical
Modelling in Environment and Natural Resources MAMERN VI (2015), in Pau,
France;
• Talk given at the XXXVI Congresso Nacional de Matemática Aplicada e Computa-
cional in September 2016, Gramado, Brazil;
• Poster presentation at the 2nd IMPA-InterPore Conference on Porous Media: Con-
servation Laws, Numerics and Applications titled “A numerical scheme based in a
conservative formulation for solving hyperbolic conservation laws” and “An approxi-
mation to hyperbolic conservation laws using a Lagrangian-Eulerian approach” in
October 2016, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
5.2 Perspectives for future work and some final considerations
We finally explicit the main directions that may guide the development of
conservative numerical schemes both within the Lagrangian-Eulerian framework, also for
mixed hybrid finite element methods for convection-diffusion problems. Here are some
that deserve our special attention and that can be considered a continuation of this thesis.
• In the current work, one of the key aspects of the Lagrangian-Eulerian framework is
to define the following (local) nonlinear differential equations (from Section 2.2),
dσnj ptq
dt
 Hpupσ
n
j ptq, tqq
upσnj ptq, tq
, for tn   t ¤ tn 1,
with the initial condition σnj ptnq  xnj . This equation cannot be directly solved for σ
due to its dependence of the unknown function u and for that we used the simplest
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approximations fnj 
HpUnj q
Unj
 Hpuq
u
, obtaining good numerical results in terms of
qualitatively recovering the correct structure of several problems. In this direction, a
possible evolution of the numerical scheme could be to approximate solutions of this
system by means of specialized numerical methods for ordinary differential equations,
such as Runge-Kutta numerical schemes.
• In our numerical scheme [6] it is possible to propose a semidiscrete numerical
formulation. Such methods could benefit from the more precise information of the
local propagation speeds that central semidiscrete schemes provide.
• Classical techniques to prove convergence to the entropic solution were successfully
applied in the work [84] for Lagrangian-Eulerian schemes. Modern techniques such
as the weak asymptotic solutions theory can also be used for this intent and such
direction is a front to be explored.
• We also cite as a possible future work to consider a Level Set numerical approach
for higher dimensional conservation law problems to approximate the proposed
formulation involving Mean and Gaussian curvature from Section 2.2 (see [62, 75]).
The Level Set Approach was first proposed in [81] to model evolving fronts with
curvature. In the level set approach, the front is modeled using a higher dimensional
smooth function φ, where φ  0 represents the front. This approach allows the
numerical evaluation of geometric quantities such as the normal direction and the
curvature by benefiting on the smoothness of the level set function. There is also a
natural connection between this approach and adaptive mesh refinement. Explicit
high order schemes for advancing this implicit representation of evolving interfaces
have been described in the specialized literature, but the computational cost of such
approaches are expensive. Thus, under this perspective, the development of fast,
effective and robust numerical schemes in this approach is of utter importance.
• The meticulous study of the alternative weak Robin condition presented in Section
4.3 also needs to be pursued on. Even though we obtained the qualitatively correct
structure of the flux variable for some of the presented problems after the correc-
tion factor, for problems with discontinuous coefficients the exact influence of this
weakening is not completely understood yet. This must be carefully done before the
extension to systems of convection-diffusion problems with spatial discontinuities
in the diffusive operator. It is a main goal of this approach to be extended in a
straightforward manner to case of systems, and the lack of theory for such problems
has always been a considerable source of difficulties.
When it comes to future developments on this thesis, there is a lot of contin-
uation that could be carried out. This work was mainly concerned with advances and
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enhancements within the Lagrangian-Eulerian framework for nontrivial problems and our
results helped to push the boundaries of this prosperous technique.
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Introduction
In this work we are concerned with the construction and implementation of a Lagrangian-
Eulerian method for solving nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws. We used innovative
ideas, first introduced in [5] (see also [1, 6]), to account the balance between numerical
approximations of the hyperbolic flux function linked to the underlying nonlinear solu-
tions. Such ideas were used for solving the shallow-water equations [2] and the three-
phase flow problem in porous media [3]. We observe that the present numerical solu-
tions are in good agreement with the analytical solutions obtained previously by other
researchers [2, 3]. Our Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme is aimed to be not dependent on
a particular structure of the flux function. The designed scheme is also independent of
Riemann problem solutions.
The Lagrangian-Eulerian Framework
Consider the initial value problem for single conservation laws as follows:
∂u
∂t
+
∂f (u)
∂x
= 0, x ∈ R , t > 0 (1)
• We consider finite-volume cell centers Dj = {(t, x) / tn ≤ t ≤ tn+1, σj(t) ≤ x ≤
σj+1(t)} where σj(t) is a parameterized curve such that σj(t) is solution of system of
ordinary differential equations dσj(t)dt =
f (Unj )
Unj
= φnj , with initial condition σj(t
n) = xnj .
• We have from the divergence theorem, based on ideas from [5]:∫∫
Dj
∇t,x
[
u
f (u)
]
dV =0 ⇔
∮
∂Dj
[
u
f (u)
]
· nds = 0 (2)
• The parameterized curves σj(t) and σj+1(t) are the lateral zero-flux boundaries from
the control volume Dnj , which we denote as the “Integral tube”. With that, the integrals
over curves σj(t) vanish.
• We discuss a reconstruction from the piecewise constant numerical data into a piece-
wise linear approximation, through the use of MUSCL-type interpolants, the numerical
derivative being approximated by slope limiters:
Lj(x, t) = uj(t) + (x− xj) 1
∆x
u′j. (3)
• We now have some type of local conservation identity from tn to tn+1
U
n+1
j =
1
hn+1j
1
2
h
(
Unj + U
n
j+1
)
+
1
hn+1j
1
16
h
(
U ′j
n − U ′j+1n
)
. (4)
• We also introduce a predictor-corrector approximation, by evaluating φn+12j , instead
of φnj using Taylor expansion and the conservation law:
U
n+12
j = u(xj, t +
∆t
2
) = uj(t)− 1
2
∆t
∆x
f ′j, (5)
so that φn+
1
2
j =
f (U
n+12
j )
U
n+12
j
.
• We must finally project these values onto our original grid:
Un+1j =
1
h
(
h
2
− φn+12j kn
)
U j−1 +
1
h
(
h
2
+ φ
n+12
j k
n
)
U j. (6)
Numerical experiments
We present the following set of numerical experiments, each of them performed in the
order of seconds with MATLAB c©:
• In Figure 1, we show numerical solutions for ut +
(
u2
2
)
x
= 0, along with smooth
initial data u(x, 0) = 0.5 + sin(x), with discontinuous initial data u(x, 0) = 1, x < 0
& u(x, 0) = 0, x > 0 (middle: shock) and u(x, 0) = −1, x < 0 & u(x, 0) = 1, x > 0
(right: rarefaction). The transonic rarefaction (right frame) is well resolved. That is,
as the rarefaction wave is crossed, there is a sign change in the characteristic speed u
and thus there is one point at which u = 0, the sonic point. So, there is no spurious
anomalies around u = 0.
• In Figure 2, we present the classical nonlinear one-dimensional Buckley-Leverett
two-phase problem, depicted in left picture. ut+fx(u) = 0, f (u) = u2/(u2+a(1−u)2),
a = 1, along with Riemann initial data (left) u(x, 0) ≡ η(x) = 1.0, x < 0 and u(x, 0) ≡
η(x) = 0.0, x > 0.
• We have also considered another non-convex flux function (right picture in Figure 2)
to the scalar conservation law ut+fx(u) = 0, with f (u) = 0.5(e−25(u−0.5)
2
+8(u−0.5)2),
along with Riemann initial data (left) u(x, 0) ≡ η(x) = 0.8, x < 0 and u(x, 0) ≡
η(x) = 0.2, x > 0.
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Figure 1: Inviscid nonlinear Burgers’ problem: pre-shock and post-shock
solutions.
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Figure 2: Left: Classical one-dimensional Buckley-Leverett two-phase. Right: A
non-convex flux function.
For the systems case, we show a three-phase formulation for porous media [3]
∂sw
∂t
+
∂
∂x
fw(sw, sg) =
∂ww
∂x
, (7)
∂sg
∂t
+
∂
∂x
fg(sw, sg) =
∂wg
∂x
, (8)
where ww and wg are here the diffusive fluxes that incorporate cappillary effects and
fw, fg are Buckley-Leverett-type fractional flow functions . We neglect the capillary
diffusive effect, by just taking ww = 0 and wg = 0 in (7), but we do know from [3]
how is the correct structure of the solutions of the non-classical three-phase model under
consideration. We simulate two Riemann problems, namely RP1 and RP2, given by:
RP1 :

sLw = 0.613 and s
R
w = 0.05,
sLg = 0.387 and s
R
g = 0.15,
RP2 :

sLw = 0.721 and s
R
w = 0.05,
sLg = 0.279 and s
R
g = 0.15.
(9)
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Figure 3: Oil, water and gas saturation profiles are shown as a function of
distance. RP1 on the left and RP2 on the right.
Conclusions
We constructed an efficient numerical scheme in local conservative form for solving non-
linear hyperbolic conservation laws – both for the scalar case and for systems of equa-
tions – using a novel Lagrangian-Eulerian approach. The numerical scheme was able
to accurately reproduce numerical results from those reported in [3], including several
others. Further studies will follow to the case of multidimensional systems of equations.
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Abstract. We discuss a procedure for numerically solving nonlinear hyperbolic conserva-
tion law problems by means of a Lagrangian-Eulerian framework. The underlying hyperbolic
conservation law is written in a space-time divergence form, so that inherent conservation
properties of the problem are reflected in the numerical scheme. In order to enhance reso-
lution and accuracy of the approximations, we make use of polynomial reconstruction ideas
into the Lagrangian-Eulerian novel approach. Finally, numerical results are given to verify
the formal construction as well as to demonstrate its accuracy, efficiency, and versatility.
These results for the considered sample problems compare very well to analytical results.
Keywords. Conservation laws, Lagrangian-Eulerian, Finite Volume Methods
1 Introduction
In this work we present a numerical scheme for solving hyperbolic conservation laws
by means of a Lagrangian-Eulerian approach. This framework has been used for numeri-
cally solving partial differential equations of several types, such as hyperbolic conservation
laws [8,11], balance laws problems [3,6] and parabolic equations [4]. In the work [4], it was
identified the region in the space-time domain where the mass conservation takes place,
but linked to a scalar convection-dominated nonlinear parabolic problem, which models
the immiscible incompressible two-phase flow in a porous medium [1]. Some similar de-
velopments based on Lagrangian-Eulerian framework, with focus on increasing order and
accuracy of such schemes can be found in [6]. More recently in [2,11], such ideas were ex-
tended to a wide range of nonlinear purely hyperbolic conservation laws and balance laws
– scalar and systems. Our goal on the current work is to present the formal construction
of an accurate Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme for hyperbolic conservation laws. Preliminary
results showed qualitatively correct solutions with accurate resolution.
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22 Numerical Method
Consider the following hyperbolic conservation law for u = u(x, t)
∂u
∂t
+
∂H(u)
∂x
= 0, x ∈ R, t > 0 u(x, 0) = η(x), x ∈ R. (1)
We provide a formal development of the analogue Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme [2–4, 11]
for numerically solving the initial value problem with x ∈ R, t > 0. As in the Lagrangian-
Eulerian schemes [3,4], local conservation is obtained by integrating the conservation law
over the region in the space-time domain where the conservation of the mass flux takes
place. Consider the Lagrangian-Eulerian finite-volume cell centers
Dnj = {(t, x) / tn ≤ t ≤ tn+1, σj− 1
2
(t) ≤ x ≤ σj+ 1
2
(t)}, (2)
where σn
j− 1
2
(t) is the parameterized integral curve such that σn
j− 1
2
(tn) = xn
j− 1
2
. These curves
are the lateral boundaries of the domain Dnj in (2) and we define x¯
n+1
j− 1
2
:= σn
j− 1
2
(tn+1) and
x¯n+1
j+ 1
2
:= σn
j+ 1
2
(tn+1) as their endpoints in time tn+1. The numerical scheme is expected
to satisfy some type of mass conservation (due to the inherent nature of the conservation
law) from time tn in the space domain
[
xn
j− 1
2
, xn
j+ 1
2
]
to time tn+1 in the space domain[
x¯n+1
j− 1
2
, x¯n+1
j+ 1
2
]
. With this, we must have the flux through curves σn
j− 1
2
(t) to be zero. From
the integration of (1) and the divergence theorem, using the fact that the line integrals
over curves σnj (t) vanish, we get∫ x¯n+1
j+12
x¯n+1
j− 12
u(x, tn+1)dx =
∫ xn
j+12
xn
j− 12
u(x, tn)dx. (3)
The linear case from [3] is essentially imitated, but here the curves σnj−1/2(t) are not straight
lines in general, but rather solutions of the set of local nonlinear differential equations
[3, 11]:
dσn
j−1/2(t)
dt =
H(u)
u , for t
n < t ≤ tn+1, with the initial condition σnj−1/2(tn) = xnj−1/2,
assuming u 6= 0 (for the sake of presentation).
The extension of this construction follows naturally from the finite volume formulation
of the linear Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme as building block to construct local approxima-
tions such as fnj−1/2 =
H(Un
j−1/2)
Un
j−1/2
≈ H(u)u with the initial condition σnj−1/2(tn) = xnj−1/2.
Indeed, distinct and high-order approximations are also acceptable for
dσn
j−1/2(t)
dt and can
be viewed as ingredients to improve accuracy of the new family of Lagrangian-Eulerian
methods; this will be addressed later. Equation 3 defines conservation of mass but in a
different mesh cell-centered in points x¯n
j+ 1
2
. We will later address how to project these vol-
umes back to the original mesh. The piecewise constant numerical data is reconstructed
into a piecewise linear approximation (but high-order reconstructions are acceptable),
through the use of MUSCL-type interpolants:
Lj(x, t) = uj(t) + (x− xj) 1
∆x
u′j. (4)
3For the numerical derivative 1∆xu
′
j , there are several choices of slope limiters; in book [8]
there is a good compilation of many options; a priori choice of such slope limiters is quite
hard, but they are chosen upon the underlying model problem under investigation. One
possible for the slope limiter is
U ′j =MM
{
α∆uj+ 1
2
,
1
2
(uj+1 − uj−1), α∆uj− 1
2
}
, (5)
and this choice for slope limiter allows steeper slopes near discontinuities and retain accu-
racy in smooth regions. The range of the parameter α is typically guided by the CFL con-
dition [9]. Here, MM stands for the usual MinMod limiter [8,9], with ∆uj+ 1
2
= uj+1−uj,
MM{σ, τ} = 1
2
[sgn(σ) + sgn(τ)]min {|σ|, |τ |} . (6)
The discrete version of equation (3), using the piecewise linear approximation above, is
U
n+1
j =
1
hn+1j
∫ x¯n+1
j+12
x¯n+1
j− 12
u(x, tn+1)dx =
1
hn+1j
∫ xn
j+12
xn
j− 12
u(x, tn)dx =
h
hn+1j
Unj , (7)
in which we use the approximations
U
n+1
j :=
1
hn+1j
∫ x¯n+1
j+12
x¯n+1
j− 12
u(x, tn+1)dx, and Unj :=
1
h
∫ xn
j+12
xn
j− 12
u(x, tn)dx.
Solutions σnj−1/2(t) of the differential system are obtained using the approximations
Uj− 1
2
=
1
h
∫ xnj
xnj−1
L(x, t)dx =
1
h
∫ xnj− 12
xnj−1
Lj−1(x, t)dx +
∫ xnj
xn
j− 12
Lj(x, t)dx

=
1
2
(Uj−1 + Uj) +
1
8
(U ′j − U ′j−1).
(8)
The above approximation is not necessary in the linear case where H(u) = a(x, t)u. We
must notice that the approximation of fnj−1/2 may cause spurious oscillation in Riemann
problems, specially in shocks and discontinuity regions (see Figure 2 in Section 3). For
that, we use a polynomial reconstruction of second degree to smooth out the approxi-
mation. The numerical solutions have shown qualitatively correct behavior for nonlinear
hyperbolic conservation laws. The convergence order remains unchanged even with the re-
construction, being a first-order approximation. In the reconstruction we use the nonlinear
Lagrange polynomial in Uj−1, Uj and Uj+1. So, equation (7) reads
U
n+1
j =
1
hn+1j
∫ xn
j+12
xn
j− 12
P2(x)dx, (9)
4where P2(x) = U
n
j−1 L−1(x− xj) + Unj L0(x− xj) + Unj+1L1(x− xj) and
L± 1(x) =
1
2
[(
x
h
± 1
2
)2
− 1
4
]
, L0(x) = 1−
(x
h
)2
. (10)
Next, we obtain the resulting projection formula as follows
Un+1j =
1
h
(
ClU
n
j−1 + (h− Cl − Cr)Unj + CrUnj+1
)
, (11)
where the projection coefficients are: Cl =
1
2 f
n
j−1/2∆t
n(1 + sign(fnj−1/2)) and Cr =
1
2 |fnj+1/2|∆tn(1− sign(fnj+1/2)). Here ∆tn is obtained under CFL-condition
max
j
{
|fj− 1
2
∆tn|
}
≤ h
2
,
which is taken by construction of method. We note that in the linear case, when a(x, t) =
a > 0 (or a < 0), the numerical scheme (7)-(11) is a generalization of the Upwind scheme,
but our scheme can approximate solution in both cases a > 0 and a < 0, the CFL-condition
in this case is |a∆t| ≤ h as in the Upwind scheme.
3 Numerical Experiments
We present and discuss computations for scalar linear and nonlinear conservation laws
with convex and non-convex flux functions. In Figure 1, it is shown numerical solutions for
ut + (a(x, t)u)x = 0 along with various a(x, t) functions. For instance on the left picture
we take a standard test case, called Shu’s linear test [6,7] with a(x, t) = 0.5 and 256 cells.
On the center picture we show a test of our scheme on the case with a(x, t) = sin(x) over
[0, 2pi], 128 cells and with the exact solution (see [6])
u(x, t) =
sin(2 arctan(e−t tan(x/2)))
sin(x)
.
And on the right picture of Figure 1 as in [6], we test a case with a(x, t) = sin(t) on
[0, 2] and 256 cells, for which the exact solution is u(x, t) = u0(x + 1 + cos(t)) where
u0(x) = 0.75 + 0.25 sin(pi x) over [0, 2] simulated at time t = 4. Second and third cases
present different velocity signals in space (center case) and over time (right case), and
our method shows robustness by not needing any special treatment for that. In Figure
2, we present the solutions of the problem with Burgers’ flux function ut + (u
2/2)x = 0
along with discontinuous initial data u(x, 0) = 1, x < 0 and u(x, 0) = 0, x > 0 (left
picture), and u(x, 0) = −1, x < 0 and u(x, 0) = 1, x > 0 (right picture), without the
reconstruction. The shock discontinuity on the left exhibits spurious oscillations. The
right picture is a transonic rarefaction wave. In Figure 3, it is shown again the numerical
solutions for ut + (u
2/2)x = 0 along with same discontinuous initial data u(x, 0) = 1,
x < 0 and u(x, 0) = 0, x > 0 (left picture), and u(x, 0) = −1, x < 0 and u(x, 0) = 1,
5x > 0 (middle picture), now with polynomial reconstruction. On these frames are shown
snapshot graphs with waves moving from left to right. We get a very nice looking numerical
approximate solution with scheme (9)-(11), which in turn seems to be propagating at
entirely entropy-correct Rankine-Hugoniot speed and similar good results are shown to
the rarefaction case as well. Here, as the rarefaction wave is crossed, there is a sign change
in the characteristic speed u and thus there is one point at which u = 0, the sonic point.
However, our numerical scheme now shows no spurious anomalies around u = 0. The
classical nonlinear one-dimensional Buckley-Leverett case is depicted on the right picture
in Figure 3 at time t = 1. These test cases here were simulated with 256 cells. Another
example with the Buckley-Leverett flux function is seen on Figure 4, where we set a square
wave as initial condition, u(x, 0) = 1,−1 < x < 1 and u(x, 0) = 0, otherwise (left picture).
The solution profile starts as a rarefaction wave followed by a shock on the left side and
a rarefaction wave followed by a shock on the right side for small times (middle picture).
When the left shock meets the right rarefaction (see middle and right pictures in Figure
4), we observe the expected decaying pattern [10]; see also [5], Section 3.
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Figure 1: Left: Shu’s linear test. Middle: Test case with a(x, t) = sin(x), the velocity is
variable in space. Right: Test case with a(x, t) = sin(t), the velocity is variable in time.
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Figure 2: Nonlinear tests for Burgers’ flux function without reconstruction. Left: shock
wave, initial condition u(x, 0) = 1, x < 0 and u(x, 0) = 0, x > 0, end time t = 0.5. Right:
rarefaction wave, u(x, 0) = −1, x < 0 and u(x, 0) = 1, x > 0, end time t = 1.0.
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Figure 3: Nonlinear tests with reconstruction. Left: Burgers’ flux function, shock wave
solution with initial condition u(x, 0) = 1, x < 0 and u(x, 0) = 0, x > 0, end time t = 0.5.
Middle: Burgers’ flux function, rarefaction wave with initial condition u(x, 0) = −1, x < 0
and u(x, 0) = 1, x > 0, end time t = 1.0. Left: Buckley-Leverett flux function (H(u) =
u2/(u2 + 0.5(1 − u)2)) with initial condition u(x, 0) = 1, x < 0 and u(x, 0) = 0, x > 0.
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Figure 4: Buckley-Leverett flux function with initial condition u(x, 0) = 1,−1 < x < 1
and u(x, 0) = 0, otherwise. Snapshots at t = 0, t = 0.4 and t = 1, respectively.
4 Concluding Remarks
We presented the development of an effective numerical scheme for solving nonlinear
scalar hyperbolic conservation laws problems with the Lagrangian-Eulerian framework.
This method is based on a reformulation of the conservation laws in terms of an equiva-
lent locally conservative space-time problem in divergence form. We make use of piecewise
linear and parabolic reconstructions ideas for resolution and accuracy reasons and the re-
sulting method present qualitatively correct numerical approximations. Our method is
robust in a way that no special treatment is needed when the sign of velocity changes over
time. We expect to establish a componentwise extension of the scheme in order to perform
numerical experiments for systems of conservation and balance laws, as well as multidi-
mensional problems. Our numerical experiments show good evidence of computational
convergence.
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Abstract
We develop a new finite volume scheme for numerically solving transport models associated with hyperbolic
problems and balance laws. The numerical scheme is obtained via a Lagrangian-Eulerian approach that re-
tains the fundamental principle of conservation of the governing equations as it is linked to the classical finite
volume framework. As features of the novel algorithm we highlight: the new scheme is locally conservative in
balancing the flux and source term gradients and preserves a component-wise structure at a discrete level for
systems of equations. The novel approach is applied to several nontrivial examples to evidence that we are
calculating the correct qualitatively good solutions with accurate resolution of small perturbations around
the stationary solution. We discuss applications of the new method to classical and nonclassical nonlinear
hyperbolic conservation and balance laws such as the classical inviscid Burgers equation, two-phase and
three-phase flow problems in porous media as well as numerical experiments for nonlinear shallow water
equations with friction terms. In addition, we consider the case of the source term which is discontinuous
as a function of space x. We also extend the Lagrangian-Eulerian framework to the two-dimensional scalar
conservation law, along with pertinent numerical experiments to show the performance of the new method.
Keywords: Conservation laws, Balance laws, Flow in Porous Media, Shallow Water Equations,
Lagrangian-Eulerian Finite Volume, Classical and non-classical solutions of PDEs
2010 MSC: 35Q35, 65M08, 68U20, 76E30
1. Introduction
Our aim is to develop a simple and efficient class of finite volume schemes based on a novel Lagrangian-
Eulerian framework to account the delicate nonlinear balance between the discretizations of the hyperbolic
flux and of the stiff source term at a discrete level. A rigorous mathematical demonstration of such approach
is beyond the scope of the present paper, and is to be attempted in future research. In the current stage of
this work, we describe the key ideas of our constructive algorithm and we present several nontrivial numerical
experiments in order to verify the desired well-balanced properties for one-dimensional and two-dimensional
problems involving conservation laws with source terms for transport models and related applications.
It is well known that many well-balanced schemes have been proposed since the milestone work (see [22])
of Greenberg and LeRoux (1996). The focus of many such works was to handle shallow water equations over
non-trivial topographies. The key issue is the construction of well-balanced nonlinear schemes that recover
the time-asymptotic behavior of the underlying nonlinear balance law. There are many relevant studies
for approximation methods and numerical analysis devoted to balance law and hyperbolic law problems.
Naturally, all methods exhibit advantages and disadvantages, since the underlying differential equations
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are very hard problems with a lack of general theory (see, e.g., [6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 19, 21, 22, 25,
27, 30, 33, 36]) See also [4, 17] for surveys on both analytical and numerical aspects of one-dimensional
hyperbolic balance laws and [18] for a good discussion of two-dimensional balance law problems along with
an up-to-date and comprehensive list of references. The work [18] also includes relevant theoretical aspects
of scalar conservation laws in several spatial dimensions in a more flexible Godunov framework to handle
local nonlinear wave patterns to account for the flux computations. These schemes evolved following the
natural understanding of fundamental concepts from the theory of nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws
concerning the properties of the characteristic surfaces, such as existence, uniqueness, and solution of the
Riemann problems. Also, for a scalar balance law, the solution depends strongly on certain properties of
the source term (see, e.g., [5, 17, 19, 22, 24, 25]).
The situation of balance laws ut+ fx(u) = g(u, x), with g(u, x) discontinuous in x is another challenging
problem encountered for such class of differential equations from both a theoretical and a numerical point
of view. A kinetic scheme, with convergence proof for the scalar related problem, was introduced in [7].
Essentially, they propose a kinetic interpretation of upwinding techniques, taking into account the source
terms to develop an equilibrium scheme as a result. Another approach was introduced in [36] (see also
[8]). This method does not use upwinding solvers; it uses the interface value rather than the cell averages
for the source terms that balance the nonlinear convection at the cell interface, allowing the numerical
capturing of the steady state with a formal high order accuracy. A successful alternative to accounting for
the balance between the nonlinear flux and the source terms with g(u, x) discontinuous in x is the use of a
central differencing scheme as discussed in [1] for gas dynamics Euler equations with stiff relaxation source
terms; see also [8]. A distinct numerical framework, based on Riemann solvers using local characteristic
decompositions, can be found in [15]. In paper [16], the authors were concerned with the Riemann problem
of the Burgers equation with a discontinuous source term, motivated by the study of propagation of singular
waves in radiation hydrodynamics. Moreover, they were able to construct the global entropy solution to the
related Riemann problem linked to this model. It turns out that the discontinuity of the source term has clear
influences on the shock or rarefaction waves generated by the initial Riemann data. It is worth mentioning
that other related problems were also described in the literature supported by numerical experiments. For
more details about this subject matter, the interested reader is referred to the papers [1, 4, 7, 8, 15, 16, 17, 36]
and papers cited therein.
In this work we are interested in the construction of a numerical scheme for solving nonlinear hyperbolic
conservation and balance law problems using a Lagrangian-Eulerian approach [5, 14, 24, 25]. In the work
[14], the authors identified the region in the space-time domain where the mass conservation takes place,
but linked to a scalar convection-dominated nonlinear parabolic problem, which models the immiscible
incompressible two-phase flow in a porous medium. The key ingredient to finding this conservative region
was the use of a Lagrangian-Eulerian framework; see [5] for related works with applications to radionuclide
transport problems. Recently in [33], such ideas were extended to nonlinear purely hyperbolic conservation
and balance laws – scalar case and systems of equations. In particular, a convergence proof for the unique
entropy solution was established for the case of a Lagrangian-Eulerian monotone finite difference scheme
related to a scalar hyperbolic conservation law. We refer to [3] for other recent developments on this
subject.
We will explore the above mentioned innovative ideas to give a formal construction of accurate Lagrangian-
Eulerian schemes for transport models and related applications with balancing source terms. As features of
the novel algorithm, we highlight: we verified through numerical experiments that the new scheme seems
to be locally conservative in balancing the flux and source term gradients and preserves a component-wise
structure at the discrete level for systems of equations. Besides, we also discuss a set of numerical exper-
iments to nonlinear scalar two-dimensional problems with non-symmetric and nonconvex flux function for
systems of balance laws. This novel approach is applied to several nontrivial examples to show evidence
that we are calculating the correct qualitatively good solutions with the accurate resolution of small pertur-
bations around the stationary solution. We discuss applications of the new method to nonlinear hyperbolic
conservation and balance laws such as the classical inviscid Burgers equation, two-phase and three-phase
flow problems in porous media as well as numerical experiments for nonlinear shallow water equations with
friction terms.
2
Furthermore, our new Lagrangian-Eulerian framework is aimed to be independent of a particular struc-
ture of the flux function as well as of the source terms. We were able to reproduce several models indistinctly
within the same formalism, and this indicates that our method is general to some extent. It is also important
to notice that our scheme does not depend on exact or approximate solutions to Riemann problems.
The rest of the work is organized as follows: The Lagrangian-Eulerian framework for solving scalar
nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws is discussed in Section 2. These ideas are extended to the case of
balance laws in Section 3. The case of systems is studied in Section 4, followed by the extension to two-
dimensional conservation laws in Section 5. We then discuss a set of representative numerical experiment
studies with applications in Section 6, along with our concluding remarks in the final Section 7.
2. A Lagrangian-Eulerian constructive approximation scheme for nonlinear hyperbolic con-
servation laws
We provide a formal development of the analogue Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme [33] – see also [5, 14] –
for solving numerically first-order scalar hyperbolic equations x ∈ R, t > 0, u : (R,R+)→ R, H : R→ R:
∂u
∂t
+
∂H(u)
∂x
= 0, x ∈ R, t > 0 u(x, 0) = η(x), x ∈ R. (1)
Although our primary interest is to give a formal construction of the new Lagrangian-Eulerian method,
we expect to work on the relevant issue of rigorous convergence proof to the corresponding weak entropy
solution further later on. As in the Lagrangian-Eulerian schemes [5, 14], local conservation is obtained by
integrating the conservation law over the region in the space-time domain where the conservation of the
mass flux takes place. For that, we consider the Lagrangian-Eulerian finite-volume cell centers
Dnj = {(t, x) / tn ≤ t ≤ tn+1, σnj (t) ≤ x ≤ σnj+1(t)}, (2)
where σnj (t) is the parameterized integral curve such that σ
n
j (t
n) = xnj . These curves are the lateral
boundaries of the domain Dnj in (2) and we define x¯
n+1
j− 12
:= σnj (t
n+1) and x¯n+1
j+ 12
:= σnj+1(t
n+1) as their
endpoints in time tn+1. Due to the inherent nature of conservation laws, the numerical scheme is expected
to satisfy some type of mass conservation from time tn in the space domain [xnj , x
n
j+1] to time t
n+1 in the
space domain [x¯n+1
j− 12
, x¯n+1
j+ 12
]. With this, we have to the flux through curves σnj (t) must be zero.
From the integration of (1) and the divergence theorem, using the fact that the line integrals over curves
σnj (t) vanish, we get ∫ x¯n+1
j+1
2
x¯n+1
j− 1
2
u(x, tn+1)dx =
∫ xnj+1
xnj
u(x, tn)dx. (3)
We essentially mimic the procedures of the linear case [5], but now notice that the curves σnj (t) are not
straight lines, in general, but rather solutions of the set of nonlinear (local) differential system of equations
[5, 33]:
dσnj (t)
dt
=
H(u)
u
, for tn < t ≤ tn+1, (4)
with the initial condition σnj (t
n) = xnj , assuming u 6= 0 (for the sake of presentation).
Remark 1. For the sake of simplicity of presentation we shall suppose u 6= 0 (this assumption can be sup-
pressed by introducing some extra notation in the analysis to define the endpoints [xn+1
j− 12
, xn+1
j+ 12
] by analytical
straight lines), when considering fj in the case of Uj = 0. This means that for the resulting numerical
scheme, pertinent to the Lagrangian-Eulerian framework at hand, that the projection step is not necessary
anymore since the argument of the flux function (also for the numerical flux function) is now known along
the vertical curves associated for the integral tubes, that are defined at the cell centers (see eqs. (2)-(4) and
Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Illustration of the integral tubes. Notice that a first order approximation is performed to the construction of the
local Lagrangian-Eulerian space-time control-volume, linked to Dnj in (4). Indeed, we notice that higher order approximations
are naturally permissible as well.
The extension of this construction follows naturally from the finite volume formulation of the linear
Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme as building block to construct local approximations such as fnj =
H(Unj )
Unj
≈ H(u)u
with the initial condition σnj (t
n) = xnj . Indeed, distinct and high-order approximations are also acceptable
for
dσnj (t)
dt and can be viewed as free ingredients to improve accuracy of the new family of Lagrangian-
Eulerian; this will be addressed later. Equation (3) defines conservation of mass but in a different mesh
cell-centered in points x¯j+ 12 . We will later address how to project these volumes back to the original mesh.
For now (e.g., as in [1, 2, 28]) we discuss a reconstruction from a piecewise constant numerical data to a
piecewise linear approximation (but high-order reconstructions are acceptable), through the use of MUSCL-
type interpolants:
Lj(x, t) = uj(t) + (x− xj) 1
∆x
u′j. (5)
For the numerical derivative 1∆xu
′
j we shall discuss a few examples of slope limiters, which will retain the
desired properties of consistency of the numerical flux function. There are several choices of slope limiters;
in book [28] there is a good compilation of many options; a priori choice of such slope limiters is quite
hard, but they are chosen upon the underlying model problem under investigation. Here we make use of
the following three options. The first is,
U ′j =MM
{
∆uj+ 12 ,∆uj− 12
}
, (6)
where MM stands for the usual MinMod limiter [28], with ∆uj+ 12 = uj+1 − uj ,
MM{σ, τ} = 1
2
[sgn(σ) + sgn(τ)] min {|σ|, |τ |} . (7)
A second choice for the slope limiter can be
U ′j =MM
{
α∆uj+ 12 ,
1
2
(uj+1 − uj−1), α∆uj− 12
}
, (8)
and this choice for slope limiter allows steeper slopes near discontinuities and retain accuracy in smooth
regions. The range of the parameter α is typically guided by the CFL condition (see, e.g., [28]). In
this work we also make use of the following high order slope limiter, namely, the UNO choice (where
∆2uj = uj+1 − 2uj + uj−1),
U ′j =MM
{
∆uj− 12 + δ
2(uj−1, uj),∆uj− 12 + δ
2(uj , uj+1)
}
, (9)
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where δ2(uj , uj+1) =
1
2MM
(
∆2uj,∆
2uj+1
)
. Preliminary experiments discussed in Section 6 have shown
that the UNO option has resulted in more satisfactory approximations for our test cases.
The discrete version of equation (3), using the piecewise linear approximation above, is
U
n+1
j =
1
hn+1j
∫ x¯n+1
j+1
2
x¯n+1
j− 1
2
u(x, tn+1)dx =
1
hn+1j
∫ xnj+1
xnj
u(x, tn)dx
=
h
hn+1j
 1
h
∫ xn
j+1
2
xnj
u(x, tn)dx+
1
h
∫ xnj+1
x
j+1
2
u(x, tn)dx

=
h
hn+1j
1
2
(
Unj + U
n
j+1
)
+
1
hn+1j
1
16
h
(
U ′j
n − U ′j+1n
)
,
(10)
where, we use the approximations U
n+1
j :=
1
hn+1j
∫ x¯n+1
j+ 1
2
x¯n+1
j− 1
2
u(x, tn+1)dx and Unj :=
1
h
∫ xnj+1
xnj
u(x, tn)dx.
Following [1, 2], we also introduce a predictor-corrector approximation by evaluating f
n+ 12
j , instead of
fnj using Taylor expansion and the conservation law, and it reads,
U
n+ 12
j = u(xj , t+
∆t
2
) = uj(t)− 1
2
∆t
∆x
H ′j , (11)
so that f
n+ 12
j =
H(U
n+ 1
2
j )
U
n+1
2
j
. Now, the solutions σnj (t) of the differential system equations are (local) straight
lines, but they are not parallel as in the linear case, but subject to a CFL stability condition of the form
(see Appendix A),
max
j
∣∣∣∣fnj ∆tnh
∣∣∣∣ ≤ √22 and kn = minn ∆tn. (12)
Next, we obtain the resulting projection formula as follows
Un+1j =
1
h
c0U j−1 +
1
h
c1U j , where c0j =
h
2
+ f
n+ 12
j k
n and c1j =
h
2
− fn+ 12j kn. (13)
Here c0j and c1j are the projection coefficients [33]. Combining (13) with the discrete version of local
conservation (10) reads,
Un+1j =
[
c0
2hn+1j
(
Unj−1 + U
n
j
)
+
c0
16hn+1j
(
U ′j−1
n − U ′jn
)]
+
[
c1
2hn+1j
(
Unj + U
n
j+1
)
+
c1
16hn+1j
(
U ′j
n − U ′j+1n
)]
.
(14)
Notice that for each j ∈ Z, hn+1j = xn+1j+ 12−x
n+1
j− 12
= h+(f
n+ 12
j+1 −fn+
1
2
j )k
n, and, also that: hn+1j = c0j+1+c1j .
Thus,
c0j = h
n+1
j−1 − c1j−1 and c1j = hn+1j − c0j+1, with (15)
5
c1j−1= 12 (h
n+1
j−1 − fn+
1
2
j−1 k
n− fn+ 12j kn), c0j+1= 12 (hn+1j + f
n+ 12
j k
n+ f
n+ 12
j+1 k
n). Finally, plugging (15) into (14),
Un+1j =
Unj−1+2U
n
j +U
n
j+1
4
+
U ′j−1
n−U ′j+1n
32
+
kn
4
fn+ 12j−1 + fn+ 12j
hn+1j−1
[Unj−1 + U
n
j ]−
f
n+ 12
j + f
n+ 12
j+1
hn+1j
[Unj + U
n
j+1]

+
kn
32
fn+ 12j−1 + fn+ 12j
hn+1j−1
[U ′j−1
n − U ′jn]−
f
n+ 12
j +f
n+12
j+1
hn+1j
[U ′j
n
+U ′j+1
n
]
 .
(16)
The analogue finite difference scheme (16) is a Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme for the nonlinear problem (1).
The obtained scheme (16) can also be written in a conservative form (a novelty result for such schemes):
Un+1j = U
n
j −
kn
h
[
F (Uj , U
n
j+1)− F (Unj−1, Unj )
]
, (17)
with the Lagrangian-Eulerian numerical flux function defined by
F (Unj , U
n
j+1) =
1
4
(
h
kn
(Unj − Unj+1) +
h
hn+1j
(f
n+ 12
j + f
n+ 12
j+1 )(U
n
j + U
n
j+1)+
h
4kn
(U ′nj + U
′n
j+1) +
h
4hn+1j
(f
n+ 12
j + f
n+ 12
j+1 )(U
′n
j − U ′nj+1)
)
.
(18)
Next, we will show in what follows that the Lagrangian-Eulerian numerical flux function (18) satisfy a form
of Lipschitz continuous consistency, which in turn is a nice property for conservative numerical methods for
nonlinear conservation law problems. Indeed, to show that the Lagrangian-Eulerian numerical flux satisfies
a Lipschitz condition, we need (see [33]):
Lemma 1. The numerical flux function defined by (18) is consistent with the differential equation (1).
Proof. Immediate, i.e., F (u, u) = H(u). Notice that for any choice of slope limiters, we have from (7) that
(18) satisfy the consistency condition, the MinMod limiter in this case will be zero. The Lipschitz condition
can also be proved by a straightforward argument and it is omitted.
3. The Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme for hyperbolic balance laws
One may find, in a variety of physical problems, source terms that are balanced by internal forces
and this balance supports multiple steady-state solutions that are stable. We are interested in designing
well-balanced conceptually simple schemes, which have a well balanced property for static and moving
equilibrium, applicable to a wide class of systems with source terms. The well-balance property can be
formally enunciated as follows. Consider the system of balance laws as such,
∂u
∂t
+
∂(H(u))
∂x
= G(u), (19)
we denote ue the stationary solution, which satisfies the equation,
∂(H(ue))
∂x
= G(ue), (20)
A numerical scheme is said to be well-balanced, if it fully satisfies a discrete version of the equilibrium
equation (20). If a method is not well-balanced, the truncation error of solutions near of equilibrium state
6
may be larger than u(x, t) − ue(x). Numerical experiments for solving balance laws have shown strong
numerical evidence that such well-balanced property is satisfied when we applied the Lagrangian-Eulerian
scheme for several models of balance laws [33].
Consider the scalar balance law problem,
∂u
∂t
+
∂H(u)
∂x
= G(u), t > 0, x ∈ R, u(x, 0) = η(x) x ∈ R, (21)
under the assumption
∫∫
Dnj
G(u) dx dt <∞.
Now, write (21) as follows,
∇t,x ·
[
u
H(u)
]
= G(u) t > 0, x ∈ R, u(x, 0) = η(x) x ∈ R. (22)
Now, lets us write (22) over the local space-time “Integral tube” Dnj ,∫∫
Dnj
∇t,x ·
[
u
H(u)
]
dx dt =
∫∫
Dnj
G(u) dx dt. (23)
Following the same arguments in Section 2, we apply first the divergence theorem in (23) and, by means of
the impervious boundaries given by σnj (t), reads:∫ xn+1
j+ 1
2
xn+1
j− 1
2
u(x, tn+1)dx =
∫ xnj+1
xnj
u(x, tn)dx+
∫∫
Dnj
G(u) dx dt. (24)
This equation can be viewed as the local space-time Lagrangian-Eulerian conservation relation for the balance
law (24). Finally, we use (24) then to define,
U
n+1
j =
1
hn+1j
∫ xn+1
j+ 1
2
xn+1
j− 1
2
u(x, tn+1)dx =
1
hn+1j
[∫ xnj+1
xnj
u(x, tn)dx +
∫∫
Dnj
G(u)dxdt
]
, (25)
and its associated projection step over the original mesh grid,
Un+1j =
1
h
[
(
h
2
+ f
n+ 12
j k)U
n+1
j−1 + (
h
2
− fn+ 12j k)U
n+1
j
]
. (26)
The Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme for balance law is fully defined by combining equations (25) and (26). The
key point here is how to design a discretization in a manner that an accurate balance between the gradients
of the flux function and the source term is retained. Thus, let us now first extend the proposed scheme for
linear hyperbolic conservation laws designed in the previous section to the case of balance laws in order to
describe the features of the Lagrangian-Eulerian procedure.
Thus, combining equations (25)-(26) gives the Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme for nonlinear balance laws:
Un+1j =
Unj−1+2U
n
j +U
n
j+1
4 +
U ′j−1
n−U ′j+1n
32
+k
n
4
(
f
n+1
2
j−1 +f
n+1
2
j
hn+1j−1
[Unj−1 + U
n
j ]−
f
n+1
2
j +f
n+1
2
j+1
hn+1j
[Unj + U
n
j+1]
)
+k
n
32
(
f
n+1
2
j−1 +f
n+1
2
j
hn+1j−1
[U ′j−1
n − U ′jn]−
f
n+1
2
j +f
n+1
2
j+1
hn+1j
[U ′j
n
+ U ′j+1
n
]
)
+
1
hn+1j
[
1
hn+1j
(
hn+1j
2
+ f
n+ 12
j k
n
)∫∫
Dnj−1
G(u(x, t))dxdt
+ 1
hn+1j
(
hn+1j
2 − f
n+ 12
j k
n
)∫∫
Dnj
G(u(x, t))dxdt
]
.
(27)
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Here, we use the same approximations as before with respect to (27), namely, f
n+ 12
j =
H(U
n+1
2
j )
U
n+1
2
j
and
fnj =
H(Unj )
Unj
≈ H(u)u . Notice that the quantities
(
hn+1j
2 + f
n+ 12
j k
n
)
and
(
hn+1j
2 − f
n+ 12
j k
n
)
are not the
characteristic curves associated to the quasilinear form of the homogeneous counterpart of the balance law
but rather they are precisely an approximation of the conservative integral tubes that are naturally extracted
from the conservative integral form of the nonlinear balance law given by (21), which in turn dictates the
dynamics of the local space-time control volume Dnj and the position σ
n
j (t) to any quadrature rule of the
source term G(u) of the RHS of (21). In addition, the balance problem is then solved by forward tracking
the boundary of grid cells along the so-called integral tubes. This is a distinct feature of the proposed
Lagrangian-Eulerian approach. The similar Eulerian-Lagrangian schemes in [24] are designed to handle
trace-back integration related to purely hyperbolic problems rather then balance laws. Several quadrature
rules can be used to such aim, based on the above framework [33]. We present a predictor-corrector type of
approximation, but midpoint and trapezoidal rules have also been studied in the work [33].
We make use of U
n+ 12
j as the known predictor value for u(x, t) at space-time point (xj , t
n). Thus, write
the source term approximation as,∫∫
Dnj
G(u(x, t)) dx dt ≈
∫∫
Dnj
G(U
n+ 12
j ) dx dt = G(U
n+ 12
j )
∫∫
Dnj
dx dt = G(U
n+ 12
j ) A(Dnj ),
where
A(Dnj ) =
∫ tn+1
tn
∫ σnj+1(t)
σnj (t)
dx dt =
∫ tn+1
tn
(
σnj+1(t)− σnj (t)
)
dt. (28)
Since σnj+1(t) − σnj (t) = (t − tn)fn+
1
2
j+1 + x
n
j+1 − (t − tn)fn+
1
2
j − xnj = (t − tn)(fn+
1
2
j+1 − fn+
1
2
j ) + h, we recast
(28) as,
A(Dnj ) = k
[
k
2
(f
n+ 12
j+1 − fn+
1
2
j ) + h
]
.
Now, in view of the balance law ut +Hx(u) = G(u) we might write ut = G(u)−Hx(u) and thus reads,
G(u
n+ 12
j ) ≈ G(u(xnj , tn) +
k
2
ut(x
n
j , t
n)) = G
[
unj +
k
2
(G(unj )− (H(u))x)nj
]
. (29)
Here again the quantity Hx(u(x, t))
n
j denotes the numerical derivative of function H(u) with respect to
space variable x evaluated at point (xj , t
n), and a family of slope limiters can be used here. Finally, from
equations (28) and (29), we might write,∫∫
Dnj
G(u(x, t))dxdt ≈ knG
[
Unj +
kn
2
(G(Unj )−Hx(u)n+
1
2
j
] [
kn
2
(f
n+ 12
j+1 − fn+
1
2
j ) + h
n+1
j
]
. (30)
4. Extension to systems of hyperbolic conservation laws and balance laws
We now turn our attention to describing how to extend the scalar Lagrangian-Eulerian procedure to one-
dimensional systems of balance laws ut + fx(u) = G(u), where now u(x, t) can be viewed as the unknown
n−vector of the form u = (u1(x, t), u2(x, t), · · ·un(x, t))⊤, and f(u) is the flux vector function such that
f(u) = (f1(u), f2(u), · · · , fn(u))⊤. We will see that the analogue Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme in the case
of systems of balance laws is a straightforward application of the scalar framework and that retains all the
simplicities of the scalar case. For simplicity of presentation and with no loss of generality, let us consider
the following prototype 3 × 3 system of balance laws.
We consider the system of balance laws
Qt + [F (Q)]x = G(Q), (31)
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where F (Q) = [f1(Q), f2(Q), f3(Q)], Q = [u, v, w], u = u(x, t), v = v(x, t) and w = w(x, t), along with
G(Q) = [g1(Q), g2(Q), g3(Q)]. System (31) can be written in open form as,
ut + [f1(u, v, w)]x = g1(u, v, w), vt + [f2(u, v, w)]x = g2(u, v, w), wt + [f3(u, v, w)]x = g3(u, v, w). (32)
As before, we consider the space-time control finite volumes for each variable u, v, w as follows, (see Figure
2 for an illustration of the integral tubes and its approximations for systems),
Dns,j = {(t, x) / tn ≤ t ≤ tn+1, σns,j(t) ≤ x ≤ σns,j+1(t)}, s = u, v, w, (33)
where σnu,j(t), σ
n
v,j(t) and σ
n
w,j(t) are parametrized curves such that σ
n
u,j(t
n) = xnj , σ
n
v,j(t
n) = xnj and
σnw,j(t
n) = xnj . These curves σ
n
s,j(t), s = u, v, w define the “lateral boundaries” of integral tubes for each
primitive variable u, v, w, that will be used to design a balancing unbiased upwinding Riemann-solver-free
discretization between the numerical flux functions and the source terms by forward tracking the boundaries
along the so-called integral tubes (see left picture in the Figure 2). Formally, the divergence theorem can
Figure 2: On the left (resp. right) is shown an illustration of the continuous (resp. discrete) local space-time integral tube
domains Dns,j , for each s = u, v, w.
be used in the (33), the space-time finite volumes Dnu,j , D
n
v,j and D
n
w,j. By construction of the algorithm,
as before, this implies that curves σns,j(t) and σ
n
s,j+1(t), for s = u, v, w are naturally zero-flux boundaries.
Similarly, from this fact the space-time Dns,j, s = u, v, w are then called as “Integral tubes” for t
n ≤ t ≤ tn+1.
As a consequence we get, for the normal vectors ns of each integral curve for each variable s = u, v, w,[
1,
dσns,j(t)
dt
]
⊥ns and
[
1,
dσns,j+1(t)
dt
]
⊥ns since the slopes dσ
n
s,j(t)
dt are one-to-one equal to the slope of the
vector [s, fk(Q)], s = u, v, w; k = 1, 2, 3, respectively, over the parametrized curves σ
n
s,j(t) and σ
n
s,j+1(t),
s = u, v, w, j ∈ Z. Therefore σns,j(t), s = u, v, w are solutions of the set of ODEs,
dσns,j(t)
dt
=
fk(u, v, w)
s
, σns,j(t
n) = xnj , t
n ≤ t ≤ tn+1, for each s = u, v, w; k = 1, 2, 3, (34)
where u, v, w 6= 0. As a consequence of the divergence theorem and the above equations (33)-(34), the
integrals over curves σns,j(t), s = u, v, w vanish and the line integral over the boundary of the region ∂D
n
s,j
leads to, ∫ xn+1
j+1
2
xn+1
j− 1
2
s(x, tn+1)dx =
∫ xnj+1
xnj
s(x, tn)dx +
∫∫
Dns,j
gk(u, v, w)dxdt, (35)
where s = u, v, w; k = 1, 2, 3, respectively, and we can define as before xn+1
s,j− 12
= σns,j(t
n+1) and xn+1
s,j+ 12
=
σns,j+1(t
n+1). Equation (35) is called “locally conservative relation” to the system of balance laws (32).
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Thus, the approximations of the variables u, v, w for system are a rather component-wise extension of the
scalar framework given by (for S = U, V,W and s = u, v, w),
Snj =
1
h
∫ xn
j+1
2
xn
j− 1
2
s(x, tn) dx, and S
n+1
j =
1
hn+1s,j
∫ xn+1
j+1
2
xn+1
j− 1
2
s(x, tn+1) dx j ∈ Z, (36)
respectively, and the initial condition is U(x0j , t
0) = U0j , V (x
0
j , t
0) = V 0j and W (x
0
j , t
0) = W 0j over the local
space-time cells [x0
j− 12
, x0
j+ 12
], j ∈ Z. Next, we use (36) into to “locally conservative relation” to get,
S
n+1
j =
1
hn+1s,j
∫ xn+1
j+ 1
2
xn+1
j− 1
2
s(x, tn+1) dx =
1
hn+1s,j
[∫ xnj+1
xnj
s(x, tn) dx.+
∫∫
Dns,j
gk(u, v, w) dx dt
]
. (37)
In (37) S = (U, V,W ) and s = (u, v, w) denotes a representation of a component-wise extension of the scalar
case to systems of balance laws in compact form (31). Next, the local approximations S
n+1
j , j ∈ Z are
projected over the original grid and reads,
Sn+1j =
1
h
[
cs,0jS
n+1
j−1 + cs,1jS
n+1
j
]
. (38)
Here cs,0j = (
h
2 + f
n+ 12
s,j k), cs,1j = h − cs,0j = (h2 − f
n+ 12
s,j k) and we use the approximation f
n+ 12
s,j =
fk(U
n+1
2
j ,V
n+1
2
j ,W
n+1
2
j )
S
n+1
2
j
≈ fk(u,v,w)s , S = U, V,W , s = u, v, w and k = 1, 2, 3, respectively. Notice that now the
curve σns,j(t) is a simple straight line for f
n
s,j (see right picture in Figure 2), along with k
n = ∆tn = tn+1−tn.
Finally, combination of equations (37) and (38) form the building-block for the new Lagrangian-Eulerian
scheme, which reads as a componentwise extension for equation 27 (S = U, V,W , s = u, v, w and k = 1, 2, 3,
respectively):
Sn+1j =
Snj−1+2S
n
j +S
n
j+1
4 +
S′j−1
n−S′j+1n
32
+k
n
4
(
f
n+1
2
k,j−1+f
n+1
2
k,j
hn+1j−1
[Snj−1 + S
n
j ]−
f
n+1
2
k,j +f
n+1
2
k,j+1
hn+1j
[Snj + S
n
j+1]
)
+k
n
32
(
f
n+1
2
k,j−1+f
n+1
2
k,j
hn+1j−1
[S′j−1
n − S′jn]−
f
n+1
2
k,j +f
n+1
2
k,j+1
hn+1j
[S′j
n
+ S′j+1
n
]
)
+
1
hn+1j
[
1
hn+1j
(
hn+1j
2
+ f
n+ 1
2
k,j k
n
)∫∫
Dnj−1
Gk(s(x, t))dxdt
+ 1
hn+1j
(
hn+1j
2 − f
n+ 12
k,j k
n
)∫∫
Dnj
Gk(s(x, t))dxdt
]
.
(39)
5. Two-dimensional hyperbolic conservation laws
We now turn our attention to introducing a new computational approach for the design of a new class
of approximate solutions for two-dimensional hyperbolic conservation laws. This novel scheme is based on
the same Lagrangian-Eulerian framework discussed for the one-dimensional scalar problem.
A natural first attempt would be a straightforward extension used in the one-dimensional case, but
now applied to three-dimensional variables (x, y and t) as Dni,j ⊂ R3, see Figure 3 (left), where i and j
refer to (xi, yj) and n refers to time level t
n. The boundary of control volumes Dni,j will be denoted by
∂Dni,j = R
n
i,j ∪ Sni,j ∪R
n+1
i.j where the control volume R
n
i,j = [x
n
i− 12
, xn
i+ 12
]× [yn
j− 12
, yn
i+ 12
] in R2 is the “inflow”
of the integral tube, R
n+1
i,j in R2 is the “outflow” of the integral tube, while Sni,j , in R3, is the lateral
(impervious) surface of the tube. As before, we consider the hyperbolic conservation law in two-dimensional
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Figure 3: Integral tube in 3D.
variables in divergence form,
∂u
∂t
+
∂f(u)
∂x
+
∂g(u)
∂y
= 0 ⇐⇒ ∇t,x,y
 uf(u)
g(u)
 = 0. (40)
Again, the integration over the control volume and the application of the divergence theorem gives,
∫∫∫
Dni,j
∇t,x,y
 uf(u)
g(u)
 dV = 0 ⇔ ∫
∂Dnj
 uf(u)
g(u)
 · ~n d(∂Dni,j) = 0. (41)
The normal vector with respect to Rni,j is, in usual convention, [−1 0 0]T and the vector normal in the
outflow R
n+1
i,j is [1 0 0]. Then, the right side of (41) can be written as,
∫
Rni,j
 uf(u)
g(u)
 · [−1 0 0]T dA+ ∫
Sni,j
 uf(u)
g(u)
 · ~n dS + ∫
R
n+1
i,j
 uf(u)
g(u)
 · [1 0 0]T dA = 0. (42)
We suppose there is not any flow through the surface Sni,j (S
n
i,j is impervious). So, the surface integral of
Sni,j is zero and therefore,
−
∫
Rni,j
u(x, y, tn) dA+
∫
R
n+1
i,j
u(x, y, tn+1) dA = 0. (43)
or ∫
R
n+1
i,j
u(x, y, tn+1) dA =
∫
Rni,j
u(x, y, tn) dA, (44)
which we call conservation identity. The numerical approximations Uni,j and U
n+1
i,j can be defined from (44).
The core issue of this approach is to define the normal vector ~n along with the unique definition of
the tangent vector ~v to the surface Sni,j in the point (xi, yj , t
n), see right picture in Figure 3. Notice that
at this point there is a tangent plane, then the integral surfaces as well as integral curves coming from
[u f(u) g(u)]T · ~n = 0 seem to be at first glance not straightforward to construct. One possibility is to
define the concepts of Mean curvature and Gaussian curvature associated with the underlying conservation
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law [23] (see also [26]). In this regard, one possibility is to construct naturally a normal curvature and
a geodesic curvature from equation (40). They are primarily given by the projection of ~v onto the local
normal vector and the local tangent plane, respectively. Thus, it is possible to define a unique curve for
each one of the points that appear at the bottom of the integral tube, from time step tn to tn+1, at least
from a theoretical viewpoint. For concreteness, one possible numerical approach is to consider the level set
approach introduced in [32] (see also [11]).
The construction of optimal methods based on the approach above needs a novel theory along with
feasible numerical algorithms to be pursued later on. On the other hand, we here propose a simple, fast, and
also elegant alternative approach. Our procedure is based in writing the two-dimensional scalar conservation
law (45) in the form of a coupled set of two balance laws along with initial data. The main idea behind our
approach is quite simple. First, consider the two-dimensional nonlinear hyperbolic conservation law with
initial data, 
∂U
∂t
+
∂f(U)
∂x
+
∂g(U)
∂y
= 0,
U(x, y, tn) = Un.
(45)
The initial data at a time tn is given by the set Un of discrete cell average values Uni,j , where i denotes the
x-direction and j denotes the y-direction. Consider now the cell-centered finite-volume cells,
Dni,j={(t, x, y)/tn ≤ t ≤ tn+
1
2 , yn
j− 12
≤y≤ yn
j+ 12
, σni (t) ≤x≤ σni+1(t)},
D
n+ 12
i,j ={(t, x, y)/tn+
1
2 ≤ t ≤ tn+1, xn+ 12
i− 12
≤x≤ xn+ 12
i+ 12
, γ
n+ 12
j (t) ≤x≤ γn+
1
2
j+1 (t)},
where σni (t) and γ
n
j (t) are parameterized curves such that σ
n
i (t
n) = xni and γ
n+ 12
j (t
n+ 12 ) = y
n+ 12
j . Our
approach is based in writing (45) in the form of a coupled set of two balance laws along with initial data,
∂U
∂t
+
∂f(U)
∂x
= −
(
∂g(U)
∂y
)
j
, in Dni,j ,
U(x, y, tn) = Un,
(46a)

∂U
∂t
+
∂g(U)
∂y
= −
(
∂f(U)
∂x
)
i
, in D
n+ 12
i,j ,
U(x, y, tn+
1
2 ) = Un+
1
2 .
(46b)
where
(
∂g(U)
∂y
)
j
and
(
∂f(U)
∂x
)
i
are numerical approximations of derivatives respectively. Denote Sx(t) and
Sy(t) as approximate solution operators for (46a) and (46b), respectively. Indeed, such approximate solution
operators can be given by scheme (27)-(30). but in both directions x or y. Thus, U
n+ 12
i,j = Sx(∆t/2)U
n
i,j and
Un+1i,j = Sy(∆t/2)U
n+ 12
i,j , so that, the full scheme is given by,
Un+1i,j = Sy(∆t/2)Sx(∆t/2)U
n
i,j , (47)
along with the CFL condition,
Mk/h ≤ √2/2, (48)
with M = max{maxj{f ′(Uni,j)},maxj{ f(U
n
i,j)
Uni,j
},maxj{g′(Uni,j)},maxj{ g(U
n
i,j)
Uni,j
}}. The equations appearing in
(46a) and (46b) can be viewed as a set of local balance laws in the time step (tn, tn+1], but coupled via the
source terms on the RHS of (46) and thus linked to the full problem (45). Then the procedure to solve (45)
is quite simple as follows: in the time step from tn to tn+
1
2 the information of the previous time, say, in the y
coordinate is accounted through the source term for the balance law in the x coordinate. Similarly, in time
step from tn+
1
2 to tn+1, the information in the x coordinate is also accounted through of the source term
for the balance law in the y coordinate. This formulation has allowed us to correctly approximate solutions
of two-dimensional hyperbolic conservation law problems from paper [18] as we show in Section 6.
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6. Numerical experiment studies with applications
We first present a mesh refinement study in order to give some numerical evidence of convergence for
the proposed scheme. Next, computations for scalar conservation laws with convex and non-convex flux
functions are presented and discussed. A problem modeling three-phase flow in porous media for one-
dimensional problems is presented, illustrating an example of system of conservation laws. We then present
two examples of two-dimensional conservation laws. Next, we show examples for scalar balance laws, the
numerical well-balancedness property and systems of balance laws modeling shallow water equations.
6.1. Convex and non-convex flux functions for conservation laws
For a first mesh refinement study we test our scheme with a non-convex flux function to the scalar
conservation law ut + fx(u) = 0, for f(u) = 0.5(e
−25(u−0.5)2 + 8(u− 0.5)2), along with Riemann initial data
u(x, 0) ≡ η(x) = 0.8, x < 0 and u(x, 0) ≡ η(x) = 0.2, x > 0. In Figure 4 is shown three different mesh grid
cells (128, 256 and 512) against a reference numerical solution with 1024 mesh grid cells at dimensionless
time t = 2.0.
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Figure 4: Mesh refinement study for a non-convex flux function. The finest mesh in this case is a solution with 1024 grid cells.
In Figure 5 it is shown numerical solutions for ut +
(
u2
2
)
x
= 0, along with smooth initial data u(x, 0) =
0.5+ sin(x). It is well-known that the solution of this problem develops a shock discontinuity at the critical
time Tc = 1, and then it exhibits pre-shock (resp. post-shock) solution for Tc < 1 (resp. Tc > 1); on the left
it is shown the post-shock solution computed with (17)-(18) at time simulation t = 2 for 256 cells. We have
also conducted similar numerical experiments to problem ut +
(
u2
2
)
x
= 0 along with discontinuous initial
data u(x, 0) = 1, x < 0 & u(x, 0) = 0, x > 0 (middle: shock) and u(x, 0) = −1, x < 0 & u(x, 0) = 1, x > 0
(right: rarefaction). On these frames are shown snapshot graphs at time t = 2.4 of simulation, with waves
moving from left to right. We get a very nice looking numerical approximate solution with scheme (17)-(18),
which in turn seems to be propagating at entirely entropy-correct Rankine-Hugoniot speed (middle). Similar
good results are shown to the rarefaction case as well. Indeed, in the terminology of gas dynamics to the
rarefaction cases for the inviscid Burgers equation we see that the transonic rarefaction (right frame) is well
resolved. That is, as the rarefaction wave is crossed, there is a sign change in the characteristic speed u and
thus there is one point at which u = 0, the sonic point. So, there is no spurious anomalies around u = 0.
We now turn attention to the classical nonlinear one-dimensional Buckley-Leverett two-phase problem
[28, 29], which in turn is depicted in left picture in Figure 6. Computed solutions with scheme (17)-(18)
at time simulation t = 2 are shown to the Riemann Problem (Initial Value Problem with non-convex flux
function): ut + fx(u) = 0, f(u) = u
2/(u2 + a(1 − u)2), a = 1, along with Riemann initial data (left)
u(x, 0) ≡ η(x) = 1.0, x < 0 and u(x, 0) ≡ η(x) = 0.0, x > 0. On physical ground, such initial data
corresponds to water flooding of an oil reservoir. The well known solution for this model comprises a leading
shock wave (an oil bank) followed by an attached rarefaction wave. The weak solution satisfying the Oleinik
entropy condition is in very good agreement along with the scheme (17)-(18) propagating at entirely entropy-
correct Rankine-Hugoniot speed and with the precisely post-shock value. We have also considered another
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non-convex flux function (see right picture in Figure 6) to the scalar conservation law ut + fx(u) = 0, with
f(u) = 0.5(e−25(u−0.5)
2
+8(u−0.5)2), along with Riemann initial data (left) u(x, 0) ≡ η(x) = 0.8, x < 0 and
u(x, 0) ≡ η(x) = 0.2, x > 0. Again, the numerical solution is in agreement with Oleinik entropy condition,
whose approximate left and right shock waves are propagating with correct Rankine-Hugoniot speed and
entropy-correct post-shock values.
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Figure 5: Inviscid nonlinear Burgers’ problem: post-shock solution for smooth initial data (left), Riemann problem with shock
wave (middle), Riemann problem with rarefaction fan (right).
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Figure 6: Left: Classical one-dimensional Buckley-Leverett two-phase problem computed by scheme (17)-(18). Right: A
non-convex flux function.
6.2. Non-strictly hyperbolic three-phase system of conservation laws in porous media applications
First, let us briefly review a immiscible incompressible three-phase formulation for porous media [2, 31].
In this formulation the governing equations are written in terms of a pressure, expressing Darcy’s law of
force, coupled to two saturation equations that express the conservation of mass of water, oil and gas. In one
dimension the pressure equation implies that the total fluid velocity is independent of position, so we take
it to be constant. After nondimensionalizing the time (we suppose the porosity to be a constant) and space
variables, fluid viscosities, and capillary pressures in the standard way, one obtains the following system of
partial differential equations [31, 2]:
∂sw
∂t
+
∂
∂x
fw(sw, sg) =
∂ww
∂x
, (49)
∂sg
∂t
+
∂
∂x
fg(sw, sg) =
∂wg
∂x
, (50)
where
ww =
(
λw(1− fw)∂pwo
∂sw
− λwfg ∂pgo
∂sw
)
∂sw
∂x
+
(
λw(1 − fw)∂pwo
∂sg
− λwfg ∂pgo
∂sg
)
∂sg
∂x
, (51)
and
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wg =
(
−λgfw ∂pwo
∂sw
+ λg(1− fg)∂pgo
∂sw
)
∂sw
∂x
+
(
−λgfw ∂pwo
∂sg
+ λg(1− fg)∂pgo
∂sg
)
∂sg
∂x
. (52)
Here, λi is the relative mobility, λi =
ki(sw ,sg)
µi
, ki is the relative permeability, µi is the fluid viscosity,
λ =
∑
i λi is the total mobility and fi(sw, sg) = λi/λ are the fractional flow functions. Here, the constraint
sw + sg + so = 1 is imposed. In our model we choose, for convenience, to work with the saturations of
water and gas. The diffusive term is represented by the right-hand side of the system (49)-(50) and it
incorporates the capillary pressure effects. We neglect the capillary diffusive effect, by just taking ww = 0
and wg = 0 in (49)-(52), but we do know from [2, 31] how the correct structure of the solutions of the
non-classical three-phase model under consideration is. However, we point out that for a wave to be truly
defined as a “shock wave”, a discontinuity must be the zero-diffusion limit of traveling wave solutions. For
such solutions, diffusion balances the convergence of waves caused by hyperbolic nonlinearity. Moreover,
the set of non-classical wave solutions obtained in the zero-diffusion (zero-capillarity) limit might depends
sensitively on the form of the diffusion matrix and not only on the hyperbolic structure of the equations;
see [31, 2] and the references cited therein for further technical details.
We present the results of numerical grid refinement studies for the simulation of two Riemann problems,
namely RP1 and RP2, given by:
RP1 :

sLw = 0.613 and s
R
w = 0.05,
sLg = 0.387 and s
R
g = 0.15,
RP2 :

sLw = 0.721 and s
R
w = 0.05,
sLg = 0.279 and s
R
g = 0.15.
(53)
We use the quadratic model by Corey-Pope, extensively used for phase relative permeabilities,
kw = s
2
w, ko = s
2
o and kg = s
2
g. (54)
As in [2, 31], we consider the following viscosity values µo = 1.0, µw = 0.5, and µg = 0.3. From the analysis
discussed in [31], we remark that for the choice of parameters described above, a transitional shock wave is
present in the solution of RP2, which in turn is not present in the solution of RP1.
Since the oil phase saturation can be directly obtained from the other two phase saturations (i.e., so =
1− sw − sg), we display the oil saturation profile in Figure 8, showing the effect of a grid refinement in the
numerical solution of (49)-(50) – ww = 0 and wg = 0 – with Riemann data RP1 on the left and RP2 on the
right. The computed saturation profiles are shown at dimensionless time 2.50. In each frame we compare
numerical solutions obtained on grids having 256, 512 and 1024 cells against a reference numerical solution
of 2048 cells. It is clear from the pictures in Figure 8, that as the grid is refined we have some good evidence
of numerical convergence of our scheme. We remark that the numerical solutions presented here are in
very good agreement with the semi-analytic results reported in [31], yielding a numerical verification of our
computations. We now show numerical experiments concerning the three-phase flow problem (49)-(50) –
ww = 0 and wg = 0 and with Riemann data RP1 on top and RP2 on the bottom – in order to shown that
our scheme is able to capture analytical properties of the wave structures, as originally introduced in [31];
see also [2] and the references cited therein. For completeness we describe the non-classical solution. Right
picture in Figure 7: the slow wave group comprises a strong slow rarefaction fan from left (injection) state
to the post-shock value and an adjoining slow front wave from the post-shock value to the first plateau. The
fast wave group is a Buckley-Leverett front wave from the second plateau. Between the slow and fast wave
groups is a non-classical front wave. For the classical solution, we have only the slow and fast wave groups
(Left picture in Figure 7). We point out that in both numerical solutions the plateau are located in the
correct heights, with respect to the semi-analytical solutions presented in [31].
6.3. Two-dimensional simulations of nonlinear scalar hyperbolic conservation laws
The first example is taken from [18]. The test consists in considering the simple flux functions
f(u) = g(u) =
u2
u2 + 2(1− u)2 ,
with the Gaussian initial data u0(x, y) = exp(−10((x+ 0.25)2 + (y + 0.25)2)), x, y ∈ (−1, 1).
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Figure 7: Oil, water and gas saturation profiles are shown as a function of distance. RP1 on the left and RP2 on the right.
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Figure 8: Mesh refinement study for mesh values 256, 512 and 1024 against a reference solution of 2048 mesh points. Oil
saturations are shown as a function of distance. RP1 on the top and RP2 on the bottom.
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Numerical solutions with 512 cells and end time t = 1.5 of simulation are shown in Figure 9, left picture
is the approximation with our proposed scheme given by (27)-(30) and (46)-(48), middle picture with a
Strang splitting approximation along with the well-known high-resolution, non-oscillatory, second order
Nessyahu-Tadmor central scheme (see elsewhere, e.g., [28]), used here as reference solution, and finally in
right picture it is shown the absolute error between both solutions. The next test is called “fingering test”
in [18]. In this test, it is used two different flux functions f(u) = u
2
2 and g(u) =
2u2
5 , along with the initial
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Figure 9: Numerical solutions Buckley-Leveret.
condition u(x, y, 0) = 1 in the circle {(x, y)/(x + 0.5)2 + (y + 0.5)2 ≤ 0.16}, u(x, y, 0) = −1 in the circle
{(x, y)/(x−0.5)2+(y−0.5)2 ≤ 0.16} and zero in otherwise, when (x, y) ∈ [−1, 1]2. The accurate numerical
solutions displayed in Figure 10 is arranged as above for Figure 9, but for an end time t = 2 of simulation.
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Figure 10: Numerical solutions “fingering test”.
6.4. Source terms g(x, u) = a′(x)u with function discontinuous in space and non-trivial topography
We discuss the hard case of a balance law ut+ fx(u) = g(x, u) with g discontinuous in x, along with our
method as developed in Section 3. In other words, we have not made any special treatment for approximation
of the discontinuous source term. In particular, our results (see Figure 11) are in very good agreement with
the numerical experiment reported in [36]. This means that our novel approach is able to capture the delicate
nonlinear local interaction between the flux and the source within the control volume of the Lagrangian-
Eulerian framework. In addition, we mention that the discontinuity of the source term might lead to
significant influences on the shock or rarefaction waves generated by the initial Riemann data, and produces
some new and interesting phenomena such as the appearance of weak discontinuities and the appearance
and absorption of new shocks (see [16] for details). In [36], Shi Jin considered the model,
ut + (f(u))x = g(x, u) (55)
with flux function f(u) = u
2
2 and source term g(x, u) = z
′(x)u with z(x) = cos(π x), 4.5 ≤ x ≤ 5.5 and 0
otherwise with 0 < x < 10. Note that z′(x) is then a discontinuous function, so that g(x, u) is a discontinuous
source term in x. Figure 11 shows approximations with initial data u(x, 0) = 0, x > 0 and u(0, t) = 2, t > 0.
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In the bottom pictures of Figure 11 it is shown solutions of u + z = 2 compared with the exact solution
(solid line) at steady state for a continuous topography in a mesh refinement study; from left to right we
have numerical solutions (dashed lines): 128, 256 and 512 cells. In the top pictures of Figure 11 it is shown
solutions at finite time the steady state counterpart solutions for the same situation. The numerical scheme
gives clearly qualitatively correct approximations at t = 10 even in numerical coarse grids. A study of the
numerical error for the balance law problem with discontinuous source term is shown in Figure 12, along
with the observed first-order behavior of accuracy in the computed solutions in several discrete norms.
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Figure 11: Numerical solutions with discontinuous source term g(x, u).
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Cells h ‖u− U‖l1h ‖u− U‖l2h ‖u− U‖l∞h
32 0.31250 3.57138× 10−1 1.98505× 10−1 2.27229× 10−1
64 0.15625 1.23307× 10−1 7.32096× 10−2 9.87682× 10−2
128 0.07813 6.13928× 10−2 3.73888× 10−2 6.50388× 10−2
256 0.03906 2.88161× 10−2 1.81468× 10−2 3.74213× 10−2
512 0.01953 2.10403× 10−2 9.98296× 10−3 1.55670× 10−2
LSF E(h) 0.95× h1.027 0.6× h1.064 0.74× h0.966
Figure 12: On the top we have log-log plots for norms L1 (left), L2 (middle) and L∞ (right) of the error versus the cell sizes,
for the situation with a source term g(x, u) discontinuous in x; we can see first-order behavior of accuracy in the numerical
solutions. On the bottom, we have corresponding errors between the numerical approximations (U) and exact solutions (u).
We now discuss the shallow water equations over non-trivial topography g(x, u) of the seminal work of
Greenberg and LeRoux [22] (see also [21]) given by
ut +
(
u2
2
)
x
= g(x, u),
with flux function f(u) = u
2
2 and source term G(u) = a
′(x)u with a(x) = 0.9 cos(π(x−12 ))
30, x ≤ 2 and 0
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otherwise. Figure 13 shows a non-stationary shock wave connecting two states that correspond to steady
solutions for which u + a = 1.3 on the left and u + a = 1 on the right. In this numerical test, the initial
data is u(x, 0) = 1 − a(x), x > 0.2 and u(x, 0) = 1.3 − a(x), x < 0.2. The scheme produces a qualitatively
correct monotone curve as the mesh grid is refined keeping the total height u+ a at t = 1.5.
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Figure 13: Numerical solutions with source term g(x, u). 512 cells (left), 1024 cells (right).
6.5. A scalar balance law: a hard test case with exponential growth of the source term
The main goal of this example is, as in [17], to emphasize the qualitative difference between time-
splitting, (or fractional step methods) and well-balanced numerical schemes when it comes to computing
the entropy solution of a simple scalar, yet non-resonant, balance law ∂tu + ∂x(f(u)) = k(x)g(u), 0 <
k ∈ L1 ∩ C0(R), f is genuinely non-linear and g ∈ C1(R), see [17] for more details. In this particular
problem it is considered f(u) = u2/2, k(x) = 0.2 and g(u) = u with initial data u0(x) = Y (x), Y the
Heaviside function. This results in the classical “one-half”order of convergence in L1, which is known to
be optimal for Godunov type [34, 37], denoting the entropy solution u and its numerical approximation
by u∆t; see [37] that states: ∀t ∈ [0, T ], ‖u∆t(t, .) − u(t, .)‖L1(R) ≤ C
√
∆t. The analysis discussed in
[38] reveals that the “constant C” is actually an exponential in time, which results in the more rigorous
statement: ∀t ∈ [0, T ], ‖u∆t(t, .) − u(t, .)‖L1(R) ≤ C exp(max[g′(u)]t)
√
∆t. This estimate is disastrous
from a computational standpoint, because in order to keep the absolute error below a given tolerance, the
computational grid’s parameters are meant to decrease exponentially with time (except if g′ ≤ 0, for which
TV (u)(t, .) decays exponentially too). Figure 14 shows numerical approximations with 256 and 512 cells.
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Figure 14: Numerical approximations of the scalar balance law. The solution is shown with 256 cells (left) and 512 cells (right).
6.6. Zero velocity and steady-state solutions
One particular case occurs when fnj = 0. The integral curves now are vertical lines, so the original grid
does not change in time and we obtain the steady-state solution of the simulated problem. To illustrate
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such situation, we present in this section an example from [22]:
∂u
∂t
+
∂(f(u))
∂x
= −uZx(x), t > 0, (x, t) ∈ R× (0, T ],
u(x, 0) + Z(x) = 1,
(56)
where Z(x) = 0.9
(
cos(π
(
x−1
2
)
)
)30
if 0 ≤ x ≤ 2 and zero otherwise. With f(u) = u2/2 the steady-state
solution of this problem is u+Z(x) = 1. Note that the steady-state solution is achieved when the following
identity is satisfied:
0 =
∂u
∂t
= −∂(
u2
2 )
∂x
− uZx(x) = −u (u+ Z)x . (57)
The control volume is
Dnj = {(t, x) / tn ≤ t ≤ tn+1, xnj ≤ x ≤ xnj+1},
where the integrals curves are the vertical lines x = xnj i.e the original grid does not change in time. Hence,
the projection step is not necessary anymore. This is the geometrical interpretation of the tracing forward
of the cell dual grid being identical to the original grid. Integrating (57) over Dnj gives:∫ tn+1
tn
∫ xnj+1
xnj
∇t,x ·
[
u
0
]
dxdt =
∫ tn+1
tn
∫ xnj+1
xnj
(ut + [0]x)dxdt =
∫ tn+1
tn
∫ xnj+1
xnj
(−u (u+ Z)x) dxdt. (58)
By the application of the divergence theorem on the left side of (58), we get∮
∂Dnj
−→n ·
[
u
0
]
∂Dnj =
∫ tn+1
tn
∫ xnj+1
xnj
(−u (u+ Z)x) dxdt. (59)
Since the integrals curves x = xnj are impervious, the flux is vertical from t
n to tn+1. Dividing by h, we get
1
h
∫ xnj+1
xnj
u(x, tn+1)dx− 1
h
∫ xnj+1
xnj
u(x, tn)dx =
1
h
∫ tn+1
tn
∫ xnj+1
xnj
(−u (u+ Z)x) dxdt. (60)
Thus
Un+1
j+ 1
2
− Unj+ 12 =
1
h
∫ tn+1
tn
∫ xnj+1
xnj
(−u (u+ Z)x) dxdt. (61)
With this, the numerical scheme can be written as follows
Un+1
j+ 12
= Unj+ 12
+
1
h
∫ tn+1
tn
∫ xnj+1
xnj
(−u (u+ Z)x) dxdt ≈ Unj+ 12 −
1
h
Unj+ 12
((u+ Z)nx)j+ 12
∫ tn+1
tn
∫ xnj+1
xnj
dxdt.
(62)
Notice that we approximate the derivative (u + Z)x with the previously discussed slope limiters. We
show in Figure 15 the steady-state solution approximated by this numerical scheme. This example exhibits
a numerical version of a well-balancedness property for our framework, see Figure 15 (left). We also show
an example from [6], see Figure 15 (right), with Z(x) = 0.4e(sin(x)−1) and the steady-state solution of the
simulated problem given by u+ Z = 0.5.
6.7. Systems of balance laws: The shallow-water problem
Here we consider a numerical approximation of the well known system of balance laws modeling the
shallow-water problem. The model under consideration is as follows:
∂h
∂t
+
∂(hu)
∂x
= 0,
∂(hu)
∂t
+
∂
(
hu2 + g2h
2
)
∂x
= −ghZx,
(63)
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Figure 15: Steady-state solution for the problem modeled by equation 56 with different topographies. The solution for both
cases is approximated with 200 mesh grid cells at time t = 100.
which we rewrite as 
∂h
∂t
+
∂(hu)
∂x
= 0,
∂(hu)
∂t
+
∂
(
hu2
)
∂x
= − ∂
∂x
(g
2
h2
)
− gh∂Z
∂x
,
(64)
where h ≥ 0 denotes the water height, u ∈ R is the water velocity in the x direction, and g > 0 stands for
the gravity constant. The function Z denotes the smooth topography.
Applying the Lagrangian-Eulerian method to each equation, we get
∫
Dnh,j
(
∂h
∂t
+
∂(hu)
∂x
)
dA = 0,
∫
Dnm,j
(
∂(hu)
∂t
+
∂
(
hu2
)
∂x
)
dA = −g
∫
Dnm,j
h
(
∂h
∂x
+
∂Z
∂x
)
dA.
(65)
The integrals on the left side in (65) were previously discussed. We will focus on how to approximate the
integral on the right side. We have
Inm,j =
∫
Dnm,j
h
(
∂h
∂x
+
∂Z
∂x
)
dA =
∫ tn+1
tn
∫ σnj+1(t)
σnj (t)
h
∂(h+ Z)
∂x
dxdt. (66)
Therefore from (66) we get,
Inm,j ≈ Hnj
∫ tn+1
tn
(
h(σnj+1(t), t) + Z(σ
n
j+1(t)) − (h(σnj (t), t) + Z(σnj (t)))
)
. (67)
The last integral can be approximated using Taylor series expansion of order one, where we use a slope
limiter to approximate the derivatives (Hx)j and (Zx)j , and the trapezoidal rule for the integral on time.
The final approximation gives
Inm,j ≈ Hnj
(
Hnj+1 + Zj+1 − (Hnj + Zj)
)
+0.5Hnj (∆t)
2
(
fnh,j+1(Hx)
n
j+1 + f
n
h,j(Zx)j+1 − (fnh,j(Hx)j − fnh,j+1(Zx)j+1)
)
.
(68)
The next three test cases come from [20] (see [6, 12, 35] and references therein). The topography is
flat with a bump for x ∈ [8, 12], as follows: Z(x) = 0.2 − 0.05(x − 10)2. The transcritical flow without
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shock, transcritical flow with shock and subcritical flow test cases are performed according to the initial and
boundary conditions given by [12, 20, 35]. The first test models the transcritical flow without shock [35].
For this case, the initial water height is 0.33 m. A unit discharge of 1.53 m2/s is imposed at the upstream
boundary, and open boundary conditions (dhdx = 0,
du
dx = 0) are applied at the downstream side. The
numerical solutions for water height and discharge can be seen in Figure 16 after the steady state has been
reached (which happens at time 41.5 sec.). We show in Figure 16 the numerically evaluated water height
and discharge with the corresponding analytical solutions, with three levels of refinement (200, 600 and 1000
mesh points). At the end of the bump a constant level is again reached. Discharge shows an underestimation
near the bump, reduced on refinement. The second test models the transcritical flow with a shock. The
initial water height is also 0.33 m. A unit discharge of 0.18 m2/s is imposed on the upstream boundary and
a depth of 0.33 m is imposed on the downstream boundary. The steady state here is reached at 175.5 sec.
We show in Figure 17 the analytical and numerical solution for water surface profile and discharge, with
three levels of refinement (200, 600 and 1000 mesh points). A local peak in numerical solution for discharge
is observed on the jump after the bump (for more details on this behavior see [35] and references therein).
The third test models the subcritical flow over a bump without a shock. Subcritical flow conditions are
maintained in the same channel as taken in the above two cases. A unit discharge of 4.42 m2/s is imposed
on the upstream boundary and a depth of 2.0 m is imposed on the downstream boundary. The steady state
is reached at time 85.5 sec. Figure 18 shows the solutions for this case after reaching the steady state, with
three levels of refinement (200, 600 and 1000 mesh points). For all the three cases, the Lagrangian-Eulerian
scheme produced qualitatively correct results compared to analytical solutions with 200 mesh grid cells.
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Figure 16: Transcritical without shock test case. The steady-state has been already reached (exhibited time is t = 600 sec.).
Top: h+Z solutions with 200, 600 and 1000 mesh grid points. Bottom: discharge M with 200, 600 and 1000 mesh grid points
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Figure 17: Transcritical with shock test case. The steady-state has been already reached (exhibited time is t = 600 sec.). Top:
h+ Z solutions with 200, 600 and 1000 mesh grid points. Bottom: discharge M with 200, 600 and 1000 mesh grid points
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Figure 18: Subcritical test case. The steady-state has been already reached (exhibited time is t = 600 sec.). Top: h + Z
solutions with 200, 600 and 1000 mesh grid points. Bottom: discharge M with 200, 600 and 1000 mesh grid points
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The following results are reproductions of the test cases presented in [10] - Small perturbation of steady
flow over a slanted surface. We consider the modified system for shallow water equations presented in the
cited paper, with water source term R(x, t) (which for the test cases is identically zero) and a bottom friction
term with the classical Manning formulation. In one spatial dimension the equation is reduced to:
∂h
∂t
+
∂(hu)
∂x
= R(x, t),
∂(hu)
∂t
+
∂
(
hu2 + g2h
2
)
∂x
= −ghZx − g n
2
h
1
3
u|u|,
(69)
We consider the initial data
h(x, 0) = h0 +
{
0.2h0, 1 ≤ x ≤ 1.25,
0, otherwise
q(x, 0) = q0 (70)
The first test is a supercritical case, with h0 = 0.09564, q0 = 0.1, n = 0.02 and the (constant) slope of
topography Zx = −0.01. We show on Figure 19 the initial state, a snapshot at time t = 1.0 sec., where the
perturbation propagates to the right and the steady state at time t = 100 sec. Next, the subcritical case is
presented with h0 = 0.02402, q0 = 0.002, n = 0.1 and the slope of topography again as −0.01. Here, the
shape of the propagated solution is different from the previous case. We show on Figure 20 the initial state,
a snapshot at time t = 0.5 sec. and the steady state solution at time t = 100 sec. Then, the last case on
Figure 21 shows a magnitude of topography slope larger than the other cases, Zx =
1√
3
. In this case, the
perturbation propagates faster than in previous tests, but the numerical steady state is achieved at large
times. These tests are evaluated with 200 grid cells.
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Figure 19: Supercritical test case at initial time (left), t = 1.0 sec. (middle), and steady state at t = 100 sec. (right).
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Figure 20: Subcritical test case at initial time (left), t = 0.5 sec. (middle), and steady state at t = 100 sec. (right).
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Figure 21: Larger slope topography test case at initial time (left), t = 0.05 sec. (middle), and steady state at t = 100 sec.
(right).
6.8. Error analysis
We present an error analysis study performed for the linear conservation law ut + aux = 0, with a = 1.0
and a smooth initial condition. We observe from information below that our method presents first-order
accuracy behavior.
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Cells h ‖u− U‖l1h ‖u− U‖l2h ‖u− U‖l∞h
32 0.31250 4.13831× 10−2 2.39536× 10−2 5.34744× 10−2
64 0.15625 1.35621× 10−2 7.75141× 10−3 1.61009× 10−2
128 0.07813 5.61517× 10−3 3.17689× 10−3 6.68850× 10−3
256 0.03906 2.69301× 10−3 1.52179× 10−3 3.12262× 10−3
512 0.01953 1.32042× 10−3 7.46087× 10−3 1.53242× 10−3
LSF E(h) 0.147× h1.227 0.085× h1.235 0.192× h1.261
Figure 22: On the top we have log-log plots for norms L1 (left), L2 (middle) and L∞ (right) of the error versus the cell sizes, for
the the linear problem ut+ux = 0 at time T = 1.0 with smooth initial condition u(x, 0) = e−x
2
; we can see first-order behavior
of accuracy in the numerical solutions. On the bottom, we have corresponding errors between the numerical approximations
(U) and exact solutions (u)
7. Concluding Remarks
In the present work, we constructed an efficient numerical scheme in local conservative form for solving
nonlinear hyperbolic conservation and balance law problems – both for the scalar case and for systems of
equations – using a novel Lagrangian-Eulerian approach. This method is based on a reformulation of the
equation regarding an equivalent locally conservative space-time divergence form problem. We make use of
piecewise linear reconstruction ideas along with predictor-corrector type approximations for improvements
of the computed numerical solutions. A rigorous mathematical demonstration of such approach is beyond
the scope of the present paper, and is to be attempted in future research. We discussed qualitatively correct
numerical solutions for problems such as the classical inviscid Burgers equation, two-phase and three-phase
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flow problems in porous media and nonlinear shallow water equations, including test cases with bottom
friction. In particular we were also able to reproduce qualitatively correct approximations for the situation
of balance laws ut + fx(u) = g(u, x), with g(u, x) discontinuous in x. This framework is aimed to be
independent of a particular structure of the flux function and the stiff source term. Moreover, we also
discussed ideas on how to extend the Lagrangian-Eulerian framework for higher dimensions. Indeed, we
have also discussed another simple, fast and elegant alternative for extending the novel approach to more
than one dimension along with a two-dimensional concrete example. Our procedure is based on writing the
two-dimensional scalar conservation law in the form of a coupled set of two balance laws along with initial
data. We also discuss the extension of our novel framework to the case of systems of balance laws and for
nontrivial test cases that can be found in the recent specialized literature. As announced, a convergence
proof is not ready to the moment, but its numerical aspects and their applications were covered in the
current work by a very large and representative set of numerical experiments to give convincing evidence
that we were able to compute qualitatively correct approximations for several transport models and related
applications.
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Appendix A. A CFL constrain to the linear advection model ut + aux = 0, a ∈ R
We perform a preliminary stability analysis for the numerical scheme, without reconstruction and
predictor-corrector ideas. The simplified scheme with constant time step for linear conservation laws is,
Un+1j =
1
4
[
Unj−1 + 2U
n
j + U
n
j+1
]− ak
2h
[
Unj+1 − Unj−1
]
. (A.1)
By means of the Fourier analysis every one-step scheme can be recast in a recurrence relation, given by
(from the Fourier inversion formula):
Û n+1 = (g(h ξ))Û n, with Û n = (g(h ξ))nÛ 0, (A.2)
where Û n is the Fourier transform of a grid function Un, defined at grid points xj = j h for j = 0,±1,±2, · · ·
and all crucial information about a scheme is embedded in its amplification factor or characteristic function
g(h ξ) for the scheme at wave number ξ. Therefore, replacing Unj by g
neiξjh and plugging this into the
Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme (A.1) and matching coefficients reads (with ω ≡ h ξ for convenience of notation):
g(ω)n+1eiξjh=
g(ω)n
4
(
eiξ(j−1)h + 2eiξjh+eiξ(j+1)h
)
− ak
2h
(
eiξ(j+1)h − eiξ(j−1)h
)
. (A.3)
From (A.3) one easily find that,
g(ω) =
1
4
(
e−iξh + 2 + eiξh
)− ak
2h
(
eiξh − e−iξh) = 1
2
(1 + cos(ξh))− vi sin(ξh), (A.4)
where v = akh−1 is the Courant number. Thus, the analogue Lagrangian-Eulerian finite difference scheme is
stable if there is a positive constant K (independent of ξ, h, k, but h, k are in the stability region) such that,
|g(ω, k, h)| ≤ 1 +K k. If amplification factor does not depend of h and k, then g(ω, k, h) can be replaced
with the restricted stability condition |g(ω)| ≤ 1. Thus, the amplification factor of the Lagrangian-Eulerian
scheme (A.1) is given by,
|g(ξ)|2 = 1
4
(1 + cos(ξh))2 + v2 sin2(ξh). (A.5)
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Notice the restriction |g(ω)| ≤ 1 is also true if v2 ≤ 14 , and then we get,
|v| ≤ 1
2
. (A.6)
This now gives a support to what was used in [5]. Additionally, a more detailed analysis of the amplification
factor (A.4) shows that the bound in the equation (A.6) can be greater. We consider now the function from
(A.5),
t(ω, v) = |g(ω)|2 = 1
4
(1 + cos(ω))
2
+ v2 sin2(ω). (A.7)
Differentiation of t(ω, v) with respect to ω and setting tω(ω, v) = 0 reads,
cos(ω) =
1
2
2v2 − 12
, (A.8)
from which we get the following constraint for v 6= 12 :∣∣∣∣ 122v2 − 12
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1. (A.9)
Therefore 0 < v < 12 or
√
2
2 < v. Indeed, this function t(ω, v) has no critical points on the interval
1
2 < v <
√
2
2 , but tω(ω, v) ≡ 0 in this interval is zero. This implies that function t(ω, v) is constant there,
but the function is still limited by one for v ∈ ] 12 ,
√
2
2 [. Now, notice that the function t(ω, v) (A.9) associated
to the analogue linear Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme (A.1) is continuous, even smooth with respect to the
variable v. Therefore, stability condition for the linear Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme (A.1) is,
|v| ≤
√
2
2
, v =
a k
h
, a ∈ R, h, k > 0. (A.10)
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Abstract
We present a simple numerical method based on a Lagrangian-Eulerian framework for ap-
proximate solutions of nonlinear balance law problems. This framework has been used for
numerically solving partial differential equations of several types, such as hyperbolic conser-
vation laws [3, 8], balance laws problems [4]. As in [3, 5] the mass conservation takes place
in the space-time volume Dnj , and this region in the form of [3] is used to define naturally
a balance law. This balance law is the central idea to build a efficient numerical method to
approximate solution to balance law problems. Verification of the technique is also made by
comparison with analytical solutions when they are available.
Keywords. hyperbolic balance laws, Lagrangian-Eulerian, Finite Volume Methods
1 Introduction
We propose a first order high-resolution three point numerical scheme based on a
Lagrangian-Eulerian framework for numerically solving nonlinear balance law problems.
The Lagrangian-Eulerian approach is a promising tool for numerically solving partial dif-
ferential equations of several types. Recently, in [2,3,8] such ideas were extended to a wide
range of nonlinear purely hyperbolic conservation laws and balance laws scalar and sys-
tems. Here, we make use of polynomial reconstruction ideas into the Lagrangian-Eulerian
novel approach, but keeping the scheme simple, fast and without any strong restriction
over the source term other than integrability on the finite volume. As in [2,3,8] the hyper-
bolic part of balance law is written in a space time divergence form so that the inherent
conservation properties of the hyperbolic operator are used efficiently to build a numerical
method to hyperbolic balance law problems [5]. Such framework presents an interesting
property of being rather independent of a particular structure of the source terms. Our
1eabreu@ime.unicamp.br
2jhonperez@itm.edu.co
3arthurm@ime.unicamp.br
2goal on the current work is two-fold: 1) to present the novel high-resolution Lagrangian-
Eulerian three point numerical scheme for general balance laws, and 2) the application
of the new scheme to a wide range of nonlinear balance laws that appear in transport
in porous media problems as well as to the shallow water equations with discontinuous
source term. For such problems, we present evidences that we are calculating qualita-
tively correct approximations with accurate resolution of small perturbations around the
stationary solution. Our work shows accurate results computed efficiently with the simple
high-resolution Lagrangian-Eulerian numerical scheme for general balance laws.
2 Numerical Method
We consider a novel Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation that can be viewed as an exten-
sion of previous works [2,3,8] for practical construction of numerical solutions for balance
law problems, but following innovative recent ideas introduced in [1] to construct weak
asymptotic methods for scalar equations and systems of conservation law equations. For
simplicity, we consider the particular scalar equation with u = u(x, t)
∂u
∂t
+
∂(u f(u))
∂x
= g(x, u), x ∈ R, t > 0; u(x, 0) = u0(x) ∈ L∞(T), x ∈ R, (1)
with f Lipschitz, with Lipschitz coefficient bounded on bounded sets and source term
g(x, u) integrable over the finite volume Dnj . We provide a formal development of the ana-
logue Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme [4,5,8] for numerically solving the initial value problem
(1). As in the Lagrangian-Eulerian schemes [3–5], a local mass balance equation is ob-
tained by integrating the hyperbolic balance law (1) over the region in the space-time
domain. Here we consider the Lagrangian-Eulerian finite-volume cell centers
Dnj = {(t, x) / tn ≤ t ≤ tn+1, σj− 1
2
(t) ≤ x ≤ σj+ 1
2
(t)}, (2)
where σn
j− 1
2
(t) is the parameterized integral curve such that σn
j− 1
2
(tn) = xn
j− 1
2
. These curves
are the lateral boundaries of the domain Dnj in (2) and we define x¯
n+1
j− 1
2
:= σn
j− 1
2
(tn+1) and
x¯n+1
j+ 1
2
:= σn
j+ 1
2
(tn+1) as their endpoints in time tn+1. The numerical scheme is expected to
satisfy some type of local mass balance (due to the inherent nature of the problem) from
time tn in the space domain
[
xn
j− 1
2
, xn
j+ 1
2
]
to time tn+1 in the space domain
[
x¯n+1
j− 1
2
, x¯n+1
j+ 1
2
]
.
With this, we must have the flux through curves σn
j− 1
2
(t) to be zero. From the integration
of (1) and the divergence theorem applied on the hyperbolic operator, left side of equation
(1), and using the fact that the line integrals over curves σnj (t) vanish, we get the local
balance mass equation∫ x¯n+1
j+12
x¯n+1
j− 12
u(x, tn+1)dx =
∫ xn
j+12
xn
j− 12
u(x, tn)dx+
∫∫
Dnj
g(x, u) dxdt. (3)
3As in [3], the curves σnj−1/2(t) are not straight lines in general, but rather solutions of the
local nonlinear differential equations [2, 4, 8]:
dσn
j−1/2(t)
dt =
u f(u)
u = f(u), for t
n < t ≤ tn+1,
with initial condition σnj−1/2(t
n) = xnj−1/2, assuming u 6= 0 (for the sake of presentation).
The extension of this construction follows naturally from the finite volume formulation
of the linear Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme, as in [2, 3, 8], building block to construct local
approximations such as fnj−1/2 = f(U
n
j−1/2) ≈ f(u(xj− 12 , t
n)) with the initial condition
σnj−1/2(t
n) = xnj−1/2. Indeed, distinct and high-order approximations are also acceptable
for
dσn
j−1/2(t)
dt = f(u). As in [3], the piecewise constant numerical data is reconstructed into
a piecewise linear approximation (but high-order reconstructions are acceptable), through
the use of MUSCL-type interpolants Lj(x, t) = uj(t) + (x − xj) 1∆xu′j . For the numerical
derivative 1∆xu
′
j , there are several choices of slope limiters. A priori choice of such slope
limiters is quite hard, but they are chosen upon the underlying model problem under
investigation. A possible slope limiter is
U ′j =MM
{
α∆uj+ 1
2
,
1
2
(uj+1 − uj−1), α∆uj− 1
2
}
, (4)
and this choice allows steeper slopes near discontinuities and retain accuracy in smooth
regions. The range of the parameter α is typically guided by the CFL condition. Equation
(3) defines a local mass balance between space intervals at time tn and at time tn+1. We
will later address how to project these volumes back to the original mesh. Defining
U
n+1
j :=
1
hn+1j
∫ x¯n+1
j+12
x¯n+1
j− 12
u(x, tn+1)dx, and Unj :=
1
h
∫ xn
j+12
xn
j− 12
u(x, tn)dx,
then, equation (3) can be rewritten into
U
n+1
j =
1
hn+1j
(
hUnj +
∫∫
Dnj
g(x, u) dxdt
)
. (5)
Solutions σnj−1/2(t) of the differential system are obtained using the approximations
Uj− 1
2
= 1h
(∫ xnj− 12
xnj−1
Lj−1(x, t)dx+
∫ xnj
xn
j− 12
Lj(x, t)dx
)
=
1
2
(Uj−1 + Uj) +
1
8
(U ′j − U ′j−1).
(6)
The above approximation is not necessary in the linear case where u f(u) = a(x, t)u. We
must notice that the approximation of fnj−1/2 may cause spurious oscillation in Riemann
problems, specially in shocks and discontinuity regions. For that, we use a polynomial
reconstruction of second degree to smooth out the approximation and also slope lim-
iters approximation of the form (4). The numerical solutions have shown qualitatively
correct behavior for nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws. Convergence order remains
unchanged even with the reconstruction, being first-order. In the reconstruction we use
the nonlinear Lagrange polynomial in Uj−1, Uj and Uj+1. Equation (5) reads,
U
n+1
j =
1
hn+1j
∫ xn
j+12
xn
j− 12
P2(x)dx, (7)
4where P2(x) = U
n
j−1 L−1(x−xj)+Unj L0(x−xj)+Unj+1 L1(x−xj), L0(x) = 1−
(
x
h
)2
and
L± 1(x) = 12
[(
x
h ± 12
)2 − 14] . Next, we obtain the resulting projection formula as follows
Un+1j = U
n+1
j +
∆tn
h
(
f+
j− 1
2
U
n+1
j−1 − |fj |Un+1j + f−j+ 1
2
U
n+1
j+1
)
, (8)
where f+
j− 1
2
= f+(Un
j− 1
2
), f−
j+ 1
2
= f−(Un
j+ 1
2
) and |fj | = f+j− 1
2
+f−
j+ 1
2
. Here ∆tn is obtained
under CFL-condition
max
j
{
f+
j− 1
2
, f−
j+ 1
2
}
∆tn ≤ h
2
,
which is taken by construction of method. We note that in the linear case, when a(x, t) =
a > 0 (or a < 0), the numerical scheme (5)-(8) is a extension of the Upwind scheme to
linear balance law, but our scheme can approximate solution in both cases a > 0 and
a < 0, the CFL-condition in this case is |a∆t| ≤ h as in the Upwind scheme.
3 Numerical Experiments
We present and discuss approximate computations for scalar balance laws and systems
of balance laws. The scalar calculations were performed in less that one second with
Matlab on a standard laptop with 2.60 GHz Intel Core i7-4510U CPU and 8.0 GB of
RAM memory.
The first test is an example of linear advection with a smooth (polynomial) source:
ut + 2ux = x
3 + 6tx2, u(x, 0) = 0.
The initial data here is zero, but the exact solution of this differential equation is u(x, t) =
tx3. In x = 0 we have a sonic point accurately captured by our simulations. Figure 1
presents numerical solutions at times t = 0, t = 1.5 and t = 3.0 for a 256 cells mesh. For
this case we have a natural and robust generalization for the upwind method for balance
laws. The observed convergence rate was studied at time t = 3.0 with 32, 64, 128, 256, 512
and 1024 mesh grid cells and second-order convergence was observed (see Figure 2). Here
we used the midpoint rule for the source term quadrature, but the linear advection hyper-
bolic operator is being exactly calculated due to exact CFL condition.
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Figure 1: Numerical solutions with smooth source term g(x, t) = x3 + 6tx2.
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Figure 2: Convergence of error in L1, L2 and L∞ norms with uniform mesh refinement for
the smooth source term test. Second-order convergence is observed in this example.
For the second test, proposed by Shi Jin in [9], the source term is of the discontinuous
form g(x, u) = z′(x)u.
ut + (u f(u))x = g(x, u)
with flux function uf(u) = u
2
2 and z(x) = cos(pi x), 4.5 ≤ x ≤ 5.5 and 0 otherwise with
0 < x < 10. Note that z′(x) is a discontinuous function, so that g(x, u) is a discontinuous
source term in x. Figure 3 involves approximations with initial data u(x, 0) = 0, x > 0
and u(0, t) = 2, t > 0. The steady state solution of this problem is u+z = 2. The pictures
in Figure 3 show approximations with 128 cells (left), 256 (middle) and 512 cells (right)
for u (top pictures) and for steady state u + z (bottom pictures). The numerical results
present clearly qualitatively correct approximations at t = 1.
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Figure 3: Numerical solutions with discontinuous source term g(x, u).
We also consider, as in [7], a 2× 2 nonlinear system of balance laws modeling the flow
of water downing in a channel having a rectangular cross section and inclined at a constant
angle θ to the horizontal. This is a prototype model for shallow-water flow (see [8]) in an
6inclined channel with friction the system may be written as (in dimensionless variables)
∂h
∂t
+
∂(hu)
∂x
= 0,
∂(hu)
∂t
+
∂
(
hu2 + 12h
2
)
∂x
= h− C 1 + h
tan(θ)
v2,
(9)
where h is the height of the free surface and v is the averaged horizontal velocity. Precisely,
as in [7], the friction coefficient C is taken to be 0.1, while the inclination angle θ = pi6 .
On physical grounds, in this model problem it was assumed the hydrostatic balance in
the vertical direction and ignored any surface tension. Here, the initial velocity is taken
to be v0 = 1.699, while the initial height of the free surface consists of a triangular
perturbation of the uniform flow level, h0(x) = x+ 1.5, −0.5 ≤ x ≤ 0, h0(X) = −x+ 1.5,
0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5, and 1 elsewhere. Numerical approximations are shown in Figure 4 with a
clearly qualitatively correct approximations at t = 1.
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Figure 4: Numerical solutions to shallow water system (9) with 128, 256 and 512 cells (left
to right), h (height) in top and v (velocity) bottom .
4 Concluding Remarks
We presented the development of a simple and effective numerical scheme for solving
nonlinear scalar balance laws problems with the Lagrangian-Eulerian framework. This
method is based on a reformulation of the conservation laws in terms of an equivalent lo-
cally conservative space-time problem in divergence form. We make use of piecewise linear
and parabolic reconstructions ideas for resolution and accuracy reasons and the resulting
method present qualitatively correct numerical approximations. Our method is robust in
7a way that no special treatment is needed when the sign of velocity changes over time. We
expect to establish a componentwise extension of the scheme in order to perform numeri-
cal experiments for systems of conservation and balance laws, as well as multidimensional
problems. Our numerical experiments show good evidence of computational convergence
and preservation of the well-balanced property of balance laws.
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Abstract
We propose a simple and fast numerical method based on a Lagrangian-Eulerian framework
for numerically solving nonlinear balance law problems. As in [1, 2, 5] the hyperbolic part
of balance law is written in a space-time divergence form (see [4, 5]) so that the inherent
conservation properties of the hyperbolic operator are used efficiently to build a numerical
method to hyperbolic balance law problems. Such framework presents an interesting property
of being rather independent of a particular structure of the flux function as well as of the source
terms. Without any strong restriction over the source term other than integrability on the finite
volume, the above procedure leads to a first-order three-point numerical scheme. To enhance
resolution and accuracy of the approximations, we make use of polynomial reconstruction
ideas into the Lagrangian-Eulerian novel approach. Besides, we use the novel technique to a
wide range of nonlinear balance laws that appear in transport in porous media problems as
well as to the shallow water equations with discontinuous source term. In such problems, we
present evidences that we are calculating qualitatively correct approximations with accurate
resolution of small perturbations around the stationary solution. Verification of the technique
is also made by comparison with analytical solutions when they are available.
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